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Author: Arve Larsen
Photo: See captions
Translation: Fredrik Lofter
This text is not allowed to be
reproduced in whole nor in parts
without the consent of the author,
and when done so should be credited to the author. Pictures that are
used in the article could be protected
by copyright laws and copying is
not allowed, neither with or without
captions, without the consent of the
author.
As the reader will understand
from this article a lot of reviews
and checks are necessary to confirm
information and to dismiss rumors
and other inaccuracies. Such investigations are not something that
can be done singlehandedly, as it
requires access to various archives,
both private/corporate as well as
public. The author would therefore
like to extend sincere gratitude to
those who have assisted in this and
would like to mention the following
in particular:
• Lars Gerdin who works at Volvo’s
historical archive at VAK (Volvo’s
Administrative Office) in Tors
landa

• Neville Britto (Volvo Club of
British Columbia) who is car his
torian and specialized in Volvo’s
Canadian business. He’s currently
writing a book on Volvo’s Halifax
plant. He has been an important
contributor to this section of
the article and also contributed
with facts on the production in
Canada.
• Stoffel Mulier who has contrib
uted with very important infor
mation especially regarding the
Coune cabriolets and the Amazon
133GT.
• Gregg Morris (Volvo Club of
British Columbia)
• Gustaf Östergren (Volvo Cars
Corporation) who has contrib
uted with important information
and special stories.
• Volvo Cars and Per-Åke Fröberg
at Volvo Cars Heritage who have
contributed with invaluable infor
mation.
• Guy Vermant who put the author
in contact with
• Paul van Vugt, editor of Volvod
rive Magazine.
• Erik Endre who translated the
article from van Vugt in Volvod
rive Magazine.

• Tommy Joelsson (Swedish Volvo
Amazon Club), who has been
invaluable support in the archive
visits.
• Fredrik Lofter (Volvo Amazon
Picture Gallery) and Arnt
Willy Aardal (Norwegian Volvo
Amazon Club) who have been of
very much help along the way,
and who have contributed both
with important information and
pictures.
• Thomas Meacham who has
assisted greatly in proofreading
this translation.
• Alberto
Averill,
Fernando
Garetto Vives and Hugo Tagle
from Club Volvo Chile who have
contributed with important infor
mation on the plant in Arica.
• Noel Chua who have contributed
with clarifications on the assem
bly plant in Malaysia.
• Debra NcNabb (Nova Scotia
Museum of Industry).
• Stein Christian Husby who has
contributed with important infor
mation.
• Jo Mæhle who has assisted the
author with proofreading.
• Lars E. Kielland who has assisted
the author with proofreading.

 The many parts that an Amazon
consists of, and which is illustra
tive of the «package» that assembly
plants received.
Source: Volvo’s Historical Archive.
Sources

• «Les hommes font l’histoire»
– People create history (Volvo
Europa N.V.).
• M. Compton and T. J. Gallwey’s
article on Motor Assemblies Limited.
• «The New Domestic Automakers
in the United States and Canada:
History, Impacts, and Prospects»
(Andrew James Jacobs).
• «Missing the Road: Working Life
at Volvo Nova Scotia» (Anders
Sandberg).
• «Building a New Nova Scotia:
State Intervention, The Auto
Industry and the Case of Volvo
in Halifax 1963-1998» (Dimitry
Anastakis).
• Thanks to Fredrik Lofter for tipping the author on the books on
Nova Scotia by A. J. Jacobs, A.
Sandberg and D. Anastakis.
• Archive clips from Swedish
newspapers Svenska Dagbladet
and Dagens Nyheter.
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• Own visits and research in Volvo’s historical archive.
1 - Preface

A lot has been written and even
more has been said, meant, assumed
and believed about Volvo’s foreign
assembly plants throughout the
years. While the production plants
of today are both well-known and
well documented, the history of the
assembly plants of earlier days has
not been documented and preserved
for the future. So called facts in various encyclopedias often contain
deficient and also sometimes inaccurate information.
The author has during the course
of the past three to four years worked
with articles which one by one
covers the different model years of
the Volvo Amazon, and previously
the articles covering model year
1957 up to model year 1961 have
been published in the Norwegian
Volvo Amazon Club’s magazine
AmazonPosten. The article on the
1962 model year was put on hold, as
new information surfaced during the
work with this article.
It is not surprising that contradictory information is discovered in the
source material, and there is a regular need for more thorough review
of both this and that. This is particularly true for the topic of this article, foreign assembly plants where
the Volvo Amazon was assembled.
Many of these bits of information
have been collected from Volvo’s
historical archive throughout the
years, both by authors from different
Volvo clubs as well as by employees in the archive. A lot is also based
on what has been heard or what has
been told, but some things are also
based on more or less firm rumors
which over time have become established «truths». The archive still
contains undiscovered treasures and
information that only exist there,
and it is a whole project of its own to
unveil this information. But the first
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 Olofströms Bruk, located in Olof
ström in southern Sweden, is closely
linked to Volvo as all metal pressing
took place here. Olofström is by no
means a backyard workshop but a
big workplace, something the aerial
photos show. Notice also the railway
that runs very close to the factory, a
means of transport that was impor
tant for the factory for the flow of
raw material in and finished car
bodies out.
Ø Inside, we see rows of finished PV
bodies on the left and the large PV
800 series on the right. The latter
went out of production in 1957 when
Amazon needed more space on the
assembly line. The fact that there
was an international environment
at Olofström is well illustrated in
the lower picture which shows the
nationalities of those who worked
there.
Source: Volvo’s Historical Archive.
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Ù A fun photo showing the 549 body that all bodies are identical, all
parts that are part of a four-door body parts are placed in jigs where
they are locked in the correct posi
Amazon model year 1966.
tion before being welded together.
× Throughout the factory, all Then the bodies move on to the next
the parts are assembled on smaller jig and the process of adding more
workstations, and slowly but surely, parts is repeated. A familiar body
a car body is emerging from the emerges from the myriad of parts.
myriad of parts. This is before the Along the way, control measures are
robots took over and so everything taken to ensure that the parts have
is done by hand. Welding is primar the correct dimensions. If they are
ily done by spot welding, and the outside the allowed tolerances, this
large welding machines are sus is corrected if possible, or at worst,
pended from the ceiling in order to scrapped.
have good workspace. To ensure Source: Volvo’s Historical Archive.
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step is to find it.
Tommy Joelsson has visited Volvo’s historical archive on several
occasions, and it was with the help
from Tommy that AmazonPosten’s editor Arnt Willy Aardal and
the author got the opportunity to
visit the archive for the first time
in August 2016. The editor and the
author had a common goal with the
visit in finding material for AmazonPosten. While the editor naturally
was searching for «undiscovered»
pictures, the author had a «project
for extreme nerds» going together
with Tommy Joelsson (to use the
editor’s own words). This «nerd project» was to review the production
cards for the Amazon series, and
during the course of two long days
in the archive a small fraction of the
in total 667,791 production cards of
the Volvo Amazon that are supposed
to be in the archive were reviewed.
2 - The idea of a
chronological order

Ù In parallel with the bodywork,
other parts such as the hood, doors
and trunk lid are produced. During
the process, these are then mounted
on before the car bodies are com
plete and ready for delivery.
× Those who worked at Olof
ström were proud of their jobs
and ensured that Volvo’s strict
tolerance requirements were met.
As the pictures show, the working
environment may not have been
at the forefront and injuries flour
ished. Long-term effects such as
hearing loss was significant in the
1950s.
× Major events were duly cele
brated, as here when the last Duett
was ready for delivery on January
23rd, 1969, the last of 97,304 cars.
Many mourned the decision to shut
down the production of this practi
cal car, not least the customers who
now had no alternative to the high
ceiling that only Duett could offer.
Amazon Station Wagon, 145 and
not least 145 Express had in many
ways taken over from Duett, but a
small but faithful group of custom
ers agreed that «nothing was like
Duett».
× Electronic data processing was
on the rise in Swedish industry and
in the beginning, the punch cards
were important as data carriers
and not least data storage. These
punch cards (or rather photo
graphs of them) are very important
today in order to study the details
of Amazon production. This article
would not have been possible with
out these punch cards. The pic
ture at the bottom shows southern
Sweden’s most powerful computer,
which was installed in 1963 at
Svenska Stålpressning AB in Olof
ström, later owned by Volvo Cars.
Source: Volvo’s Historical Archive.

As can be understood from earlier sections, the idea has been to
cover the different assembly plants
in a chronological order in each
model year article. That it was
something you had little knowledge
or information about was obvious,
but at the same time you couldn’t
imagine how to find the answers to
things that «you know is something
you know nothing about». Even if
Tommy Joelsson and the author had
found a lot of clarifying and correcting pieces of information during
the research work, it was nevertheless decided that it was important
to write an article for updating, and
also correcting, previous publications from various forums, not least
also to disclose to the public what
the actual conditions were about the
assembly plants at that time.
This updating-article was ready,
proofread and on its way to the
editor. Meanwhile, just before the
article went to print, a few more
important pieces of information
surfaced during another visit at Volvo’s historical archive during the
end of May 2017. The article was
therefore put on hold again pending
yet another update. As a result of
repeated visits to the archive, new
releases of an updated article were
subsequently released.
3 - The author’s competence
before and after December 2016

The author’s original intention
was to incorporate the different assembly plants in the mentioned model year articles. During
another two-day archive visit
together with Tommy Joelsson in
early December 2016, completely
unknown information surfaced. It
brought even more pieces to the
already incomplete puzzle that
the author worked on, but it also
helped some of the previous pieces
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fall into place and, in reality, this
was a quantum leap in the effort to
find the final context.
4 - The assembly
plants are identified

With the knowledge that has
gradually been accumulated, it is
with certainty that the solitaire game
of the assembly plants finished
nicely and evenly, and that there are
no more unknowns around these.
Thus, the factories that assembled
the Amazon can be presented in this
article in the order that corresponds
to the start-up of the different plants,
which eventually appears to be the
final version. There is little production information, and no exact
dates from the final assembly at the
various plants that got started first,
and the order was basically based
on the lowest chassis number found
to have been shipped from Sweden
× These two photos were taken
by Lennart Nilsson who was com
missioned to document Statens
Järnvägar (SJ) in the 1950s on the
occasion of its 100th anniversary.
The pictures were taken in 19551956 and show the loading of PV
bodies at Olofström for transport
to Lundby. Lundby is a district in
the north of Gothenburg and at the
Lundby factory the bodies were
fitted with all parts for a complete
car.
Source: Järnvägsmuseet (jarn
vagsmuseet.se) / Digitalt Museum
(digitaltmuseum.se).
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to the different plants. A more
in-depth analysis was also needed,
which also had to take into account
both the distance that the cars were
shipped, the time when the cars
were reported finished from the factory in Sweden, the dates stated for
invoicing and the actual logistics of
the various assembly plants.
5 - Why not concentrate
on Sweden?

A natural consequence of producing something is to have the goal of
selling the produced goods. This is
true for Volvo as for everyone else.
Some factories may aim to deliver
within their own local area, their
own district or their own country, while others again need to sell
beyond their national borders. Of all
the world’s car manufacturers, there
is hardly a single one who does not
aim to export cars in addition to
domestic sales. Exporting a car to
a country that has its own car production can be problematic when the
recipient country wants to protect
its own business, or there are trade
agreements with other countries,
and therefore the mutually agreed
conventions have to be followed.
Another obstacle to export is, as
in this case, what a Swedish-produced car will cost abroad. In many
countries, the car will be too expensive for the public to afford to buy,
and in low cost countries a market
share will therefore be approximately zero. Here, locally produced
cars can be a solution to achieve significantly reduced production costs
and retail prices compared to cars
produced in Sweden.
Politically, local purchases and
local production are good arguments
for obtaining the necessary permits
from various authorities. Not only
do you create new jobs within the
country, but also within already
existing local industry.
Ø This photo series was taken in
1964 by Walther Seved and shows
freight wagons fully loaded with PV
and Amazon car bodies. The bodies
were loaded so that the carriages
were fully utilized and took 12 PV or
10 Amazon bodies respectively. The
landscape looks just as in Gothen
burg so presumably the trains are
arriving in Lundby and awaiting
unloading. This two-step production
was not entirely successful, because
Olofström could produce more car
bodies than Lundby eventually were
able to receive and assemble to fin
ished cars. The solution was to have
several assembly plants. Having
these factories abroad added the
benefit of being close to the market
and achieved tariff relief by supply
ing the cars as building sets that was
assembled by local labor.
Source: Järnvägsmuseet (jarn
vagsmuseet.se) / Digitalt Museum
(digitaltmuseum.se).
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Thus, AB Volvo 1) could not just
decide to build a factory abroad,
procure a site or a facility and start
car production. There was a lot of
politics that had to be discussed and
agreed on, as well as permits that
had to be obtained before getting
that far. When Volvo negotiated with
various countries’ authorities it was
therefore a great advantage to have
good cards at hand.
) AB is an abbreviation of the
Swedish word Aktiebolag, lit
erally meaning stock company
but better translated with limited
company or public company.

1

An aspect that is not insignificant
in this context is product quality. The
key to coordinating local assembly
and quality is to make sure that all
parts have the quality that the Volvo
factory requires. This is solved by
producing all or most parts in your
own factory, and then assembling the
parts locally. Semi-finished products
you might call this today. Economically, such a method of producing
cars is also a way of reducing both
import and customs duties, depending on the regulations that prevail in
the countries in which they wanted
to establish themselves.
In order to achieve a high volume
of sold cars, there was absolutely no
disadvantage for Volvo to transfer
as much work as possible to a country where both production and, not
least, labor costs (i.e. wages) were
lower, and often much lower than
in Sweden. This directly contributed to making the finished product
more affordable, and a natural consequence of less expensive cars is an
increase in the number of potential
buyers.
An increased number of buyers is
reflected directly in a larger number
of sold cars, which means that the
need for parts and service will also
increase. In other words, a snowball
effect.
Both large volumes and large
quantities must be moved, and an
extremely important strategy is
where to place the various assembly plants. Common denominators
in this regard are ships, water, ports
and trains. The factory at Torslanda
 Behind this anonymous door in
Volvo’s headquarters is the Volvo
Historical Archives. From left:
Tommy Joelsson, Lars Gerdin and
Arve Larsen.
 The week before the VROM meet
ing in 2016, we visited the archive for
the first time. Tommy and Arve sat in
front of the microfiche machine and
studied microfilms. My main interest
in the visit was old photographs, and
I came home with a larger number.
In a vault in the basement I also saw
the huge amount of material await
ing cataloging and digitalization.
Photo: Arnt Willy Aardal.
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is, as you may know, located by
the harbor, and loading was thus
an easy task. With perhaps only
one exception, the assembly plants
were located in a port area by the
sea or a channel, and the one known
exception was also not very far
away from a port area. Transport
of finished cars from the factories
and on to the dealers was therefore
usually done by train instead of by
road.
6 - Definitions

In the terminology the terms
«KD, CKD and SKD» are found,
and these are the terms for a kit
containing the necessary parts to
assemble the product. It can be
cars, bikes, boats, furniture or whatever. This article will only discuss
car related production. The term
«PKD» has also appeared, but that
term has not been observed in any
of Volvo’s documentation. These
terms were not invented by Volvo,
but «CKD» can be traced back to
articles about assembly plants that
existed even before Volvo was
founded. In the public domain,
«package car» is often used as a
term.
For Volvo, the assembly kits were
packed in boxes at the factories in
Sweden and shipped to assembly
plants abroad. This is to be understood so that a car kit was not
packed in the same box, but in different packages according to what
was most appropriate for further
processing.
• KD – «Knocked Down» (Unit) – a
common term for CKD and SKD.
SKD was used as an alternative to
CKD, but the term CKD was often
used anyway, and you hardly find
SKD or KD mentioned anywhere
except in internal reports.
• CKD – «Completely Knocked
Down» – a complete car in parts.
All components, including body
parts, are packed and shipped
to the assembly plant as a kit
together with associated assembly
instructions.
• SKD – «Semi Knocked Down» – a
car partially in parts.
• PKD – «Partly Knocked Down»
– describes the same thing as
«SKD».
For the SKD variant, this means
that the car body is complete and
painted at the main factory and then
sent to the assembly plant together
with parts to be assembled and
associated installation instructions.
• Final assembly – A term that is
also used to complete KD’s is
«final assembly».
All cars have their own production card, also called a delivery
book, where all prior/specific information such as body type, chassis
number, color code 1) engine and
gearbox type etc. was noted when
the car was planned, i.e. before the
car was produced. 2)

) As far as the color code is con
cerned, this field was obviously
not filled in for CKD cars that
were exported unpainted to the
assembly plants. Changes could
be made along the way, and pro
duction cards were then updated
with all available information.
2
) However, there are exceptions –
and that will be explained along
the way in the article.
1

• Foreign assembly plant – The
words «assembly factory» and
«final assembly factory» are also
used for assembly plant. In this
connection, it is important to specify what the term «Volvo’s foreign
assembly plants» can mean , and it
is not «assembly plant» that is the
subject of interpretation, but what
is meant by «Volvo’s».
• Alternative 1 – «A factory outside
Sweden where cars are assembled, regardless of who owns the
factory in question».
• Alternative 2 – «A factory outside
Sweden where cars are assembled
and where the factory is wholly
owned by Volvo».
In this article, «foreign assemb ly
plant» means as described in Alternative 1.
District number can also be
referred to as «dealer number» and
«importer number», and is simply
the number that identifies the recipient of a car, and such a number
is applied to all production cards,
delivery reports and invoices. In the
invoice context, you can also define
it as a customer number.
7 - What the digit «9» means

If the fourth digit of the type
designation is «9», it means that the
car was assembled abroad. The digit
«9» was introduced when Volvo
introduced new type designations
with the model year 1961. The digit
«9» is not found on cars that were
produced at the factories in Sweden.
8 - General information
about assembly plants

The author of the article has been
concerned with separating the designations CKD and SKD in cases where
it is known that SKD was delivered.
Nevertheless, CKD is used as KD
generally the article text, as it is done
in article context in other forums. On
the production cards, there is no distinguishing between a CKD from an
SKD either. In addition, an assembly
plant could switch from using SKD
to CKD, if, for example, a paint
shop was completed along the way.
An assembly plant may also have
received both SKD and CKD during
the same period as a step in accelerating the final assembly.
In terms of painting, the bodies
were delivered both finished and
only with primer. The reason for this
is the agreements with the different

assembly plants based on both economic factors and, not least, purely
political ones. As a result of the
above, there is no complete list of
paint codes for CKD cars in Volvo’s
archive. The author has not found
any evidence to indicate that complete, completely untreated bodies
were sent from the main factory.
The bodies that were not finished
were covered with a protective coating before the kits were packed in
Sweden. The coating should only
serve as protection during storage
and transport and was naturally
removed before final assembly.
Although the definitions are easy
to relate to, it is still a truth with
some modifications. In reality, it is
not true that the kits always contained a complete car in parts, or
that the content was a complete car
partly in parts. It is all based on the
fact that all parts are included in the
package from Volvo in Sweden,
but there were very large variations
in what came with the boxes that
were shipped from the Lundby and
later Torslanda factories, and what
was produced locally at the various
assembly plants and their subcontractors.
Local suppliers were used to a
greater or lesser extent in all the
assembly plants, but in all cases all
the body parts (except MA – Motor
Assemblies in South Africa), as well
as the engine and powertrain were
supplied from the Volvo factory in
Gothenburg.
9 - Foreign assembly before both
the Amazon and the KD term

When Jan Wilsgaard had designed
the Volvo Amazon, when the X1
and X2 had finally been tested, both
Dutch and Belgians had already
assembled Volvos in their own home
countries for several years. Volvo’s
history of foreign assembling dates
back as far as 1954. Whether Volvo
used the term «Knocked Down» at
that time is entirely possible, but in
the reports from the time that the
author has read, the term did not
appear before in connection with
foreign assembly of the Amazon.
However, as previously mentioned
in the article, it was a well-known
concept and Volvo was, as you have
understood, on the wave.
The author has information confirming that the Volvo importer of
the time in Morocco, Star Auto,
had a local assembly plant in the
1950s. As a result of information
in a press release, it must therefore
be concluded that Star Auto, despite
having its own assembly plant, did
not assemble Volvo. Further, the
author has read production statistics for assembly plants abroad, and
Morocco is not included there.
Even within the Volvo Group, this
form of production was quite anonymous, but there were enthusiasts
within the company who worked

towards this and were really eager
for the idea and thoughts of this type
of car production. The international
organization internally at Volvo had
so far not been properly rooted, was
constantly a victim of reorganization and lived a «gypsy life» (to use
Volvo’s own, contemporary terminology) where it was moved around
geographically, both in Gothenburg
and abroad.
In the years between 1954 and
1960, package cars were sent to
importers both in Belgium and the
Netherlands, but despite this, there
was no manager appointed for
this operation at AB Volvo. Rolf
Söderhielm, who had been involved
in the process from the start, acted
as the one with overall responsibility
for the area.
At this time Christian Audemard
was responsible for marketing in
Belgium and the Netherlands, and
together with the importers there
they coordinated local assembly.
According to an internal report,
4,252 cars were produced during
this period, divided into five different locations in Belgium and the
Netherlands.
While it was the production
department at Lundby together
with the planning office for service
shops that provided what was to be
packed for foreign assembly, the
actual packing process took place in
premises at the truck factory located
at Spetsbågen in Lundby. Logically,
this can be explained by plenty of
space and the fact that trucks were
also among the vehicles assembled
abroad.
10 - Common knowledge

The fact that Volvo Amazon was
assembled at plants outside Sweden
is far from a secret, and several of
them have been featured in various
forums both at home and abroad for
several years back in time. Those
who have an interest and information about this will nod in recognition
when names and/or countries like
Motor Assemblies in South Africa,
the plants in Halifax in Canada and
in Ghent in Belgium are mentioned.
The fact that there was also an assembly plant in Arica in Chile is also
part of what many know about. This
article will also deal with factories
not mentioned above, and probably
many – or most readers – will be surprised as this article unfolds.
11 - Archive visit brings surprises

Tommy Joelsson and the author
searched for information that
would confirm the strong suspicion that assembly in South Africa
started much earlier than what up
until then was regarded as general
knowledge. At the same time, we
were searching for information on
when the first Amazon with type
designation for KD – or package
car if you want – was produced.

11
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Our search gave «shocking» news
– apparently not only for us.
Big was the astonishment – and
that’s an understatement – when it
was discovered that the first produced cars of this kind had chassis
numbers as low as in the 50,000s
range. That means in plain text
that KD production started already
with the 1961 model year, and until
the author’s visit to Volvo’s historical archive in December 2016,
the type designation for KD was
totally unknown, at least for us, in
connection with the B16 Amazon.
With regard to the term «KD/CKD/
SKD» in Volvo’s own workshop
literature, neither the article author
nor any other contributors to this
article have seen the use of the term
before it appeared in a «Service
Bulletin» from 1963.
With this new knowledge, it
also became interesting to know
whether there was a similar system
for type designations that applied
to Volvo PV. After some search
for help via the Volvo PV clubs, it
came to light that Volvo PV 444,
which was produced up to and
including 1958, as well as for PV
544A (1958-1960), had a digit «2»
in the 4th position of the type designation which meant «car packed for
foreign assembly». Furthermore,
from the PV 544B to the last 544G
(B indicates the 1960-1961 models)
and for 210, the digit «9» was also
used, thus following the same code
as for Volvo Amazon, and these
were used in parallel during the
same period.
However, there should turn out to
be more....
12 - A new, big surprise

«To lose speech and sound» is an
expression you use, for example,
when you are so surprised that you
do not get out a single word. This
was exactly the opposite of what
was the case with Tommy Joelsson
and the author when information of
the discovery of the Amazon B16
«KD» emerged – to be relatively
modest. What could this be? Where
were these cars delivered? Were
there foreign assembly plants that
you didn’t know about, etc. Suggestions and theories were launched in
quick succession.
In the stack, production cards
appeared for KDs exported at the
same time as for cars to MA, but
where the importer’s district code
did not belong to Lawson nor MA –
or for that matter other recipients in
South Africa.
13 - CKD
– In Mexico, among others

Who has heard that Volvo had an
Amazon assembly plant in Mexico?
This had neither Lars Gerdin,
Tommy Joelsson nor the author
heard of at all, and the need to find
more information about this plant
was urgent.
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Therefore, press releases from that
period were reviewed, and in one
Volvo press release written in 1960,
the «CKD» designation is used,
and states: «Volvo will deliver cars
CKD (Completely Knocked Down)
to Mexico from November 1st this
year».
In addition, production cards were
discovered for another four importers or recipients that none of those
present could identify there and then.
Luckily, Lars Gerdin is very professional, and he knows very well
what he is doing. He has spent
an incredible number of hours in
the archive’s various drawers and
shelves. Even before the blood
pressure of Tommy Joelsson and
the author had approached normal
levels again after the «Mexico
shock«, 5-10kg/10-15lbs of archive
material, in folders labeled «Press
release», were dumped on the table.
Since coffee spills and historical
documents are a bad combination, it
was time for a well-deserved coffee
break at a good distance from the
archive material, but the atmosphere
surrounding those present was filled
with question marks, and as soon as
the coffee was consumed the search
for new information started, folder
by folder, pile by pile, sheet by sheet,
line by line.
That time flies when you work on
something interesting is certain, and
the author of the article cannot say
whether it was one or three hours
before a wonderfully beautiful and liberating document appeared, and both
Lars Gerdin, Tommy Joelsson and the
author acquired new knowledge.
14 - Sensational discovery
in pile of press releases

As a result of difficulties due to
high customs tariffs and other obstacles in several of Volvo’s export
markets, something had to be done.
During 1959, the Organization Office
at Volvo compiled an overview of
foreign assembly plants, as well as
drawing up guidelines for the various functions for such operations. In
the same year, a separate group was
set up internally in the Order Office,
«Contact with foreign assembly
plants», which was also given a separate budget with internal department
number 2145.
In November 1960, the management of AB Volvo decided to create
a new and separate department to
handle the assembly of Volvo’s products and also which of the individual
product details and parts that were to
be produced abroad. On December
1st, 1960, «License manufacturing
abroad» was established, and 1170
became the assigned department
number.
The head of this newly created
department was chief engineer Carl
Richard Thiberg, and he reported
directly to the board. On December 12th of the same year, «Contact

with foreign assembly plants» was
incorporated in department 1170, and
department 2145 was terminated at
the turn of the year 1960/1961.
At the same time as the new
department was established, a separate handbook was also prepared
containing the company’s policy and
questions about the business. By May
1963, department 1170 had fourteen
employees.
15 - «Foreign Assembly,
Coordination, 1170» was founded
on October 1st, 1964

Progress continued, and in
June 1964, CEO Gunnar Engellau
announced the creation of a new separate unit, «KD operations – VKD»
within AB Volvo in Gothenburg. The
main task was to lead and coordinate
all of Volvo’s overseas production.
Department 1170 was incorporated into VKD, and the then Head
of Services Rolf Söderhielm was
appointed its manager. From October 1st, his title was chief engineer
at AB Volvo. Previously mentioned
Carl Richard Thiberg was to perform
special duties to the management
from the same date.
16 - Nomadic life ceases

To use Volvo’s own expression,
the «gypsy existence» ended for
those who worked with foreign
production. After a number of reorganizations and relocations of the
various departments, it is reported
that «from 1966, all the branches of
the overseas production were gath
ered under one roof in the former
premises of the closed cinema
«Roxy» at Kyrkebytorget». The KD
department had moved to Torslanda,
to TA in 1962, to TC in 1964, before
being relocated again in 1968 to RB.
(TA – Torslanda A-building, TC –
Torslanda C-building, RB lies next
to TA and is the central warehouse).
In 1969, as mentioned above, foreign assembly was in the RB building, and here packing was made
to the plants in Belgium, Canada,
Malaysia, Australia and South
Africa. Preparations and packing
for the truck plants in among others
Belgium, Morocco, Algeria and Iran
was also done here. Rolf Söderhielm
was still the head of this unit, now
called AB Volvo Overseas. Management and administration were
moved to the new head office at
Torslanda, which today is called
Volvo’s Administrative Office,
VAK. During this year, the packing
activity for Belgium and Canada
was transferred from «Overseas»
to Volvo Mounting, and eventually
ended up at Torslanda TP, at the factory itself.
Much more can be written on this
topic as well, but since it is Volvo
Amazon that is the subject of the
article, the final line is drawn here.
Production of Volvo Amazon was at
this time decided to be discontinued,

although almost 20,000 cars would
also be produced as the 1970 model.
17 - Norway
is specially mentioned,
but not particularly positively

In a 3rd and not dated note, but
which probably must have been
written relatively late in 1960, the
following can be read:
In «other export markets» there
has been either consolidation or an
increase in sales, except in Norway,
where highly progressive car taxes
of a discriminatory kind have
become an obstacle to car sales.
Further: «In Switzerland, Volvo
has doubled its sales over the pre
vious year.»
«Mexico also has a steady grow
ing interest, and Volvo will from
November 1st this year (1960)
deliver CKD’s (Completely Knocked
Down).» (The production cards
state that the cars/kits were reported
finished from the Lundby plant on
October 21st, 1960. Ergo, they had
full control of their own production
at that time as well – author’s note).
«The assembly must therefore take
place in Mexico. Volvo has therefore
decided that, in collaboration with
the importer in Mexico, they should
start assembling cars down there.»
In another note, written in July
1961, the following information
appeared:
«In Mexico, to which Volvo began
exporting cars in 1959, preparations
for assembling cars locally began in
1960.
Over the course of 1½ years, an
annual production of approximately
2,000 cars is estimated. Neverthe
less, Volvo will not build its own
assembly plant in Mexico but will
use the premises of the importer.»
18 - Growing market
in South Africa

«In South Africa, sales have
picked up following a downturn as a
result of the blockade of South Afri
can goods. Volvo is now considering
completing operations based on the
same model as in Mexico.»
Here the words «considering»
and «completing» are used. The
factory in South Africa also assembled PV, and it is known that many
body parts were made locally at the
factory there. This was also planned
to continue, but the reality was that
there were quality problems in the
production of Motor Assemblies
and their partners. Volvo had no
desire to deliver a second-class
product and when sales now
turned out to be on the rise again,
it also opened up an opportunity for
changes in the production structure.
With Volvo’s sense of and demand
for quality the Mexico solution was
clearly the most reasonable, where
all body parts were manufactured
at the factories in Sweden and
complete body parts were shipped
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In the 1950s and 1960s, large
amounts of data were processed
and stored on punch cards. Since
the production cards in the archive
cannot be photographed for security
reasons, only an example of a punch
card is used here.
If we look at the punch card, the
numbers are «0» to «9» in col
umns, and some of the numbers are
cut out (punched), hence the name
«punch card». In the columns we
can now read the following numbers:
35844113134194 etc. By grouping
these numbers, information about a
car can be illustrated in this way: The
first six digits are the chassis number
(358441), the next six are the type
designation (131341), the next two
are the color code (94), and so on.
When a new car is ordered, a punch
card is created that follows the car
through the production line. A twodoor body (digits 7 and 8) is assigned
chassis number 358441 (digits 1-6),
the painter reads that the car must be
painted 94 dark green (digits 13 and
14), when the car is to get its engine
and gearbox installed it can easily be
read on the enclosed punch card that
the car should have a B20A engine
(1 as digit 9) and an M40 gearbox
(4 as digit 11) etc. When the car is
completed and approved the card is
returned to the administration for
archiving.
If the punch cards of all the 667,791
Amazons were to be stacked on top
of each other, the stack would be
120m/400ft high and a small truck
would be needed to move the nearly
2m³/70ft³ of paper.
To make the data volume more man
ageable, all the cards were photo
graphed on 16mm microfilm, and
now all the films fit neatly into a
from there. By dropping local production of body parts, all problems
of poor fit and inaccurate assembly
could be avoided. It is not known at
what time this decision was made,
nor is it known from which chassis
number it was changed from one to
the other solution. Due to the politically conditional agreements, local
production was required, but Volvo
wanted to adhere to the agreements
even though the car bodies, engines
and powertrains were manufactured
at the factories in Sweden. Basically,
all other parts, such as rims, wheel
caps, upholsteries, windows, batteries and tires were among what the
South Africans themselves had the
capacity and knowledge to produce.
19 - The order

At an early stage in the research
job, the factory in Mexico was completely unknown to the «digging
journalists». Therefore, it was not
at that time important to find out
which factory first got assembly
started between these two. Deliveries are close to each other in time,
and little is known about both trans-

shoebox. Microfilms are also more
durable than paper. The disadvan
tage is that you need a microfilm
reader, and today there are not many
such machines around in working
condition.
The total amount of data on the
cards is just under 40MB, so even
the smallest USB memory stick
would store the entire register of
Volvo Amazon production cards.
There is a great desire to be able
to digitalize the register so that
searches can be done more easily.
Instead of spending hours searching
through 50,000 production cards
to find all cars sent to Mexico as
KD, the same can be done with a
few keystrokes and with the result
coming back within seconds. It will
then also be possible to sit at home
in your own living room. As usual, it
is a matter of economics when this
can become possible.
port time and other matters that must
be considered here. It was assumed
that the first could be the factory in
South Africa, which is also a claim
in a major article written about MA/
Motor Assemblies. District number
955 was believed to belong to the
factory in South Africa, because no
other alternatives were then known,
but that number (955) would later
prove to be affiliated with the plant in
Mexico. This newly acquired knowledge thus entailed a need to review
a plethora of production cards from
which notes had already been taken,
and additional hours were used for
that purpose. But it was well worth it.
According to MA’s detailed statistics, it appears that they had assembled their first Amazon in March
1961. The delivery books show that
chassis numbers 57080 and 57081
were completed on September 28th,
1960, and then sent to district 901
which at that time had the address
of Johannesburg, South Africa. Both
were CKDs with type designation
12294HD – which is understood to be
4-door versions of the 122S and with
the steering wheel to the right. Volvo

Amazon Picture Gallery has pictures of the car with chassis number
57081, and it is clear on a sign from
Motor Assemblies that this car is
number 2 in the series from MA. It
is not at all certain that MA built the
cars in ascending order relative to the
chassis number, but likely the two
above chassis number are the first
two CKDs of Volvo Amazon built in
South Africa. As a result of the fact
that district number 955 belonged to
the «newly discovered» factory in
Mexico, it should hopefully also be
possible to conclude who was the
first of the assembly plants in South
Africa and in Mexico to assemble
Volvo Amazon.
20 - The district numbers
changes

Deliveries are close to each
other in time, and little is known
about both transport time and
other matters that must be taken
into account here. Volvo was later
forced to make changes to its district number system, which did not
exactly simplify Tommy Joelsson’s
and the author’s work on map-

ping the various dealers, quite the
contrary. The routine of affixing
both the destination and the dealer
number to the production cards
was discontinued around chassis
number 40000 – yet with no definite distinction, and thereafter only
the dealer number was written on
the production cards. During the
same time period, they were also
to introduce new series of numbers that replaced previous district
numbers. Until then, virtually all
numbers had been three-digit, and
all Swedish dealers had their own
number. In addition, the number of
Swedish Volvo dealers was steadily
increasing. In Norway and Denmark, importers Norsk Volvo AS
and Volvo Danmark each had their
own number, but hereafter not only
the importers, but also each dealer
in Norway and Denmark had their
own district numbers. Simply
explained, there was a lack of available numbers, and AB Volvo had to
extend the dealer number system to
also have four-digit numbers. They
therefore went to dealers outside
Scandinavia.
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Type designations for model year 1961 to 1970

1st and 2nd digit: P 13235 VD Body variant
12:
Four door sedan (P120)
13:
Two door sedan (P130)
22:
Station wagon (P220)
3rd digit: P 13235 VD Engine alternative
1:
B16A, B18A, B20A
		
Single Zenith/Stromberg carburetor
2:
B16B, B18D
		
Dual SU carburetors
3:
B18B, B20B
		
Dual SU carburetors
4th digit: P 13235 VD Edition
2:
Standard edition (Favorit)
3:
Special edition, the most common edition in Scandinavia
4:
USA edition (export to USA and Canada)
9:
Package car in parts for foreign assembly

21 - Dilemma

What created a headache for
Joelsson and the author in identifying the various dealers and importers was that there is no complete
cross-reference list for the district
numbers. As an example of the new
challenges we faced, district 955,
which had originally belonged to
Mexico, was now found again as a
Danish dealer. Similarly, 901, which
was an early number for South
Africa, had also been associated
with Denmark. All forms of change,
including within one country, contributed to uncertainty and may also
be due to importer change, change
in importer ownership structure, etc.
22 - International initiative
and commitment

AB Volvo were already involved
in foreign assembly plants in Belgium and in the Netherlands, but
at a relatively modest level. As a
result of changing international
policy provisions, such as import
restrictions, it became imperative
to adapt to the different countries’
rules and trade agreements. Existing Volvo importers were also
affected by stricter import regulations and took their own initiative
above AB Volvo for the establishment of assembly plants. This type
of industry was necessary for AB
Volvo to continue its international
expansion, and AB Volvo was in a
way forced to step up the offensive
outside Sweden. Knowing that there
was a large potential sales market
in South Africa and in Mexico, AB
Volvo decided to increase its focus
on KD production. As mentioned in
the quote from the press releases, a
separate department was formed
which was located directly under the
corporate management, where Head
of Department Carl Richard Thiberg
was given responsibility for coordination between Volvo and the main
importers in the different countries.
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 The arrows show where the chassis
number is embossed and the location
of the type designation plate.
Illustration: Fredrik Lofter.
Ø Table of digit and letter codes in the
Amazon type designation.
The assembly department, headed
by Bengt Darnfors, was commissioned to organize packing and technical preparations. Helge Andersson
became head of the project and had
this job in the period 1960-1963,
when he was succeeded by Rune
Larsson who sat in the chair between
1963 and 1965.
23 - Internationally produced
P1800

The fact that 6,000 cars of the
P1800 were built at Jensen Motors
in England during the period 19601963 is basically not relevant to
this article, but it must nevertheless be mentioned. Volvo had its
own managers on site in England,
but the contract to build 9,000 cars
was canceled due to relatively poor
quality of the cars, and production
was moved to Gothenburg. The factory in England was not based on
KD production and Volvo Amazon
was not produced there.
24 - Lars Gerdin is on the alert

Earlier in the article, it was
referred to an «update article» and
it was understood that it was never
printed. In that article, it was written that reservations were made that
CKDs may have been assembled
earlier than what was found when
referring to the plants in South
Africa and Mexico. When Tommy
Joelsson and the author studied the
production cards, as mentioned earlier, a number of district numbers
were also discovered which did not
match the district numbers in the
two countries mentioned above.
Initially, it was suspected that the
unidentified district numbers could

5th digit: P 13235 VD Gearbox alternative
1:
M30 Three-speed manual (Favorit)
2:
M30 Three-speed manual (available 1962 and 1963)
3:
M31 Three-speed manual with overdrive
4:
M40 Four-speed manual
5:
M41 Four-speed manual with overdrive
6:
BW35 Three-speed automatic
8:
M40RV Four speed manual (M40) with steering wheel lever
6th letter/digit: P 13235 VD Steering wheel placement
V/1 : Left hand drive
H/2 : Right hand drive
V- and H-designation up to 1966 model. On 1967 models the letters
«V» and «H» were replaced with digits «1» and «2» to indicate LHD
or RHD.
7th letter: P 13235 VD Model year
Table: Letter codes for model
The table shows the letter code
years 1961 to 1970.
for each model year.
Year
Body variant
P120
P130
P220
Note the different codes for the
four door sedan (P120) and the
1961
D
two door (P130) and station
1962
E
A
A
wagon (P220).
1963
F
B
B
1964
G
D
D
On the 1967 model year and
1965
K
E
E
onwards the letter codes are in
1966
L
F
F
synch regardless of body variant
1967
M
M
M
(Amazon, Duett, P1800, 1401968
P
P
series and 164).
1969
S
S
1970
T
belong to Swedish dealers or factories that built special editions of
the cars. There was no record that
could tell which dealer, factory or
importer the numbers belonged to.
It was in other words a pure guessing game, and as far as possible,
articles like this should contain
definitive facts and not be based on
assumptions.
At this time, it was clear that
the factories in South Africa and
Mexico were only receiving 122S
editions, the other four had received
Amazon in both the Special and
Sport versions, indicating cars for
the European market.
It would be a few weeks before
a breakthrough was made, and
that was when the author received
an e-mail from Lars Gerdin. He
had found an outline showing the
relationship between district num-

bers and names for two of the four
unknown ones.
25 - Brussels – Belgium
and The Hague – Holland

One of the district numbers that
was found turned out to belong to a
recipient in Belgium. It was known
that Volvo had an assembly plant
in Ghent, but also that this was not
opened until several years later,
more specifically in 1965. As part of
the work of writing articles on the
different model years of Amazon,
the author had earlier found out that
Amazon was assembled in Belgium
as a 1963 model. Now it should turn
out that the story of Amazon’s final
assembly in Belgium stretched even
further back in time. That plant will
be discussed more later in the article. Nevertheless, as early as the
1961 model year, Amazon KD’s
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were shipped to Brussels. As much
news as the now «newly discovered» plant in Mexico.
The second delivery Lars
Gerdin identified as the port of The
Hague, which is approximately
170km/105mi from Brussels. Now,
the author knows that Holland is not
a country, but a part of the Netherlands. Nevertheless, the Netherlands was called Holland until
1815, and yet The Hague is located
in the province of Zuid-Holland. It
should be called the Netherlands in
Norwegian, while a number of other
countries use the name Holland. In
addition, «Holland» is used in a separate section about the plants.
The author of the article was not
shocked when Brussels appeared
in an early assembly plant context,
because previously known information about the factory, or rather the
factories, in Belgium had proven to
be both sprawling and inaccurate.
When The Hague emerged as the
recipient of KD’s, the reaction was
different. No sooner had Mexico
emerged from nothing when
another assembly plant for KD’s in
a up until now unknown country for
production of Volvo Amazon was
pulled out of the hat.
In the aftermath, one can say that
the feeling you get when you succeed
in finding undiscovered treasures of
this type is completely indescriba
ble, and it may cause both adren
aline rush, good food, good drinks
and sex to fall down the ranking list.
Common to the deliveries to
Brussels and The Hague is that
the cars were delivered/completed
as early as 1960. As early as September 21st, chassis number 56158
is noted ready for Brussels, while
chassis number 57632 received
the address The Hague just a week
later, on September 28th. Both Belgium-produced cars and SKDs were
sent to Belgium and Holland during
the same period, both in the Special
and Sport versions.
26 - Several unknown factors

Tommy Joelsson and the author
had, as mentioned, found several
production cards that showed two
more recipients of KD’s in the said
Ø Top: At SBMA in Forest, the cor
nerstone was laid for Amazon as
sembly in Belgium. Volvo importer
SBMA in Belgium was involved in
the early stages of final assembly of
cars, and the story goes all the way
back to the mid-1950s and the Vol
vo PV. It should turn out that SBMA
also started with final assembly of
the Amazon at an early stage.
The center and bottom: These pic
tures were taken in the assembly
plant that SBMA (Société Belge de
Matériel Automobile) had in Forest
and shows the assembly of Volvo PV
at around the middle of the 1950s.
Source: Volvo’s Historical Archive.
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Ø A shipload of KDs has arrived to
Alsemberg. After unloading at the
port, the crates were trucked to the
factory. Complete car bodies in sep
arate crates, while other parts were
packed in boxes. With so many pal
lets to keep track of, logistics became
important so that the pallets were
at the right workstation at the right
time, otherwise production stopped.
Source: Volvo’s Historical Archive.
period, but at that time we did not
succeed in identifying who or where
these recipients were. Theoretically,
there could be several foreign plants
that «no one» had heard of, but we
had as little faith in that as we had
any idea of where in the world they
could be.
Volvo confirms in a report and
with pictures that production took
place at five different locations in
Belgium and in the Netherlands
during the period 1954-1960. It is
therefore quite possible that the
«unknown» KD destinations also
have addresses in one or both of
these countries. The recipients in
Belgium and Holland are otherwise
given with city names, Brussels and
The Hague, and not as countries,
which may strengthen such a theory.
Furthermore, pictures of pallets
with parts labeled «Volvo Antwerp»
have been found, but the pictures
were taken at a factory which is not
located in Antwerp, so «Antwerp»
must here be understood as the port
address.
As the necessary information and
knowledge of all KD recipients were
not available, it was also completely
impossible to conclude what plant
in which country was the first to
assemble a KD Amazon.
Early in this article, it could be
read that we managed to «crack a
few codes» at the archive visit in
May 2017, and this is also where
the explanation came. Eventually,
we succeeded in finding production
cards where both district numbers
and recipient names were written
on the cards. The routine of writing
both name and number had ceased
by around chassis number 40000.
These cards are handwritten – and
all thanks must be addressed to the
person who took the time to write
the recipient’s name in addition to
the district number. This was simply
a monumentally important form
of extra service. Both of the last
two numbers were to be found in
plants in Belgium – to which three
different district numbers had now
been found. The reason for this will
emerge as the plants are presented
later in the article.
The last two pieces of the KD factory puzzle had finally fallen into
place.

assembly kits with cars for as many
as four foreign assembly plants were
noted as completed at the Lundby
factory in Sweden. As already mentioned, the Foreign Department was
not established at the time, but that
Carl Richard Thiberg was in practice
the head of the organization even
before he was formally given the
position is a reasonable assumption.
What is certain, however, was that
everyone involved had busy days
and a lot of logistics to deal with.
The delivery reports show that
SKDs to Brussels were prepared on
September 21st, just a week before
27 - A lot happened
CKDs to Johannesburg and SKDs
in four hectic weeks
to The Hague had also left the proIn the period between September duction line. Then it took just three
21st and October 21st, 1960 the first weeks before the first KD kits to
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Mexico were also reported comThe author of the article has
pleted.
chosen to present the foreign assem28 - The order –
bly plants in the order that it is most
considered on different terms
realistic to imagine that the cars
Due to the fact that the KD kits have left the assembly lines in these
were distributed to several different plants.
foreign assembly plants at approx29 - The analysis
imately the same time, and to three
SBMA in Belgium were those
different continents, there are several who received the KD object with
circumstances that need to be taken the lowest chassis number (56158)
into account, both given information found. The shipping lead time to
and variables. One way is to present Antwerp in Belgium was marginthe foreign assembly plants in relation ally longer than to The Hague in the
to the chassis numbers of the KD kits Netherlands. At SBMA, they had
that were dispatched from Lundby. already assembled the PV for sevAnother way is to analyze current eral years, and thus both premises
information to find out more about and staff were available. Moreover,
when the various assembly plants they were used to dealing with the
could have practically completed logistics that such a process entails.
assembly of their first Volvo Amazon. In a KD production report from
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Volvo, no production is mentioned
in Belgium before 1964, but pictures
show that PV was assembled at this
factory already as a 1954 model.
The assembly kits for Belgium consisted of SKD products.
For the assembly plant in South
Africa, chassis number 57080 is
the lowest found. There are several
factors that argue that it was from
Motor Assemblies in South Africa
that the very first KD Amazon left
the plant as a finished car. But the
boxes with car kits had a long and
time-consuming journey on a ship
ahead of them, and in the beginning various body parts were also
to be produced locally. Production
of upholsteries, various other parts
and painting was organized through
Motor Assemblies. The building kits
for South Africa consisted of CKD
units, and the final assembly of these
is a bigger job compared to the SKD
products. Unlike the other assembly plants during this period, Motor
Assemblies had an internal production report describing when the first
Amazon was completed, and this
helped with the analysis.
Chassis number 57632 is the first
one found to have Holland as destination. The Hague is the port that is
closest to Gothenburg by sea. In the
previously mentioned Volvo report,
Holland is mentioned with KD production in the period 1954-1962.
The total number of cars declared in
these years is not very high, a total
of 1,452 cars from 1954-1959, and
2,800 cars from 1960-1962. Information that appears in a later chapter on the plant in the Netherlands
is also included in the analysis. Just
as for the shipments to Belgium, the
boxes for Holland also contained
SKD products.
When it comes to package cars to
Mexico, it has been found that chassis number 59366 is the lowest. Just
like the port of Johannesburg, there
is a long journey by ship there too,
but still not as far as South Africa. It
is also necessary to interpret Volvo’s
information that they should use
the already available premises of
the importer, since KD production
already took place there. It is known
that KD manufacturers often had
more than one car brand to relate to.
Between the lowest chassis
number for Belgium and the lowest
for Mexico there are only 3,208
cars. As is also understood from the
delivery reports, the cars have in

principle followed one another as
pearls on a necklace out of the factory building in Sweden, and neither
the chassis number nor the date of
when the kit was reported completed
has any impact on the calculation of
when the first car was completed at
the respective assembly plants.
30 - Belgium –
Forest or Alsemberg

An independent importer with
the well-known name Société Belge
de Matériel Automobile (SBMA),
both imported and marketed Volvo
in Belgium long before it was possible to set up a Volvo factory in the
country. SBMA was based in Forest,
a town in the Brussels metropolitan
area, and was also an importer for
Volvo to Luxembourg. On Bagatten
Street in Ghent, the company had a
workshop that would later become
ACG, Automotive Center Ghent.
In Forest, SBMA also operated

an assembly plant where not only
Volvo but also cars of various other
brands were assembled, although
still on a more modest scale. SMBA
was, as mentioned, the country’s
Volvo importer, and the author has
seen pictures from the SMBA factory premises showing assembly
of the PV444 as early as the 1954
model.
SBMA thus assembled the PV444
already as a 1954 model, which was
the first year Volvo produced KD
cars. Without this being checked
more accurately, there is no doubt
that PV544 was also assembled at
SBMA. It is not at all surprising
that it was Belgium that was early
with assembling Volvo cars outside
Sweden. Volvo’s history in Belgium
began in 1937 when the first Volvo
was imported into the country and
displayed at the Brussels car showroom – the «Salon de l’Auto de
Brussels».

It can be read in the 50th anniversary report from Volvo Cars
Ghent that SBMA had rebuilt a
textile factory in Alsemberg. In
an article in Swedish newspaper
Svenska Dagbladet from October
31st, 1963, AB Volvo’s subsidiary
«Volvo Europa N.V.» is mentioned
as being newly established, and the
article also states that V.E.N.V. had
entered into an agreement to take
over a car factory at the turn of the
year 1963/1964. Volvo had entered
into an agreement to purchase the
factory premises owned by importer
SBMA in Alsemberg. We can also
note that the premises that Volvo
Europa N.V. purchased is referred
to as a car factory at this time. At
one time or another, the said factory changed its status from being
a textile factory to becoming a car
factory. The question is when this
happened and whether it coincided
with the time when they would start

Ø Along the long assembly line,
more and more parts were mounted
on the car body until it was a com
plete car. Then a thorough final
inspection would determine if the
car held Volvo quality. The entire
process appears on the next two
pages, with a long series of images.
Volvo trucks were also delivered as
CKD and assembled in Alsemberg.
Source: Volvo’s Historical Archive.
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SKD production of Volvo Amazon,
right at the beginning of 1961.
31 - SBMA in Belgium

On the premises of SBMA in
Alsemberg, which was to become
Volvo’s upcoming bus and truck
factory, Amazon had been assembled at an earlier date than AB Volvo
indicates as a start-up for its own
production. This is what the author
of the article has come up with in
connection with an upcoming article
on the 1963 model year, where this
is a very relevant topic.
That the said 1963 models were
assembled there is beyond doubt,
and these cars must also have
been assembled by Volvo’s own
employees. However, it is difficult
to determine whether the assembly
was controlled by AB Volvo, Volvo
Europa N.V. 1) or whether the production was managed via SBMA.
Many also indicate that the first
load of Amazon in SKD edition
ended up in these factory premises,
which at this time were owned and
operated by SBMA. The other possibility is that the boxes containing Amazons were shipped to the
SBMA factory in Forest. Something
that still speaks for Forest as a destination is that it is written that SBMA
already assembled several other car
brands at that plant, and that production took place to a limited extent.
However, it is unlikely that it can be
confirmed where in Belgium the first
Amazon KD kits ended up. Regardless, the cars that had been reported
completed from the Lundby factory
in Sweden on December 22nd, 1960
were shipped with Brussels as destination and with SBMA as recipient
and importer.
) Volvo Europa N.V. is mentioned
as «newly established» in Svenska
Dagbladet at the end of October
1963, but the actual date for the
new establishment is uncertain.
Theoretically, it may therefore be
that VENV managed the assembly
plant at the time that the men
tioned 1963 models were built.

1

Based on the chassis number, the
very first Belgian-built Amazon was
a 12194VD with chassis number
56158, color code 50 Grey beige
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× The Amazons that the Belgian car
body artist Jacques Coune built were
all assembled by SBMA in Alsemberg.
At the top, one of the cars is shown at
the Salon de l’Auto Brussels in 1963.
Notice the station wagon version of
Mercedes in the background. This
was at a time when Mercedes only
built sedans and coupes, and it was a
standalone company (like in this case
Coune) that built custom variants
made to order. In total, Coune built
four Amazon convertibles, as well as
a two-seated roadster shown at the
bottom.
Source: Coune (not confirmed).
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with black roof. Easier explained
was a 4-door 121, equipped with
B16A engine and 4-speed manual
transmission. The KD kit was
shipped to district 874 – Brussels.
An initial delivery to a new district
number 1260, belonging to a Belgian
dealer, occurs at 12294VD 69006. It
is a 1961 model, and at such an early
stage it is most likely that SBMA had
been given a new number as a result
of the reorganization of the number
system – and that 1260 does not
apply to Volvo in Alsemberg.
Production cards also show a
shipment of Amazons to SBMA
on September 7th, 1960, which
includes chassis number 56150,
but this shipment also includes
complete, finished Swedish-built
cars. SBMA received both variants,
121 and 122S, and both types also
occurred among the assembly sets.
Based on the information available, the article author chooses to
award the SBMA plant in Belgium
the honor of having assembled the
first Volvo Amazon package car.
32 - Holland – from terra
incognita to groundbreaking

The delivery reports state The
Hague as a destination, and it is certainly correct with regard to the destination of the ship on which the cars
were loaded and it was also precisely
here that the importer was located.
The author has been told that the
factory itself, «The Dutch Vehicle
Factory Beijnes» was located in a
town called Beverwijk.
As previously mentioned, there
were five different assembly plants
in Belgium and Holland even before
the first Volvo Amazon had rolled
off the production line. Not only
Volvo PV, but also trucks and buses
were assembled at these plants.
There are pictures that show that PV
was also assembled in Beverwijk,
but there is little or no production
history available about the different
locations that can contribute to more
solid information.
After much searching and hunting for information that could shed
some light on the business in the
Netherlands, the author eventually
came in contact with Paul van Vugt,
chief editor of Volvodrive Magazine. He was the one who made
sure that they gained insight into the
assembly companies in the country.
In an e-mail, the author was told that
Volvodrive Magazine had published
an article about the factory in Beverwijk, and that he should try to look it
× Of the five cars that Coune built
in the first half of the 1960s, only two
survived. At the top car number two,
which today is owned and restored
by Stoffel Mulier. In the middle car
no four, owned by Peter Ahrens. At
the bottom is a replica, owned by
Guy Vermant.
Photo: The owners of each car.
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× Unlike SBMA in Belgium which
received KDs which were then
painted locally, Beijnes in the Neth
erlands was sent painted SKDs for
final assembly.
This assembly plant was mentioned
in an article in the Dutch Volvo mag
azine VolvoDrive, and the pictures
are taken from that article.

up and send it to the author. «Fortunately,» – as van Vugt wrote – «we
have a neat archive, and it didn’t
take long to find the article I hereby
send you». A caption in the article
about the company Beijnes reveals
that Amazon was also assembled at
a plant in Katterug. Neither Beverwijk nor Katterug is located in a port
area that is common for assembly
plants. Katterug is found just over
10km/6mi inland, while Beverwijk
is much closer to the sea. The difference in distance between The
Hague and Beverwijk is not great
compared to The Hague to Katterug.
The boxes containing the KDs had
to be shipped anyway from the ports
in The Hague and to the various
assembly plants.
With regard to the Volvo delivery
cards, these do not differ between
the destination address or district
number, and it must be concluded
that it was the importer who controlled the deliveries to the factories
in Beverwijk and Katterug.
Exactly how many Volvo was
built here is unknown, but an estimated 1,500 cars seem likely, a
figure that includes both PV and
Amazon.

city of Born, but also from the city
of Beverwijk. The factory named the
Dutch Vehicle Factory Beijnes not
only manufactured train sets, wagons
and trams for the railway plant, but
also assembled package Volvo’s in
the late 1950s and early 1960s.
If you thought it was just in Born
that Volvo cars rolled off the assem
bly line, you are thoroughly mistaken.
In the 1950s and 1960s Volvo PV544
and Amazon were assembled in the
city of Beverwijk. Initially, this may
seem strange to a company whose
main business was to produce means
of transport intended for tramway
purposes, and they later developed
to become a major supplier of tram
way and tramway materials.
The origin of Beijnes can be
traced back to the city of Haarlem
as far back as 1838, when a fac
tory specialized in the production of
vehicles was established. A century
– 100 years – later the factory man
agement decided to close the fac
tory, which was located opposite to
the city’s central station, which was
a result of strong pressure from the
municipality of Haarlem. A new fac
tory had to be built, and far beyond
the city limits of the ever-growing
metropolitan city of Haarlem.
33 - Beijnes creates history
They found a suitable and devel
– a summary of the article in
opment ready area, both for the
Volvodrive Magazine
needs of the time and for later devel
Volvo «Made in Holland» still opment in Beverwijk. World War II
exists. They come not only from the nevertheless put an effective halt to
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development for a few years – when
all plans for new buildings were put
on ice. After the war, everything had
to be started from scratch. The Ger
mans had rounded up the old factory
in Haarlem and almost all the equip
ment was gone. Most of the expen
sive equipment and machinery had
been transported to Germany. As the
economy recovered after the war, the
company also scrambled to its feet.
The new factory was started in 1948
and opened for production with a
solemn ceremony two years later.
The new factory consisted of two
large factory halls and two smaller
buildings that served as a workshop
and an office. The orders came in
and the company Beijnes had a lot of
wind in the sails – not least as a result
of orders on train sets for the Dutch
State Railroad as well as the Intercity
trams. In addition, they got to build
the trams for the municipal-owned
tramway company in Amsterdam.
Towards the end of the 1950s,
Dutch Railways decided that all
their train sets should be produced
in Germany. This naturally led to
a financial backlash and some real
scratches in the paint for Beijnes,
who had previously had a well-filled
order book.
34 - Volvo and Beijnes

Beijnes was on a feverish hunt for
other clients who could help keep
the wheels turning. It was the Swed

ish car manufacturer Volvo that was
to be the rescue. In the late 1950s,
Volvo struggled with capacity prob
lems as a result of great success with
Volvo PV and the then-launched
Volvo Amazon model – which saw a
large increase in demand.
Production in Olofström went at
full speed, and the final assembly
in Gothenburg failed to keep up
with the ever-increasing production
pressure. Volvo did not want to dis
appoint their customers or miss out
on revenue, so they started looking
elsewhere where they could finish
their production.
Volvo management assumed that
it would be great if the final produc
tion of Volvo cars could take place in
a country where Volvo could also be
purchased, and the Netherlands was
just such a country. Apart from this,
there were other benefits to the man
ufacturer of manufacturing abroad.
In terms of taxes, it was more profit
able to export a building kit and then
assemble it rather than exporting
finished cars.
Volvo was looking for partners,
and Beijnes was not the only or the
first candidate to be considered.
Several relevant factories were
considered, and this also meant
that Volvo was assembled in sev
eral other locations in the Nether
lands. Coenen in Utrecht got to try
out a trial series of PV444 models.
Coenen reportedly only produced
24 PVs, which was a good distance
from expected delivery within a
given period of time, and due to long
delivery times, Volvo chose another
company instead.
Polynorm in Bunchoten, which is
still a major player in the produc
tion of car parts, was Volvo’s second
choice. These had a greater capacity
to receive the pallets from Sweden
and production went fully until the
economy in the Netherlands crashed
in 1957. This led to Polynorm fall
ing almost all the way to the bottom.
In parallel with the transition from
PV444 to PV544, Volvo moved pro
duction from Polynorm to Beijnes in
Beverwijk.
The cars that arrived in the Neth
erlands were of type «SKD». It can
be confirmed that the bodywork
came fully painted from Sweden,
and like many other assembly plants
some parts were delivered locally
here as well. Front and rear win
dows were supplied by the company
«Staalglas» and tires and car bat
teries were supplied by Dutch com
panies.
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× The picture shows an extremely
rare car – an Amazon that was
assembled at the Beijnes factory
located in Beverwijk, Holland.
Originally, the factory was designed
to build railway cars, but began to
assemble PV and Amazon when
Volvo needed to establish factories
outside Sweden. Capacity problem
at the factories in Sweden was one
reason, another was the need to
establish factories in countries that
had unfavorable import conditions
and trade agreements.

The article contains a debatable
«conclusion». «The Beijnes-assem
bled Volvos are considered easily
recognizable» (and reference is
made to the digit «9» in the type
designation). «All the cars had a
special chassis number!? where
the last number was a 9. This figure
indicated that the car was manufac
tured for assembly abroad.» Furthermore: «That is, if you own an
original Dutch car, chances are that
it was manufactured at Beijnes in
Beverwijk. Beijnes assembled Volvo
in the period 1958 through 1963,
and then all such activity ceased.»
The author defines it as «debat
able conclusion» because not
everything written is necessarily
true. The digit «9» was not introduced until the 1961 model year,
and then all foreign assembled cars
had this code. Moreover, it was in
the type designation and not in the
chassis number that the mentioned
digit «9» was found. Still, chances
are that Dutch-made Volvo Amazons are still on the road – a production that until now was completely
unknown to most, at least to those
who haven’t read the article in Volvodrive Magazine.
Then one must hope that one or
more such cars will emerge. There
are clues in the form of the digit «9»,
model year and in particular in the
chassis number series.

in the Netherlands, although it was
stated exactly that. It is more likely
that this is all due to pure tax policy
and opportunities to establish itself
in foreign territory.
The Beijnes factory had to pull
all its ace and trump cards out of its
sleeves to match the product quality that the Swedish-built cars had,
which was a clear requirement from
the Volvo board. In the end, Beijnes’s
internal reorganization became the
solution, and then everything went
well as planned.
As mentioned, the bodies came
fully painted from Sweden, with
seven different layers of paint, the
latter being cured at 130°C/265°F
heat. Before the cars were loaded up
in Sweden, the bodies were treated
with an external protection layer
which was later removed at Beijnes.
Just after arriving at the Beverwijk
plant, the cars were applied with a
rust-protective layer on the chassis
and under the wings. Then the car
body was placed on a roller conveyor and with the help of hydraulic lifting devices the front and rear
axles were mounted. These were
axles that were prefabricated in
Sweden.
This was done to complete the
cars, and the installation of front
and rear windows, installation and
adjustment of doors, fitting of decorative trims, grills, lights and bumpers was done. Before the wheels
35 - The assembly process
were mounted, tires with white tire
at Beijnes
walls were mounted on the rims,
Unfortunately, there is little which were then balanced. When
knowledge of detailed information
about the assembly process, but it Ø Beijnes was by no means a small
is known that lack of capacity in company, but on the contrary a
Sweden is not the only reason for large and established business when
the establishment of assembly plants Volvo came in to the picture.

the car was eventually considered
to be a genuine and quality Volvo,
the braking system was subjected to
a one-and-a-half-hour-long pressure
test to check for any leaks. After the
final check of paint, hinges, locks
and doors, the car was tested for
the first time. The test route was
two laps on a 8km/5mi track in the
immediate vicinity of the Beverwijk
plant. When green light was given
that the car was approved by the
factory, the car was again given a
special exterior protection to protect
the paint and chrome before delivery. Then the cars were sent to the
importer Niham in the Hague.
Importer Niham did as the
importer did in Belgium, importing Swedish-built, complete cars in
parallel with receiving SKD products from the assembly plant in the
country.
36 - Among the very first

The first package cars to be sent
to the Beijnes factory in Beverwijk
were reported from the factory in
Sweden just a week later than the
cars that had the destination Brussels and Johannesburg. There is no
information on when the first Dutchbuilt Volvo Amazon rolled off the
assembly line, but if it is assumed
that they started with the car that had
the lowest chassis number – then it
was an Amazon 121, color code 54
Midnight Blue with gray beige roof,
type 12194VD with chassis number
57632. The car was reported completed from Lundby on September
28th, 1960. Otherwise, it is confirmed that in the first series of cars,
chassis numbers 57632-57667, sent

to The Hague there were three different color combinations: Ruby
red with gray beige roof (color code
51), Midnight blue with gray beige
roof (54) and Olive green (56). As a
previous headline in the article suggests, Holland – or the Netherlands
– changed status from completely
unknown in terms of SKD production of Amazon to becoming almost
the very first of its kind. This came
as a real surprise to many, including
the author of the article.
Many are the ones who have read,
been told or «always knew» that
Amazon with the B16 engine was
only available in two-tone colors –
purely except when it came to special orders. Then it is worth noting
that among the very first package
cars, single-tone color olive green
was one of the choices. Both 121
and 122S were now found among
the car kits exported to the factory in
Beverwijk, and similarly were also
exported to Belgium.
Theoretically, a factory in the
Netherlands may have been the first
to deliver a KD object, but based on
the information provided in Volvodrive Magazine where it appears that
Volvo had several alternative factories to choose from before deciding,
it is unlikely that one of these experiments resulted in a finished product
before SBMA managed it, and thus
Holland became country #2 in the
series of KD-producing countries.
37 - Mexico became #3

Information about the assembly
plant in Mexico is more than sparse,
and it is not even known where in
Mexico the plant was located.
However, it is unlikely that it was
located in Mexico City, since it is
located in the middle of the country.
If you follow Volvo’s logic for similar assembly plants, preference is
given to port cities and places with
good communication facilities.
Admittedly, Volvo did not own or
operate the factory in Mexico, but
the car kits from Sweden were to
reach the recipient anyway – preferably without too much handling
along the way, and as efficient as
possible. That the cargo had to
be shipped to a port goes without
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Made in Mexico: WEF-55-50, Sergio Arizmendi Vallejo. 12294VD
59978. Photo: Sergio Arizmendi Vallejo.
Special case of a type plate:
«Original» or «fraud» is the ques
tion that is asked when viewing
a type plate like this. Stamped
after production, obviously, but
when and why? Well – the fact is,
according to information found
in the archive, that the first CKD
delivered to Mexico had ch.no.
59366. Therefore, there was
every reason to seek information
about what caused this change. It
should turn out that the plate from
Sweden was initially marked with
the wrong chassis number. 55978
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does not belong to a 122S, nor
was it a car intended for assembly
abroad. Probably the error was
not detected until the car was on
the assembly line in Mexico, and
the correction was made there.
59978 matches the production
card. Unique – and it is unlikely
that one will ever discover a simi
lar case again.
The fact that it is a sedan 1961
model registered for 4 people is
also evident from the Mexican type
approval plate.
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That the car of Sergio Arizmendi Vallejo has
gone through substantial changes compared
to what it looked like when new is beyond any
doubt. Originally, the car came with a B16 B
engine, which has been swapped for a B18
sports engine. If you have an interest in Volvo
Amazon, are going to Mexico in the vicinity
of Sonora, you can ask for a visit.
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KK-09, Augusto Jiménez Oviedo. type designation were traced in
Mexico 12294VD 65014.
Volvo’s Historical Archive, and
Photo: Augusto Jiménez Oviedo. that the car was assembled in
Mexico is now established. One
It was a welcome addition to the could argue that the cars in South
article when images of a Volvo Africa were right-hand drive and
Amazon that was assembled in that the cars in Mexico were leftMexico were received, and it was hand drive, and that it should
also possible to obtain more in therefore be easy to check on the
formation about it.
production cards whether the
At an early stage in the search car was originally shipped for
for information about the vari assembly to South Africa or to
ous assembly plants, the one in Mexico. The problem is that the
Mexico was completely unknown production cards do not contain
as such. A dealership number such information. The type plate
– 955 – was associated with the clearly shows P12294VD 65014
plant in South Africa, at that time but the production card for the
SA was the only alternative. When same car says P12294 65014.
the knowledge that there had been Thus in this case missing «V»
an assembly plant also in Mexico, which means left-hand drive and
a situation of doubt arose until the year model letter code «D»
this picture appeared. This type which means 1961 model. Also
plate tells us what we needed to note that the color code is missing
find out. The chassis number and on the type plate.
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If you have attention to detail you
quickly notice that on the car of
Oviedo the body number – 63650
– is much lower than the chassis
number – 65014 – which is anything
but ordinary. Also, the body number
is not embossed from the back, but
punched into the plate from the
front. We know that this method was
also used at an early stage in the
factory in Sweden, and it is therefore
not unnatural that this happened in
Mexico as well, but there are no sim
ilar pictures to compare with.
A larger number of bodies were pro
duced compared to chassis – and the
consumption of bodies was on aver
age higher than one per car. The
increasing difference is due to the
fact that some bodies were rejected
and scraped somewhere in produc
tion, some damaged cars needed
a body change and other bodies
were used for training purposes.
But every body still had its unique

number. It was an easy way both to
keep track of the number of bodies
produced, and to where they were
delivered or sold.
It is natural that cars that were built
in Sweden have a closer relationship
between body and chassis number,
than the cars that came from the
body factory to the paint shop and
on to the assembly plant. To the
factory in Mexico, the cars came
packed in boxes that were stacked on
top of each other in a storage area,
and besides, they were not painted.
This meant that all the boxes had to
be unpacked long before the actual
assembly started, and the engines
were stored in one place, rear axles
in another and the front suspension
in a third, etc. Apart from the chas
sis number, the type plates were the
same, and there is no reason why
these were put in the same box until
the car was finished and was to be
fitted on the car.
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Made in Mexico:
KK-09, Augusto Jiménez Oviedo, Mexico
12294VD 65014.
Photo: Augusto Jiménez Oviedo.
Bench type front seat in Amazon is not an every
day sight, and whether this combination with the
floor gear lever is how the cars were delivered is
uncertain, but in all likelihood, this was the case.
The cars assembled in Arica, Chile had require
ments from the authorities that locally produced
parts should be used, and the interior was a
result of that. The Chilean-built cars also had a
bench type front seat but, unlike this car, steer
ing wheel gear lever. The fact that the Mexican
authorities made demands similar to what they
did in Chile is beyond doubt. That it is an easier
process to install a bench type front seat instead
of two separate seats is also beyond doubt. The
car was not originally equipped with a steering
wheel gear lever - the type plate tells that the car
was supplied with floor mounted gear lever.
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saying, as the boxes were shipped
by sea freight. If you look at a map
and look at the sea route from Gothenburg and to Mexico, there must
be a port city on the Gulf of Mexico
that was the destination for the
vessel. There were probably only
three alternatives, Tampico which is
closest to Sweden, Veracruz which
is approx. 500km/300mi south of
Tampico or Coatzacoalcos which
is still about 300km/200mi further
south. Veracruz both had and has
a much larger port than Tampico
and today handles ~75% of all port
traffic to Mexico. The probability
that the cars were unloaded in Veracruz is quite high, but since it is
not known where the factory was
located, it is unfortunately not possible to conclude which port city
was used.
38 - First a contract
– then full throttle

After AB Volvo had signed a
contract with the assembly plant
in Mexico, it was anything but a
slow start. A combination of high
demand, a lack of production
capacity on the domestic front and
political import restrictions and
agreements were behind the decision to go full speed ahead. This
was not only true for Mexico but for
other countries as well. It was not
an all or nothing case since the car
kits in the event of a problem at an
assembly plant would not disappear.
In a worst-case scenario, they could
simply be recovered and transported to another assembly plant.
Since Volvo’s people were anything
but amateurs, they had provided for
both advance investigations and to
organize overseas factories. In addition, they assisted with their own
staff present if needed. Such a solution was also a guarantee that the
quality of finished products would
be in accordance with the Volvo
standard – «Volvo’s value lasts».
Now that it was known that district 955 belonged to the assembly
plant in Mexico, it was also easy
to identify the deliveries there.
The parcels that were sent to South
Africa were, as mentioned, righthand drive cars, 12294HD. Similar
cars were delivered to Mexico – all
122S, but with the steering wheel on
the left – and the identity of the very
first was 12294VD 59366. This car
was reported finished in Lundby on
October 21st, 1960. After that, cars
on their way to Mexico followed
as pearls on a necklace off the production line, and a total of 499 cars
were reported completed before the
factory workers at Lundby could let
Christmas peace settle in 1960. As
soon as the New Year celebration
of 1960/1961 was over, production
was on full speed again and already
after two months almost one thousand boxes with Volvo Amazon
cars were on their way to Mexico.
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More stringent import rules, prohibitions on importing completed
cars and requirements for local production are common denominators
for several of the assembly plants.
In the time before CKD production forced itself into Mexico, they
had to import complete cars to the
country, cars that were already built
in Sweden. Such imports had been
taking place since 1959, and a consequence of this was that dealers
in Mexico had finished products to
show before the locally assembled
cars were finished.
The cars were initially painted
locally in Mexico, and on the production cards from Sweden, the
stated color is mainly only «00» or
«09». What these two codes mean
exactly is not known. The type
plates of cars that were not painted
in Sweden do not contain color code
information – the field is left blank.
But just like before, an exception
would emerge – and also a very special case on the same car.
It is stated that the cars to Holland
received a rust-protective coating
which was removed after arrival
at the factory. It may be that the
car bodies were not primed at the
factory in Sweden, and that it is as
simple as «00» was used to indicate
that the car body was completely
unpainted but applied with a protective coating (as was done on the
cars sent to Beverwijk). And that
«09» then means that the car body
was primed at the factory in Sweden
is then logical. Whether the painting
was done at the assembly plant or at
another local operator is not known.
39 - Type plate of a special kind

After a long search for an image
of an Amazon that was assembled
in Mexico, one would finally succeed. In fact, images of two different cars appeared. The image of the
type plate on one of the cars was
very striking, and you immediately
noticed that the original embossed
chassis number 55978 was crossed
over and replaced with another,
59978 which was embossed from
the front of the plate. An almost
identical number, but what was the
reason, and what would it mean for
the information already provided in
relation to the time of production?
The earliest car found in connection
with KD production in Mexico had
chassis number 59366 and then a
type plate appeared on a Mexico
KD with a lower number. It was
therefore important to sort this out,
and again Lars Gerdin was going
to prove to be the right man in the
right place. Because there were two
known chassis numbers, it was now
relatively easy to find the muchneeded information. It turned out
that the number originally printed
on the record was neither a 122S
nor a KD car sent to Mexico. Chassis number 55978 belongs to a 121

which was delivered to a dealer
in Gothenburg. Chassis number
59978, according to the production
cards, was sent to Mexico as a KD
kit, and also followed what had
been defined as the first car there.
Regardless, this is the very first case
where you see a type plate where
the chassis number is changed in
such a way.
It can be concluded that the
change is not a «fraud», but simply
a consequence of incorrect stamping on a type plate. The fact that
the type plate was originally minted
in Sweden is beyond doubt, and it
is likely that the error was not discovered until the car was almost
finished in Mexico. If the fault had
been discovered at the Lundby factory, a new type plate would most
likely have been made, which was
not as easy to do in Mexico. How
likely it was for this probably
unique case to emerge on one of the
two cars tracked in Mexico, one can
only wonder, but it was anyway a
fun discovery.
40 - Color code 42 stated for
a Mexican built car

On the type plate of chassis
number 59978, the color code is
not provided, exactly as expected.
The production card, on the other
hand, states that the car has color
code 42 California white, which
is because the car was painted in
Sweden before it was shipped to
Mexico. On the basis of what has
been read about «incorrect marking
on the type plate» it will be natural
to assume that it is the car belonging
to the type plate’s incorrect number
which has color code 42, but the
car with chassis number 55978 has
color code 19 and is therefore black.
A little mystery, but it has happened
that assembly plants that were initially supposed to receive cars for
painting locally have also received
ready-painted cars. It may be due to
a variety of reasons, but probably it
was to speed up local assembly. In
any case, this is a peculiar case since
the color code should then have
been stamped on the type plate. One
can also ponder about the fact that
the production card should not have
had a color code at all.
Therefore, since there are pictures of the car, it should be easy to
check the color from these. The car
has been renovated, and it is now
two-tone blue and white, with a
blue color that does not appear to be
midnight blue. Various e-mail correspondence with the owner of the
car did not help to solve anything.
The owner was of the opinion that
the car was delivered with a B18
engine, 12 Volt electric system and
two-tone paint as the car appears
today after the renovation. At the
time the car left the factory, the B18
engine was not even existing, so a
couple of things did not add up here.

41 - No information about
the plant in Mexico

When you finally managed to get
hold of both pictures of a Mexican
built Amazon and at the same time
succeeded in getting in touch with
the owner of the car, you also saw
the opportunity to dig out more
information about the final assembly plant in the country. The car
owner was absolutely certain that
there had never been a factory in
Mexico that assembled the Volvo
Amazon, and that his car had been
fully imported from the factory
in Sweden. Consequently, no one
became any wiser about the factory
in Mexico from this.
42 - From full speed to full stop

Assembly in Mexico ceased after
a relatively short time. Volvo’s own
annual report states that «a signifi
cant number of cars could be deliv
ered to Mexico in 1961, but at the
end of the year new restrictions were
introduced, preventing this type of
Volvo export». The last CKD cars to
Mexico for which Joelsson and the
author have found production cards
were chassis number series 81584
– 81643. These were completed at
the factory in Sweden on July 3rd,
1961, and delivered on August
3rd, exactly one month later. Thus,
the adventure in Mexico was over
almost before it had started. According to statistics that the author had
access to 1,920 cars were assembled
in Mexico, all of them B16 cars.
Each Volvo Amazon has a type
plate in the engine compartment,
which contains various information
about the car in question. One of the
fields is reserved for «special codes»
or S-codes. Such codes are found on
many cars, but far from all. So far,
one has not succeeded in finding a
complete list from Volvo of what
the various S-codes actually means.
Nevertheless, many are identified
and there are also some codes that
are known, but where the meaning is
unknown. It is therefore impossible
to estimate how many completely
unknown S-codes there are. One
such code – 5037 – appeared on the
delivery report of a Mexican-produced car. It is therefore obvious to
assume that this code only applies to
cars built for the Mexican market.
43 - Wentworth – South Africa

While what has been written
about the factories in Holland and
Belgium is a result of newly discovered information, knowledge
that the Amazon was assembled in
South Africa has circulated in various forums for many years. We
have been told through a variety of
articles, stories and various forms
of publishing that the Amazon
was assembled in South Africa. It
has been read, «learned» and also
gradually «been convinced» that
the assembly plant in South Africa
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Ø Motor Assemblies outside Durban
in South Africa was also among the
very first to assemble the Amazon.
At the top and center are pictures
of the Volvo assembly plant, and to
the left in the top picture are several
large crates containing finished car
bodies, as they were packed and
shipped from Gothenburg. At the
bottom is an interior photo from the
factory, and presumably there are
parts for trucks that we see here.
started production of Volvo Amazon
in 1966, and that the operator
was Motor Assemblies (hereafter
referred to as MA), outside Durban
– thus a bit down the line of Amazon
foreign assembly plants. A number
of years ago, the author came across
an article that tells a completely different story: AB Volvo had already
in 1960 signed a contract with Motor
Assemblies in Wentworth outside
Durban to assemble cars locally at
MA’s existing assembly plant. That
it would from there take about six
years for the final assembly to start
is completely unreasonable.
Still, there was something that
lingered in the logic around the
time since (at that time) there was
no evidence that KD operation was
being initiated before the model
year 1962. Had there been talk of
building a factory from scratch,
the time period from the time of
contact to production start is easily
explained, but that was not the case
here. Still, it was assumed that it
was in 1961, for the model year
1962 that it all started, and that this
plant could also be the very first to
get started with foreign assembly
of the Volvo Amazon.
The article that was written about
MA contained very good documentation and statistics regarding both
production and production figures,
and this reinforced the suspicion
that the 1962 year model was not
necessarily the answer to the production start. The author had seen
pictures from South Africa where a
number of B16 cars were depicted,
including Volvo PV. It could just as
well be complete, fully built cars
imported from the Volvo factory
at Lundby, or almost complete,
and which might have had certain
parts, such as the upholstery, factory-fitted and assembled locally
upon arrival in South Africa.
As the readers understand, it was
impossible to conclude anything
at such an early stage. There were
too many assumptions, too many
possibilities, ifs and whens and
on top of that it was also known
that earlier established «facts»
were wrong. Final assembly of the
Amazon in South Africa was an
issue in dire need of further review.
A lot can be written about
assembly plants in South Africa,
whose history started as early as
the 1920s. In the context of the arti-
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× At the top is an interesting picture.
In South Africa, the plan was to do
some of the work manually – also
to more or less assemble the bodies.
The jig was used in conjunction
with welding the bodywork together
– until Volvo found that it was not
done good enough. In the middle are
a number of cars ready for delivery,
both Amazon and PV. The Ama
zons are obviously B16 models and
this proves the claim that MA first
started with 1962 models wrong.
In the background, the Volvo trucks
are probably Viking or Titan. At the
bottom, a sales hall in South Africa
with the Volvo cars available at the
time: PV544, Duett and Amazon. A
Porsche 356 can be glimpsed in the
background.
Source: Volvo’s Historical Archive.
cles on the different model years
of Volvo Amazon, most of this is
irrelevant, and the author made a
summary of what M. Compton and
T. J. Gallwey wrote in their article
on «Motor Assemblies Limited» in
2009:
In order to meet South African
demand, Ford had started assembling cars in Port Elizabeth as early
as 1924, and GM (General Motors)
followed in 1926.
At that time, these two car manufacturers could rightly claim to
be ahead of Volvo – is the article
author’s comment on that.
There were plans to build several
such factories as US automakers
had a strong interest in establishing themselves in South Africa, but
the Great Depression of the 1930s
delayed construction.
Times improved, and in the
period before World War II, Chrysler importers in Cape (Atkinson)
and Orange Free State (Oates)
decided to build an assembly plant
in Paarden Eiland outside Cape
Town. However, the outbreak of
World War II was to delay the project until 1941.
At the same time, Stanley
Motors, which imported Hudson
and Willys, established a plant near
Alberton in Transvaal, later known
as National Motor Assemblers. The
plant was opened after the war, and
also assembled the Austin A40 for
a short period of time until it was
closed in favor of Peugeot and
Rootes products, which Stanley
Motors now were the distributor
of. The special thing about this
plant was that it was built inland
and not on the coast. Although
the Transvaal area had the largest
market for car sales, it was not considered to be particularly cost-saving considering that they worked
with imported material. Time was
up for changes.
Early in the 1940s, importers
of the Chrysler products in Natal,
which had Dodge, Chrysler, Plymouth and DeSoto on the program,
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also concluded that if they were
to be able to maintain good sales,
they needed a separate local assembly plant. Earlier, Atkinson and
Oates also became investors in
this project, and were granted permission to purchase a plot of just
over 2 hectares/5 acres at Lerwick
Road in Wentworth. As a result of
World War II, however, no one was
allowed to build in the area which
was then leased to the government.
In 1946 it was finally possible to
start construction, and the design
was accomplished with the help of
the Americans. It is understood that
this would result in Motor Assemblies Limited, «Nuffield, Standard & Chrysler Products» outside
Durban, and the company was registered in 1941.
Not surprisingly, the first manager of the site, Hank Lisseman,
was from the United States. His
main task was to ensure that all
the necessary technology to build
a complete assembly plant was put
in place. When production started
in 1948, it was Chrysler, Dodge
and De Soto that first rolled out
of the factory, and they achieved
a number of 3,418 units produced
this first year.
It was the start of a tremendous
growth and expansion for the automotive industry, and as early as
1947 a new plant that was designed
to assemble Studebaker commenced in Uitenhage north of Port
Elizabeth. The first car from there
rolled off the assembly line early
the same year. In 1949, production
of the Austin A40 was moved there,

and in 1951 the Volkswagen Beetle
was also assembled there. In 1956,
the name was changed to the VW
distributor’s name; South African
Motor Assemblers and Distributors
(SAMAD).
MA was a significant company,
and in May 1957 the company
employed 750 people, as well as
passing 50,000 manufactured vehicles.
Exporting CKDs was not something the US or UK automotive
industry had any exclusive rights
to, and other European car makers,
who did not have their own dealer
network in South Africa at the
time, found it interesting to establish themselves in a country where
industrial policy was becoming
less and less tied up by traditionally strong ties to the United States
and the British Commonwealth.
Fiat’s newly appointed CEO
was now determined to establish
the brand in South Africa, and in
1962 they moved production from
East London to Motor Assemblies
in Durban. By relying on MA as a
production plant, they also felt that
their own employees had enough
experience in producing parts in
South Africa, and that they could
therefore easily comply with local
laws and regulations. Not long after
this, Lancia also started assembling CKDs at MA. Volvo, which
was imported to South Africa by
Lawson Motors in Johannesburg,
had accumulated a growing market
share in the country, not least
thanks to major triumphs in racing
and rally sports.

When Volvo made its entry into
South Africa and at Motor Assemblies, it was not a newly established
company they chose to partner with.
As a result of its size, MA had been
forced to re-subscribe shares, and
had decided to set up assembly
plants also a distance from the port
area, which necessitated a transfer
by train. Lerwick Road, the location of the Jacobs Plant, which was
the name of the assembly plant that
assembled Volvo, is not far from the
harbor either, but a transport leg by
train was still needed. This is probably the one plant that confirms the
rule – «no rule without exception»,
since all the other major assembly
plants were located in port areas,
either by the sea or by a canal.
From the aforementioned MA
article, it appears that production
started with the PV544, and that it
would not be long before the Volvo
Amazon 122S, or the Volvo 122S
that the cars were called on this edge
of the world, came on the program.
However, the production overview
from MA, which can also be found
in that article, tells the opposite; that
the production start for PV was in
April 1961, and that the assembly of
Amazon started as early as March of
that year. This is well worth noting,
since the Amazon 1962 model at that
time had not yet been launched –
and consequently the suspicion that
KD production started earlier than
expected was further strengthened.
Now, more knowledge has been
acquired – but it is small random
information like this that causes a
reaction, and which makes it nec-

Ù An architect’s drawing for a pro
posed sales hall in Hillbrow, Johan
nesburg in 1963. It shows three of the
car brands represented by Lawson;
Volvo, Renault and Toyopet. At the
pumps are an Amazon and a Renault
Dauphine. The Toyota Toyopet was
manufactured and marketed as its
own brand in South Africa, also
after production ended in Japan.
Source: Volvo’s Historical Archive.
essary to conduct more thorough
investigations in the hope of getting
to the bottom of the case.
44 - Not «shot out of a cannon»

Having started out small and
with a sober approach, Volvo was
inspired by the fact that Mercedes
Benz, which had previously been
opposed to producing cars locally,
had now chosen to focus fully on
this type of production. Lawson
looked at a larger scheme as a
future success, and together AB
Volvo and Lawson Motors followed in the footsteps of Mercedes
to focus on volume production.
The management of AB Volvo,
after discussing the concept with
its Swedish engineers, advocated
cost-saving measures, and in order
to save large tool costs, Volvo
had chosen a collaboration with
Datsun/Nissan on the steel press
tool services so that they could produce body parts locally for Volvo.
Also, much of the job was intended
to be done manually rather than
by machines. As mentioned earlier
in the article, the term CKD was
somewhat diffuse.
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× CZC 375 EC. Jaco Heunis,
Nelson Mandela Bay, South Africa.
Photo: Jaco Heunis.
The brown color – the color code
is completely unknown – was sup
posedly relatively common in South
Africa on the 1970 model and per
haps also on the model year before.
The owner of the car in the photo,
CZC 375 EC, is Jaco Heunis,
Nelson Mandela Bay, SA. It should
be emphasized that this color must
not be confused with the color 72
Fawn brown that was found on,
among others, Swedish and Norwe
gian Volvo Amazon for the 1962 and
1963 model years.
A type plate with almost no infor
mation is typical on newer Amazons
assembled in South Africa. The plate
only contains information «type»
that the car is a 2-door sedan with
dual carburetors, 4-speed manual
gearbox, and that it is a right-hand
drive 1970 model. The S-code 5110
is unknown, but so far, the code has
only been seen on cars that were
assembled in South Africa for the
1968-1970 model years. The spe
cial type plate for South Africa also
states that it is a 2-door version
(P13), and it has a number that must
be a form of internal serial number,
but it has not been possible to find
exactly what the number indicates,
on which number it is started or if it
began in 0001. An article on Motor
Assemblies states a production
figure of 5,568 2-door Amazons.
5521 is a high number in that con
text, and it has to be assumed that
the car was assembled towards the
end of the Amazon era.
The body number is also high com
pared to others. The highest chassis
number associated with an Amazon
is 359918, but as can be read in the
article text, the average consump
tion of car bodies was higher than
one per delivered car, so a body
number can be slightly higher than
359918. Considering that both
Motor Assemblies’ own number and
the body number are high, one must
if not conclude, but at least assume
that the car is a late production.
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Ø MZL 837. 133352P 307236.
Photo: George Minassian.
This «Built by Motor Assemblies»
plate is in a 1968 model 123GT that
is not built neither at Motor Assem
blies or anywhere else in South
Africa, but in Sweden. The explana
tion must be that all cars that were
delivered within the organization of
the importer Lawson Motors and the
assembly plant of Motor Assemblies
were given a number from which to
identify all delivered cars, whether
they arrived in South Africa as a con
struction kit or as a completed car
from Sweden. In the article it can be
read about Amazons that were fitted
with both GT- as well as other equip
ment as a result of special orders,
and South African assembled Station
Wagons are mentioned in such a con
text. These cars, as well as the fact
that a 4-door car was «upgraded» to
123GT using GT parts provided by
importer Lawson Motors has con
tributed to claims that the Amazon
123GT was also assembled locally
at MA. So far, not a single piece of
evidence has been found to support
that – and in addition to both Joels
son, Lofter and the author, neither
Deon van Loggerenberg of the Volvo
Owners Club of South Africa nor Vic
Campher of Volvo Cars in Johannes
burg have any belief other than that
all 123GTs sold in the country were
imported finished from Sweden. Van
Loggerenberg writes that the claim is
probably based more on rumors than
on facts. In conclusion, all righthand drive 123GTs were finished in
Torslanda, unlike most other Ama
zons found in South Africa – who
spent part of their lives on the assem
bly line at Motor Assemblies.
It was not always easy to achieve
appropriate cooperation, either politically or between the various importers and car manufacturers. Some
large investors, who were completely
inexperienced with automotive production, were willing to do exactly
what the authorities wanted by following government regulations, as
Fiat, Triumph and Datsun/Nissan did.
Other players such as Volvo, Mazda
and Lancia, who had longer trading
time in the industry, did not fully
agree with this strategy. Still, there
was little to do with it, and one had
to follow the line drawn in advance.
There will always be political
disagreements and negotiating with
government and public authorities
is very important, but not always as
easy. In South Africa, the racial segregation policy (apartheid) also had
to contend with other, more normal,
political challenges. The players
in the automotive industry had
therefore been predictive enough
to form their own organization, the
Ø CL 69014, South Africa, Medium
blue.
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× NN 11113, Direshen Pillay, South
Africa. Photo: Direshen Pillay.
It has not been possible to get ver
ified information on how many
Volvo Amazons are still rolling on
the roads in South Africa. Pictures
and information show that there are
quite a few and, moreover, that the
cars generally hold a high stand
ard, like this car owned by Direshen
Pillay.

Although MA had established its
Ù NP 40423, Narsing Chutterpaul,
SA. Narsing Chutterpaul has owned own program for Volvo, it came to
a point when the management at
the car since it was new.
Lawson Motors felt that they had
National Association of Automo- become too dependent on MA, and
bile Manufacturers of South Africa, therefore employed Alois Rösner
NAAMSA. This organization made to get better control of their own
sure that the automotive and motor brand. As previously mentioned,
industries did not conflict with Lawson Motors purchased steel
public regulations on work restric- press services from Datsun/Nissan.
tions, and thus avoided demonstra- This created a lot of problems for
tions as a result of the racial divide. MA’s skilled workers, but on the
NAAMSA made sure to unite the other hand it also gave MA’s engigoals that the government and their neers a lot of valuable experience.
Until 1975, assembly took place
own industry had for industrial
development, which would not have at two factories in South Africa, but
happened otherwise, and which Volvo’s production was shut down
today contribute to large employ- as a result of political strife. Now,
ment and significant business in the neither the story nor the statistics
tell us how many or what parts of
export market.
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the cars were manufactured locally
or assembled at MA when they
assembled PV and Amazon there
in 1961 and 1962, but the production figures found in the aforementioned article are very detailed,
showing that 462 units of Volvo PV
were produced during this period.
It has been claimed by several
that the Amazon Station Wagon
was never manufactured in South
Africa, but that is not true. All three
body versions of Volvo Amazon
were assembled by MA. This is
shown both by the production statistics from MA and by the production cards from Volvo.
The first Volvo Amazon assembled under the auspices of Motor
Assemblies in Wentworth was

12294HD 57080. The chassis
number is lower than the first one
found to be sent to Holland and
Mexico, but it must be taken into
account that body parts should be
produced locally, one should perform more manual work locally and
that the CKD objects had a more
time-consuming transport. Therefore, Motor Assemblies is unlikely
to have delivered a car before the
plant in Mexico, so South Africa
has to be ranked number 4 among
the KD-producing countries.
The MA article states that the first
Amazon shipped from MA was
completed in March 1961.
As previously mentioned, the
first KD components for the four
foreign assembly plants were produced in a short time span, and in
the case of the 4-door Amazon it
was the 1961 model year in which
the second most cars were produced, namely in 29,900 units.
It is also worth noting that exclusively right-hand drive cars were
produced in South Africa.
The detailed MA production
overview shows that from March
1961 and until the middle of the
year in 1967, 7,382 Volvo Amazon
122S rolled out through the gates at
Jacobs Plant in the 4-door edition,
the factory that produced Volvo at
MA in Wentworth.
From March 1964 to October
1967, 1,008 units of the Amazon
Station Wagon were assembled.
In the case of the 2-door sedan,
the production figures do not
specify that it is 122S. It is called
«Volvo 130 2-door», but there is no
doubt that all of these were also of
the Sport edition. 5,568 cars were
produced in the period from May
1967 until the last car rolled by the
assembly line in December 1970.
Within the same time period
that they manufactured the 2-door
Amazon, the factory also built 5,449
Volvo 144 and 1,456 Volvo 164,
but they finished production of the
4-door Amazon before starting final
assembly of the 2-door edition.
Somewhat later in the history
of MA, Volvo decided in 1973 to
follow Mercedes, which they had
done when they decided to focus on
volume production. After having
problems with great quality variation, the pressing of body parts, and
later also the assembly of the cars
was moved to Volkswagen of South
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Volvo Owners Club of South Africa

Photo: Deon van Loggerenberg
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Africa. As of January 2012, Toyota two mentioned continents outside
of South Africa owns MA.
Europe. Although Mexico belongs
to the North American continent,
45 - Freeing up production
the factory in Mexico was already
capacity
closed at this time. When talking
The 140 series was already about North America in this conlaunched, and at the Torslanda fac- text, we are north of Mexico and
tory there was no longer room to in reality, it is Anglo-America that
produce the 4-door Amazon, whose is the correct term when compared
fate was already sealed. Production to Latin America, which starts with
was destined to cease. An important Mexico in the north and includes the
feature of this was to get rid of all Spanish and Portuguese speaking
the 4-door versions of Amazon, and countries in the south. Neverthethat would be solved easily.
less, there was a great need for new
The last 480 units of the Amazon start-ups in South America as well,
in the 120 series, in the chassis if Volvo hoped to find a way to connumber series 234174-234653, tinue exporting cars to that part of
were loaded onto five fully loaded the world too. An increasing number
ships with destination Durban, and of countries tightened their import
the first charge was shipped to the rules which put new sticks in the
assembly plant in South Africa on Volvo wheels. Plans for the estabJanuary 13th, 1967. That’s how easy lishment of a strategically located
Volvo could clean out almost half a assembly plant in North America
thousand cars from Torslanda. The were running in parallel with similar
very last unit of Volvo Amazon in plans for South Africa and Mexico,
the 4-door edition had the identity but the commissioning process was
123942M 234653, was equipped faster with the latter, using already
with a B18B engine, and was billed established factories. In Canada
on March 22nd, 1967. Because the they had to start from scratch, and
cars were painted locally in South negotiations and design took longer
Africa, no color code is stated on its compared to the others. The need for
production card.
and a plan for an establishment in
By the end of the Amazon era, Chile came more than a year later,
virtually all manufactured cars were although the first car kits for Chile
exported as KD’s, and it was the and Canada were shipped around
plant in South Africa that was the the same point in time.
recipient of these cars. The Torslanda factory then produced finished
47 - Nova Scotia – Canada
Amazons mostly individually and
When Volvo started assembly at
only in small series. From just over the plants in Holland, Belgium (at
halfway into the production of the this time), South Africa and Mexico,
1970 models, from chassis number it was literally an away game since
351088, which was billed to Lawson they used externally owned factoMotors on April 14th, 1970, nine ries. In Canada, the situation was
shiploads were sent to MA with a different, since Volvo became «its
total of 864 cars.
own master».
The highest known chassis number
The factory in Halifax, Canada,
NVAK has in its list of Norwegian is probably the one that is «widely»
registered cars is 359721, but it is known to be the first assembly plant
known that 359724 was also sent to for Volvo’s part («foreign» the author
Norway. The highest chassis number adds, after all, cars were assembled at
on a Volvo Amazon is 359918. The the factories in Sweden as well). But
car was reported finished on Sep- the «general knowledge» does not
tember 4th, 1970. All of the last 192 contain the whole and full truth.
units of the Amazon series, chassis
The assembly plant in Canada
numbers 359727 – 359918 were was the first of its kind to be in forloaded on two full shiploads and eign territory, wholly owned by AB
shipped to South Africa.
Volvo and the only factory Volvo
When it comes to information itself owned on the North Ameriabout 2-door cars that were exported can continent. Volvo clearly had a
to MA, there is not much available on need for assembly plants around
the production cards. Chassis number the world, and it would not be long
is of course stated as this is known after the start of Belgium, Holland,
when the car leaves the produc- Mexico and South Africa until
tion line also as CKD, but all other Canada and Chile were on the map.
information is essentially limited to
«130000», and it is known that the
48 - Not in Halifax, but in
first two numbers, in this case «13»
Dartmouth, Nova Scotia
means 2-door, and no more informaVolvo was introduced in Canada
tion is known about these cars.
in 1957 through a company in British Columbia that distributed cars
46 - From South Africa, via
throughout the country.
Latin America to North America
On July 21st, 1959, Volvo Canada
and back to South America
was founded and the company had a
A natural next step for Volvo was sales progression where the arrows
to move on to North America after pointed upwards. During 1959 sales
having established assembly in the had increased dramatically, which
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meant that Volvo established its
Canadian headquarters in Toronto,
and by 1961 Volvo established its
own dealer organization. At that
time, they were already in 6th place
in the number of imported cars (in
Canada). Despite a general decline
in sales of imported cars in recent
years, Volvo was able to show an
increase.
During 1960, they had discussed
the possibilities of establishing an
assembly plant in the country, and at
this time in the process, an establishment in Ottawa was also an option.
In 1962, after deciding upon Nova
Scotia as location, the plans were
submitted to the Canadian Minister of Finance, George C. Nowlan.
Volvo had already signed a lease
contract for the building they were
going to use, but obviously needed to
obtain the necessary permits before
they could take the next step. Agreeing with the Canadian authorities
was not done overnight, and after a
relatively time-consuming process
both at the highest government level
and with the government of the province of Nova Scotia, Volvo received
the Canadian government’s blessing
in February 1963. Good arguments
used at the negotiating table were the
fact that Volvo would be a perfect car
for Canadians, because the topography – the landscape conditions – and
not least the climate was quite coincident with the Swedish one, and
the Volvo cars had proven to master
such conditions without problems.
In addition, Volvo was already a
significant customer for Canadian
steel exporters, and a Volvo plant in
Canada would thus help increase this
export.
The fact that Nova Scotia was
preferred was far from a coincidence. Considering that Volvo was
shipping its goods from Gothenburg, the port of Halifax fit perfectly.
It was large enough to meet the
needs AB Volvo had and not least
Halifax Harbor was the only ice-free
port on Canada’s east coast. Nova
Scotia is also strategically located in
the north of America, where Volvo
of North America had its headquarters in Rockleigh, New Jersey.
The management of AB Volvo had
also noted that port fees in Halifax
were lower compared to other areas
in Canada where there was a tradition of car production, especially
in Ontario. The fact that the wages
were also significantly lower also
made the Dartmouth/Halifax alternative more interesting. The average
hourly wage among Halifax industrial workers was $1.86, while GM’s
workers in Oshawa outside Toronto
earned between $2.16 and $2.29 per
hour. It may not seem to be much of
a difference, but still made a difference of 16-23%.
For Volvo and the Canadian
authorities, the agreement entered
into was a win-win situation, per-

fect for the governing authorities in
Canada, as it would create many new
jobs in a crowded area that was in
dire need of multifaceted industrial
activity and higher employment.
The residents of Nova Scotia could
envision a brighter future, and they
were given a welcome opportunity
to restore a well-functioning society as a result of Volvo’s entry. For
its part, Volvo avoided high import
duties by choosing a KD solution for
Canada.
49 - Robert Lorne Stanfield

In 1956, Conservative Robert
L. Stanfield had won the provincial election in Nova Scotia based
on election promises on industrial
renewal, which also meant effective
government intervention in a number
of sectors affecting Nova Scotia’s
economy. As a result of a collapse
in the traditional post-war industry,
and especially in the coal industry,
the economy was steadily declining
and unemployment was rising when
Stanfield was elected prime minister
of Nova Scotia in 1956.
In connection with the election
campaign before the 1956 election, Stanfield had proclaimed the
creation of a company, the «Nova
Scotia Industrial Development
Corporation», which was intended
to be financed from both the province treasury as well as from stock
sales. The provincial development
plan, however, took another turn
as the government feared that selling shares to the public could lead
to unnecessary complications and
conflicts between creating jobs and
making money for the company.
Instead, the government decided to
allow the establishment of another
main organization, «IEL – Industrial
Estates Limited». Briefly, IEL was
to assist with financing and lending
to companies that would establish
themselves in Nova Scotia. IEL was
strongly involved in Volvo’s settling
in Dartmouth and later also at a new
establishment in Halifax. Initially,
IEL was intended to build industrial
parks for rental to the companies,
but IEL also built factories for companies that were allowed to buy the
premises at bargain prices.
«Factory owners! Let IEL finance
and build your facility in Nova Scotia.
IEL will develop your network,
finance and build the facility, rent it
out to you with low rental costs, and
if and when you wish, we will sell it
to you for the booked cost.» This was
the message from IEL, and as you
understand it was very important to
get new industry and trade connected
to the peninsula in eastern Canada.
In the end, IEL, with $23 million
in backing, became a direct lender to
companies for both investment projects as well as equipment purchases.
This was an opportunity Volvo
knew how to take advantage of, and
they were both an early and a long-
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term recipient of IEL’s services,
both in the form of loans (both with
and without interest), support for
facilities, special agreements, and
also getting subsidized transport as
a result of this cooperation.
The lease agreement Volvo had
signed in Dartmouth was to last
for three years, at a cost of $2 million. The premises on the dock had
previously hosted a sugar refinery,
but this had already been closed
down. The rent of the premises was
secured in a favorable contract terms
with the help of IEL, and Dartmouth
city had contributed with municipal tax relief. The agreement also
stipulated that IEL should contribute to the construction of a factory
designed for automotive production
and according to Volvo’s needs.
After the agreement with IEL
was well in port, and it was clear
that there were good solutions for
rail transport, Volvo began a close
collaboration with Nova Scotia’s
Minister of Industry and Commerce
E.A. Manson to find potential subcontractors.
Another clause in the agreement
with IEL allowed Volvo to receive
subsidies of up to $150,000 in
connection with cars shipped from
Sweden and intended for sale in
Toronto and Montreal. Sources say

that Volvo received $68,000 over
the first three years as a result of this
deal. The same source states that
Volvo «only» received a few million
dollars as a result of IEL’s support
schemes, and that this was a low
amount compared to what others
who established similar new business after Volvo achieved.
Thus, Stanfield had promised
its voters to get the society back
on track, and therefore posted economic strategy, policies and measures in relation to just that.
50 - Good stuff for the newspapers

That AB Volvo was to open an
assembly plant in Canada was sensational news, something not least
Swedish newspapers knew to take
advantage of. Considering the position Volvo had gradually achieved in
Sweden – and the fact that AB Volvo
had successfully managed to establish a factory in North America,
this was news that led the average
Swede to buy today’s newspaper.
In an article in Svenska Dagbladet
on February 22nd, 1963, it is stated
that the first cars sent to Canada
were in principle completely finished cars produced in Sweden, and
that the kits sent to Dartmouth in the
initial phase thus consisted of almost
complete cars

51 - Volvo was a pioneer
– also in Nova Scotia

As soon as AB Volvo had
signed the new Canada agreement, all parties were ready to
get started as soon as possible.
One problem in this regard was
that Volvo did not have any
qualified staff in Canada, but
they had a number of newly
hired former car and industrial
mechanics.
As one has read, Volvo was
the first foreign car manufacturer to establish itself on the
North American continent, and a
number of other companies were
soon to follow suit. Nova Scotia
experienced a boom of new
start-ups in various businesses
in the wake of Volvo, both from
international and national players, and several other car manufacturers were soon to establish
themselves there as well. Given
the contractual conditions that
required a high proportion of
locally produced parts in the
cars, it was a natural consequence that national, Canadian
and North American companies
also seized the opportunities
that opened up to expand and
develop their own businesses
and manufacturing operations.

Ù The bodies from Sweden arrive
in crates which are unloaded on the
dock near the Dartmouth factory.
The bodies were thus sent from Goth
enburg directly to the factory without
reloading, a process which not rarely
causes damage to the cargo.
Source: Volvo’s Historical Archive.
52 - The first KD cars to Canada

To get started with production
in Canada, Volvo was basically
allowed to bring in complete cars
as «SKD building kits». It was in
everyone’s interest to get started,
and because there were no workers
in Nova Scotia who were competent and sufficiently skilled to build
an SKD from scratch, they came up
with a different solution.
The «parts» were easily obtained
by building US specification cars
for Canada, and these were taken
off the assembly line in Sweden
before being fitted with the engine
and powertrain. Instead of being
completed in Sweden, cars, engines
and powertrains were packed separately in boxes, and then exported
as «SKD» to Canada. This solution
plus a very favorable agreement on
duty- and tax-free importation for
cars and engines/powertrains meant
that the cars could be assembled
locally, and not least it was profit-
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able, although there was a shortage
of trained workers. The necessary
and relatively simple tasks in connection with this could be handled
by the new employees, and production was slowly but steadily initiated. For Volvo this did not matter.
Their main goal was to sell cars,
and the agreements entered were
maintained while Volvo employees in Canada were employed. The
Canadian authorities, for their part,
were very comfortable with Nova
Scotia working to face a brighter
future. So, no one had any reason to
complain about the situation such
as it was.
Employees at Volvo Canada
were sent on a 12-week course
to Gothenburg to study and learn
production and assembly methods.
This staff would then take care of
the further training of factory personnel in Canada. Everyone had to
undergo a thorough training in the
art of producing quality cars. As
Ú Prince Bertil of Sweden brought
some royal glamour to the inaugu
ration of the factory in Dartmouth.
Here, an Amazon is being inspected
together with Robert Lorne Stanfield.
Source: Volvo’s Historical Archive.
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previously mentioned, none of the
employees had any experience in
assembling cars, but many of them
had mechanic and/or mechanical
training and experience from car
repair shops and mechanical companies. As part of the signed and
comprehensive agreement, Volvo
was also to support and safeguard
the agreements to employ local
labor, and of the first 100 employees, only five were from Sweden.
Eventually, all the wheels began
rolling at the factory in Canada, and
«normal» package cars were now
sent there as well.
In the first year, an estimated
2,000 kits were shipped to Canada.
One source says that on average,
15 cars were assembled every day
at the Dartmouth plant, but nothing is said about how long after the
startup «gradually» was, nor is it
specified how many of the approximately 2,000 kits were completed.
Essentially, only the Amazon was
assembled at the Dartmouth plant,
although a few PV 544 were also
assembled there at the very beginning. There is no reason to doubt that
these PV cars also arrived in Canada
in the same knocked-down shape as
the Amazons did.

53 - The inauguration – great
festivities with a royal touch

It was a large operation that was
set in motion in connection with the
historical event. It was the Duke
of Halland, Prince Bertil, who was
given the honorable mission to cut
the ribbon during the inauguration.
On the big day, things got started
with a tour of the Halifax-Dartmouth areas and official visits. Both
the governor, the prime minister of
Nova Scotia, the mayor of Halifax
and Dartmouth as well as other Halifax County officials were participating. After being served lunch, Prince
Bertil was transported by a minesweeper from the Canadian Navy
to the Volvo factory in Dartmouth.
Participating was also Volvo’s CEO
Gunnar Engellau along with Volvo
Canada Ltd.’s director, D. W. «Pat»
Samuel, a New Zealander who had
been a key figure in the negotiations
with federal and local authorities,
which in turn resulted in Volvo’s
establishment in Canada. Previously
mentioned Robert Lorne Stanfield,
who was the one credited with «New
Nova Scotia», was also among the
prominent guests.
During the inauguration, Stanfield joked that Nova Scotia (Latin

for New Scotland) should hereafter be called Nova Suecia (New
Sweden). Volvo’s entry into Nova
Scotia was proclaimed as an important economic boost, but also as a
psychological boost. The people in
the Halifax area, Nova Scotia and
the port areas again saw light at the
other end of the tunnel.
Gunnar Engellau, for his part,
stated that the future looked bright
with regard to the factory, and that
there were no restrictions on further
development. Unofficially, it was
supposedly said that Volvo was soon
coming back with plans for a newly
established factory.
54 - Sweden's «Motor Prince»

After giving a speech, Prince
Bertil hit the main switch in the factory upon which a siren wailed, the
lights were lit and there was life in
the production line. A few minutes
later, an Amazon rolled to the floor.
With a gold-plated screwdriver,
Prince Bertil was able to tighten the
screws that fastened the registration
plates with the inscription «Nova
Scotia 00-00-01» on the very first
series-produced European car built
in North America. Prince Bertil,
nicknamed the «motor prince» for
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his keen interest in motorsports, then
drove the car out of the factory.
The car that Prince Bertil «completed» is a black, 4-door 1963
model 122S. This very first «Volvo
Canadian» was presented to Robert
Stanfield, who in turn handed the
car over to the government and to
Nova Scotia’s Minister of Trade and
Industry W. S. K. Jones. After being
used as a company car until 1967,
it was given as a gift to the Nova
Scotia Museum of Industry in Stellarton, Nova Scotia, where it is now
newly restored and exhibited to the
public.
As is customary in a country with
two official languages, (in Canada,
English and French are both official languages), the Amazon was
launched as «Volvo Canadienne» in
the French-speaking areas, such as
in Québec, where 85% of the population has French as their mother
tongue.
At the same time as Stanfield
passed on his new car, he proclaimed that he himself would buy
his own Nova Scotia-produced
Amazon for private use, and at the
same time urged the other board
members to do the same to set an
example. Some took Stanfield on his

words, and the Financial Post later
wrote that G I Smith, who would
eventually become prime minister,
ordered a car there and then, stating
that «I consider this car to be a genuine Nova Scotia product».
Samuel stated that Nova Scotia
was the cradle of Canadian craftsmanship, and the Chronicle-Herald
described Samuel as a man of radiant confidence and who set fire to
the coals that Volvo had brought to
Nova Scotia.
55 - Canadian advantage

Pictures provided by Debra
McNabb, Director of the Nova
Scotia Museum of Industry, show
that the car that Prince Bertil «completed» has chassis number 131400.
The car that was sent to Dartmouth
is a 12294VF 131400, and the car
was completed at the factory in
Lundby on March 27th, 1963. It is
not fully proven that this is the first
built car, but so far, a package car
with a lower chassis number that
was sent to Nova Scotia has not
been found.
Just as for the assembly plants in
Belgium, the Netherlands, Mexico
and South Africa, where the first
KD objects identified were pro-

duced within four weeks, the first
deliveries to the factories in Canada
and Chile were also close to each
other in time. It took less than two
weeks from the first «Chilean» KD
was completed at the factory until
the first one shipped to Canada had
the same status.
With the information at hand,
it is not difficult to reason in what
order finished cars may have left
the assembly lines in the Arica
and Dartmouth factories. The distance from Gothenburg to Arica is
considerably longer than that from
Gothenburg to Nova Scotia, and
in principle, the factory in Canada
may have managed to complete its
first car before the boxes of cars
arrived at the port of Chile, even
with the same KD starting point.
Something that may have delayed
assembly in Chile was that both
upholstery and other parts should
be manufactured locally in Chile.
Since the Amazon was already on
sale with the importer in Chile,
this opened up the possibility that
the aforementioned parts may have
been manufactured in advance and
that they were therefore in place at
the assembly plant already when
the first KD cars arrived. There is

Ù The first step in the assembly pro
cess is to clean the car bodies from the
transport protection coating, and then
prime and paint them. Here, a buffer
with painted bodies is stacked before
being retrieved for final assembly.
Source: Volvo’s Historical Archive.
no detailed production information
either from the factory in Chile
or from Canada, but besides the
already mentioned itinerary there
is a crucial factor in this context,
namely the object itself. The cars
that were initially shipped to the
factory in Canada were basically
finished cars where only the engine
and powertrain were not fitted
when the car left Sweden.
There is also no reasonable doubt
that Canadians could present their
first Volvo Amazon well before the
Chileans could do the same.
The factory in Canada was thus
the 5th in the series of Volvo’s
assembly plants abroad.
56 - US edition and «package car»

A car intended for export to
the United States was built in
accordance with the rules and
requirements specified at any
given time for the United States.
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× Whether the term «well-known»
is the right thing to use can certainly
be debated, but at least it is no great
secret that Sweden’s «motor prince»
H R H Prince Bertil (pictured in the
top photo) was given the honor of
inaugurating Volvo’s assembly plant
in Dartmouth, Nova Scotia in June
of 1963 – and the Royal Honorary
was also asked to tighten the last
two (license plate) screws on the
first car delivered from the factory.
The car was, as you can read in the
article, black and had registration
number 0-00-01 on Nova Scotia
plates. Something that is not quite so
well known is that Volvo’s director
Gunnar Engellau followed Prince
Bertil and fitted the license plates on
car number two – which naturally
got registration number 0-00-02, as
the bottom picture shows. In the cap
tion of Volvo’s magazine Ratten you
can read the following: «In the upper
picture, Prince Bertil inspects the
first Canadian-built Volvo Amazon
and on the lower one, director Engel
lau fits the license plate on Amazon
no. 2.» Here, the author will com
ment that the writer of the article in
Ratten was probably a little too fast
around the corners. We know that the
car that Prince Bertil «completed»
is black – and that the upper pic
ture shows Prince Bertil at car no.
2, probably at the same moment as
Gunnar Engellau worked on fitting
the license plate or when the Prince
stands next to Robert Lorne Stanfield.
Source: Volvo’s Historical Archive,
Ratten – loan at Kungliga Biblio
teket and sent in by Fredrik Lofter.
 In the sales brochures, Volvo
Canadian differs somewhat from the
others. The images and layout are
essentially identical to those printed
for other markets, but for Volvo
Canadian, a big point is made of the
fact that the cars are being produced
in Canada. In the beginning, the
brochures had the Canadian maple
leaf in a banner with the text «Made
in Canada». In later brochures, the
banner has been replaced with a logo
with the text «Volvo Canadian».
Source: Volvo’s Historical Archive.
 The advertisement emphasizes
that Volvo in many countries is
better than what is needed – and
emphasizes all the benefits the car
has when the climate is cold and
the roads are not dry. Radiator cur
tain and good insulation are men
tioned especially along with safety
details such as seat belts, disc
brakes and large wheels that make
the car easier to drive in the snow.
Florida is taken as an example of
where cold climate is not an issue –
but that the car is ideal for Canada
– and that it is ideal for you – even
if you live in Florida. «Test drive a
Volvo – then try another car brand
in the Volvo class. Then sit down
calmly – and think about it!»
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× The car Prince Bertil «com
pleted» is a black, 4-door 1963
model 122S. This very first «Volvo
Canadian» was honored to Robert
Stanfield, who in turn handed the
car over to the government and to
Nova Scotia’s Minister of Trade and
Industry. After being used as a ser
vice car until 1967, it was given as
a gift to the Nova Scotia Museum of
Industry in Stellarton, Nova Scotia,
where it is now newly restored and
exhibited to the public.
Source: Nova Scotia Museum of
Industry.
A US model therefore got a digit
«4» as the fourth digit of the type
designation to show that the car
was built for export to the United
States. At the same time, this digit
(«4») also showed that the car
was built in Sweden – since cars
that were assembled abroad had a
«9» number in the same position.
Cars intended for Canada followed
essentially all US specifications.
As already explained, the early
KD cars to Canada were taken off
the assembly line immediately
before the engine and powertrain
were fitted.
In other articles on the subject, it
has been claimed that the first cars
that were sent as assembly kits to
Canada were initially planned to
be built for export to the United
States, which could be a possibility. As you could read in the
section on Prince Bertil, the type
designation of the very first car
was 12294, and not 12244 that it
would have had if it was going to
the United States. Still, it would
be a simple operation to change
the type designation to something
other than what was originally
planned.
The truth is probably that even
the first KD cars shipped to Canada
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were planned as 12294 right from
the beginning. There was no time
pressure in this case, and those
involved with Volvo had plenty of
time for both planning and preparation.
Nevertheless, there is a need
to look into this more closely.
In various contexts it has been
«learned» and read that the early
KD-built cars from Canada had
the digit «4», and not the digit «9»
in the type designation, precisely
because the cars were basically
complete cars with no engine and
powertrain fitted when the boxes
containing the kits were offloaded
on the dock at Halifax harbor.
This, as you understand, does not
match the fact.
The fact is that completed,
Swedish-built cars with the type
designation 12244 were also delivered to Canada in parallel with
the construction kits, and there is
probably the explanation that there
has been a confusion regarding the
«4» and «9» numbers in both folk
and various articles and forums.
57 - Modest local production
in the beginning

The floor plans for the premises
in Dartmouth were made in January 1963, but it only took three
and a half months from the granting of the permit and until the
5,000m²/54,000ft² of floor space
had been remodeled and adapted
for car production. Volvo was thus
able to open its assembly plant in
Dartmouth on June 11th, 1963.
That the original premises were a
modern building with large floor
space and high ceilings contributed significantly to the short conversion period. In addition to the
existing building, Volvo built a
500m²/5,400ft² office building. Just
outside, on one side of the factory,
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Ø The assembly line at Dartmouth
where the body is lowered to the
engine, powertrain and axles. This
point in the assembly is called «the
wedding», as the car’s two halves
meet and become one. The work
ing position is not good. You had to
work with your arms over your head
and this is heavier than if your arms
are at waist height. If you work in
this way over time, it is highly likely
that you will suffer from disorders
that you would probably carry with
you for the rest of your life. Today
we know better!
Source: Volvo’s Historical Archive.
Ú Completion of Volvo no. 10,000
was celebrated at the factory. It is
uncertain whether the milestone
was passed at the Dartmouth or at
the Halifax plant. The car is a 1967
model and these were assembled at
Dartmouth from August 1966 until
the factory moved in March/April
1967 (eight months). Thus, in Hali
fax, a maximum of three months
of Amazon assembly before the
summer vacation, or the 140-series,
took over (whichever came first).
In terms of quantity, it is therefore
likely that it was at Dartmouth that
the Volvo no. 10,000 was assembled.
Source: Volvo’s Historical Archive.

they also built a 160m/175yd long
dock, large enough to accommodate Volvo’s cargo vessels, and on
the other side of the factory was
a side track to Canadian National
Railways, which in turn opened up
very fast deliveries of Volvo cars
to the most important markets in
Canada.
Although Volvo Canada Ltd. had
equipped their new premises with
state-of-the-art equipment according to the standards of the time and
the paint factory in Dartmouth had

the capacity to carry out all the paint
job, the bodies came fully assembled and painted from Sweden, like
SKD’s. In the beginning, i.e. in the
period after the mentioned cars that
were in principle complete, only
some parts were painted locally,
such as rims, suspension brakes,
front axle traverses etc. This was
also done with the parts that were
produced locally in Canada.
In 1963, Volvo sold a total of
2,040 Volvo Amazons in Canada
and probably also to the United

States, of which 1,139 were assembled in Dartmouth and the other
901 vehicles were imported. By
1964, sales figures had risen to
2,683, and statistics show that all
these cars were Volvo Canadian,
and that parallel import had ceased.
Considering that agreements had
been concluded that hopefully were
meant to be fulfilled, and that it
would protect their own, local jobs,
it was probably not unnatural that
imports of completed cars were no
longer a theme.
One must therefore trust that a
seemingly correct statistics is accurate, and then it is worth noting that
while the factory in Canada produced 3,353 cars during 1965, only
3,156 of these were sold. During
the third year, the target of 4,000
produced cars had not even been
reached.
No matter how you read the
numbers – Volvo had only produced 7,175 cars of the adjusted
target which was 17,500 cars, and
only 25% of the declared target
which was 10,000 cars per year.
The above mentioned 10,000 production number was also the benchmark for when taxes and fees were
to be normalized – and thus Volvo
did not run the risk of a financial
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Ù At Dartmouth, the Amazon was
built to US specification, for export
to the US. As the picture shows, the
cars were loaded onto a ship for
transport south to the east coast of
the United States. At the same time,
cars of the same specification were
also sent from Sweden to the USA.
Source: Volvo’s Historical Archive.
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tax backlash due to an excessive
number of cars produced.
At the Torslanda factory, they
benefited from their well-planned
and newly built facility where
everything was under «the same
roof», that is, in a continuous and
thus very efficient production line.
In Dartmouth, however, it was not

as easy. The assembly plant consisted of two parallel production
lines, each 57m/62yd long and
having twelve workstations. Along
the lines there was room for body
parts. At Line 1, seals, sound-absorbing material, electrical wiring,
moldings, heater, dashboard, roof
lining, gas tank, electrical com-

ponents and steering mechanism
were fitted. At the end of Line 1,
the bodies were then picked up
by an overhead lifting device and
moved to the final assembly line,
Line 2. Line 2 was the «high line»,
where the workers had to stand
under the car and work. Engine
with traverses, gearbox, rear axle,
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and suspension with spring and
shock absorbers were fitted, and
towards the end of the line the
car could roll on its own wheels.
The car was then brought onto a
lift which lowered it to the floor
level for adjustment, assembling
the remaining components before
it went through a final inspection.
58 - Not only roses,
honor and praise

The agreement contained conditions and requirements that were
intended to safeguard local Canadian industry. According to Canadian law, at least 40% of the car’s
components were to be supplied by
Canadian suppliers and manufacturers, but Volvo managed to negotiate away from this undertaking,
temporarily down to 25% but without a specified deadline. Not even
after entering into an agreement
with Canadian company Hayes on
the purchase of rear axles did they
come close to the agreed percentage
of locally produced parts. At most,
Volvo reached 20% in 1970, but
that was a long time after the last
Amazon had left the assembly line.

In this area much criticism
was directed at Volvo. In addition
to having repeatedly negotiated
renewed special agreements, it is
also known that Volvo never paid
full corporate tax in Canada. Volvo
had taken the time to reach an
annual production of 10,000 cars,
reaching the peak in 1974 with just
over 13,000 cars.
59 - You give and you take

The said Hayes agreement came
as a result of the Pearson government
announcing that car manufacturers could export more of their own
products in exchange for imports of
Canadian products for a similar sum.
In November 1963, therefore, an
agreement was entered which meant
that Volvo would buy rear axles
worth $100,000 from Hayes Steel
Products of Thorold, Ontario. This
was traded with the rights to introduce duty-free parts, manufactured
in Sweden, worth a similar amount.
At this time, there were already 75
Volvo dealerships and service locations in Canada, and the dealer and
service organization had to expand
even more to cover the entire country.

Originally, the deal was aimed
at the US-owned companies in
Ontario, which imported quantities
of parts from the United States for
use at its plants in Canada. Volvo
also took advantage of this, in that
they bought Hayes rear axles for a
sum of $100,000 – and consequently
could import Volvo parts duty free
for a similar amount.
One has to praise Volvo’s progress at the negotiating table since
they succeed in renegotiating
and extending previously signed
agreements on a number of occasions, agreements that in principle
had the same content.
60 - High-set goals

In the agreement that Volvo
entered with the Canadian authorities at the beginning of 1963, the
stated goal was to produce a number
of 10,000 cars per year. Until this
volume of production was reached,
the recently concluded agreement
should apply. Thereafter, the level of
taxation would be normalized. When
the agreement was made public, the
Volvo representative stated that the
goal was to produce 5,000 cars in

the first year and then increase to
7,500 cars the following year. That
was not the case at all, as production
statistics showed that they had fallen
far short of this goal. In the years
1960, 1961 and 1962 Volvo had sold
respectively 1,090, 1,949 and 1,959
cars in Canada – and these were,
as you understand, cars that were
imported finished from Sweden.
61 - Export of Canada-assembled
Amazons to the United States

The agreement signed in 1963
meant that Volvo was granted the
same terms as in the current Canada-US Free Trade Agreement. In
other words, the US import duty
on Amazons that were assembled
in Canada and exported to the
United States was 0%. During the
grand inauguration ceremony in
Dartmouth, Volvo CEO Gunnar
Engellau commented on the plans
involving the export of Amazon
to the United States. In December
 Volvo Canadian, 13296VF
124002. Roy Nairn. 1966 model
with automatic transmission.
Photo: Roy Nairn.
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1963, after Volvo had produced
cars in Canada for five months,
Volvo Canada Ltd. announced
that they would deliver 75 cars to
New England.
This is well in line with information that the cars exported
from Nova Scotia were trans-
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ported by ship to ports in districts
strategically located relatively
close to Nova Scotia, and there
were dealers in the Northeastern
states, such as Maine, New York,
New Hampshire, Massachusetts,
Rhode Island, Vermont and Connecticut, which mainly benefited

from the short distance to the
Volvo plant in Canada. With the
exception of New York, all of the
above states belong to New England.
At this point in time, Volvo
had already sold 18,000 cars in
the United States, but that did not

Ù Volvo Canadian – not in Cuba,
but in Quebec. C611918 12294VF
138104. Fawn brown 1963 model.
Notice the sticker in the rear window
– not only the quality of the car, but
also the job that was put into it was
marketed with pride in Canada.
Photo: Volvo Amazon Pictures.
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prevent Volvo Canada from looking at opportunities that could
support production in Canada,
and finding solutions that could
benefit from the current Canada
and US customs and trade agreements. Another factor was that,
at this time, Volvo was unable
to deliver enough cars to the
US market from the factory in
Sweden to meet the demand.
62 - Volvo Canadian was
only sold in Canada

The cars that were assembled
in Canada for export to the United
States were not named Volvo Canadian but were instead given badges
and designations on par with US
models manufactured in Sweden.
63 - The right of the strongest

In 1965, the governments in
Canada and the United States signed
a new deal – «Canada-United States
Automotive Products Trade Agreement» – or the «Canada-US Auto
Pact», which applied to duty-free
exports between the two countries.
The drivers behind this new coalition were «The Big Three» – Ford,
Chrysler and GM – all of whom
had great interests and production
in Canada, primarily in the province
of Ontario. These three car giants
did not intend to sit with their hands
tied and accept that neither Swedish,
German nor Japanese car manufacturers achieved agreements and
benefits that would provide them
benefits at the expense of their own
American car products.
Under the new Auto Pact agreement, the conditions for exporting
cars free of duty from Canada to the
United States included that at least
50% of the car’s components should
come from North American manufacturers. Volvo put high demands
on their own product quality, and
they allowed many locally produced
parts through their quality control
mechanism but had also through
their own agreements ensured
that high quality parts were being
imported from their factories and
suppliers in Sweden.
Since Volvo could not fulfill the
terms set by the Auto Pact agreement, they would instead be forced
to pay full duty on cars exported
from Canada to the United States.
Of course, that would be far too
costly and as the competitors met the
requirements and consequently got
full exemption from customs duties,
the conditions for such a trade on
Volvo’s part disappeared. Thus, the
plans for a lucrative income in the
wake of Canadian-produced Amazons exported to the US crashed, and
it ended almost before they could
begin. It was only in the period from
the end of 1963 until the agreement
entered into force in early 1965 that
Volvo was allowed to export cars
duty-free to the United States. Thus,

it is also a given that the number of
Amazons exported from Canada to
the United States is hardly worth
mentioning in the context of serial
production of cars.
64 - Volvo was hoist
on its own petard

By not complying with the terms
of the agreement Volvo put itself in
a tight spot in that it brought a halt to
its export of Canadian produced cars
to the United States. One may ask
whether Volvo ever had serious plans
to produce such a large percentage
of the parts locally as the agreements
they entered demanded, or whether
they simply relied on position and
negotiation capabilities in efforts to
circumvent the provisions. Locally
in Nova Scotia and in relation to
the Canadian authorities, Volvo had
«good control» of the contract terms
and exceptions, but things would get
worse when the Americans signed
up for the race. The Big Three had a
strong influence on and contributed
immensely to the Canadian industry,
and consequently they put up strong
negotiating cards. That was one side
of the matter.
On the other hand, it was an
advantage for Volvo who now no
longer had to continue to deliver
from the plant in Canada. Volvo
was of the opinion that the quality
of locally produced components did
not meet their requirements and that
they were too expensive in relation
to their quality. The local suppliers,
for their part, were of the opinion
that Volvo bought too little and that
they didn’t want to pay enough.
That meant the end of exports of
Volvo cars from Canada to the US
as it was intended from the start,
but it must also be kept in mind that
Volvo already had a well-functioning import of cars to the US from
the factories in Sweden, both from
the early factory in Lundby and at
this time from Torslanda. Thus, the
Auto Pact agreement did not give
the management of AB Volvo sleepless nights or more grey hair, since
most Canadian-made Volvo Amazons were sold in Canada anyway.

about 300. When the factory closed
in 1998, 223 people lost their jobs.
That Volvo didn’t get any closer to
the objective than this is a fact that
the authorities in Canada must likely
have perceived as fraud. When the
first car left the assembly line in
Dartmouth, Volvo had 200 employees, and it is stated that annual salary
expenses amounted to $2 million. At
that time, Volvo PV was also one of
the CKD products.
66 - Arica, Chile – South America

Already in 1959, Eduardo Averill, who passed away 89 years old
in 2010, had founded a company
called «Distribuidora Volvo S.A.»,
abbreviated to «DiVolvo». As you
can see by the name, at least one of
the purposes was distribution (sales)
of Volvo cars. Averill also established an assembly plant in Arica in
his native Chile. Just like the plants
in Durban and Belgium, the plant
in Arica also assembled other car
brands. In any case Dodge, Chevrolet and Simca were represented
by Averill. Information from Club
Volvo Chile reports that 12,002 cars
– which means all these car brands –
were assembled at this factory in the
period between 1962 and 1973.
Another common denominator
for the plants that assembled Volvo
at an early stage, in Belgium, the
Netherlands, Mexico and South
Africa, was that the factory in Chile
was also not owned by Volvo. This,
on the other hand, was owned by
external players. Nevertheless, the
Averill factory was built with the
help of Volvo.
Very specific information on the
topic is mentioned in Norwegian
encyclopedias, and must therefore be mentioned in this article: It
has been written that the arrangement around DiVolvo was a «Joint
Venture» between Volvo and Det
Norske Veritas, which is interesting
in that case that Norway may have
been involved in the final assembly
of Volvo cars. However, the author
has not succeeded in finding more
information that can substantiate
this claim, nor with Det Norske Ver-

itas. The same source also reads that
the first Amazon assembled at this
factory saw the light of day in 1965,
which is definitely not right. Therefore, the author generally doubts the
credibility of the source.
In an annual report from AB
Volvo, it is reported that «Volvo will
therefore take measures to be able to
finalize cars in Chile during 1963,
under the direction of the Volvo
importer». The reason for this statement was because sales of Volvo had
decreased in 1962 compared to the
previous year. This was primarily
due to new import restrictions and
other trade policy barriers in several
Latin American countries. Argentina is especially mentioned as one
of the countries where the decline
was noticeable. In Mexico, it was
completely stopped in 1962, and
things didn’t look too bright for further exports there. Volvo’s imports
to Chile also took a hit as a result
of measures that not only made it
difficult, but which according to
Alberto Averill, even put an end to
such imports. These new rules set
national production requirements,
but it was also reported that there
was generally an increase of Volvo
sales in Latin American countries
where imports were not hampered
by restrictions.
Arica is a coastal town in the
north of Chile, near the border to
both Peru and Bolivia, and Argentina is also not far from there. Volvo
Ú Eduardo and Alberto Aver
ill. Eduardo, to the left, founded
DiVolvo - Distribuidora Volvo S.A. –
in Chile in 1959, and started assem
bly of Volvo Amazon as 1963 model
year. To the right his son Alberto,
who was wearing in his children’s
shoes in his father’s factory, and
has also contributed with important
information to this article. Final
assembly of Amazon was finished
with the 1966 model year, but sales
of cars, parts and wholesale trade
within Chile continued until 1975.
Then all business was concentrated
on buses and trucks.
Photo: Private from Alberto Averill.

65 - Offensive play
and breach of contract

In the cooperation agreement that
Volvo signed, it was stated that 500
people should get their mechanic
training via Volvo and that at least
400 people should get a job at the
new Volvo factory. The agreement
was crucial for Volvo to import both
car bodies, powertrains and other
parts to greatly reduced, and in some
cases even completely duty-free,
rates.
It should turn out that these estimates were too high. For a long
period of time, the maximum
number of local employees was 96
out of a total of 101, but this gradually increased to a maximum level of
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× The picture shows a type plate
from a car that was assembled in
Chile. DiVolvo had its own paint
shop, and decided on the colors of
the cars themselves, but they fol
lowed the same colors as Volvo
used in Sweden. The color code
was therefore not embossed on the
type plate in Sweden. In the article
you can also read about the unique
color code 86 that was painted on
a number of cars in Sweden before
being sent to Chile. When the image
of the type plate appeared at the top,
the meaning behind «5148» was
uncertain, but based on where the
number is placed, one could assume
that it is an internal serial number.
Club Volvo Chile could not help the
author to interpret the meaning. You
have to be careful about making
hasty assumptions, and in due time
another picture of another type plate
also appeared – also this was from a
car that was assembled by DiVolvo.
It should turn out that the numbers
«5148» were written on both plates,
eliminating the theory that it was
a serial number. Similar to what
is observed on type plates on cars
manufactured in South Africa, 5148
on the type plate has only appeared
on cars assembled in Chile, and
one must conclude with the simple
explanation that 5148 is an S-code
that tells the fact that the car is
assembled in Chile.
Amazon was imported directly to
most Latin American countries, but
the fact that there was an assembly
plant in the «local area» is one of the
reasons why there are still a good
number of Volvo Amazon cars in
Peru, Bolivia, in Argentina and of
course also in Chile.
In the attempt to find out more
about this assembly plant, the author
had to surf the web a bit, and as
usual when trying to find information in this way, it turns out that the
various forums often have different
and conflicting «facts». This proved
to be the case also in connection
with the assembly plant in Chile.
The author is (supposedly) considered to be a pedant and has as a
stated goal to reproduce the truth in
the articles. In the endeavor, they
eventually succeeded in getting in
touch with Alberto Averill, son of
DiVolvo founder Eduardo Averill.
Averill junior was born on July 31st,
1953 and was raised both with and
in his father’s factory, which was
ready for use in the summer of 1962.
The factory building itself was
built in a port area for both practical
and economic reasons. This allowed
for door-to-door sea transport of
the relatively fragile wooden crates
in which the CKD cars were sent.
Averill writes to the author that the
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× Chile, 12298VL 196175. The car
to which the type plate at the bottom
left belongs to.
Photo: Club Volvo Chile.

company DiVolvo had no European
co-owners. Despite, or perhaps just
because Volvo did not own the plant
in Chile, Volvo had hired a dedicated
engineer at the factory to ensure the
quality of its products.
What the author of the article has
learned from his contacts in Chile is
that in the years between 1962 and
1967, 2,956 Volvo Amazon CKDs
were assembled at the Arica factory,
while a note signed by Volvo states
the number to be 1,400. (The reason
for the relatively large difference
may be due to a mix of imported cars
from Sweden and CKDs. So this
is uncertain, but any future manual
counting could determine the numbers based on the production cards).
Sources state that the Volvo factory exported 250 cars per shipment,
and that the reason for such a relatively modest number was that the
capacity of the ship(s) was limited.
By comparison, it is understood
from the delivery books that a ship
load to South Africa and to Mexico
accommodated 96 cars, and there
fore the figures given for Arica are
far from modest. With this in mind,
the author doubts whether a number
of 250 can be accurate – and is of
the opinion that the shiploads by
far could not hold such a number. A
delivery report dated October 7th,
1963 confirms that 48 cars belonged
to a specific delivery. 48 is also a
number that better matches what one
assumes a «modest» shipload may
contain. The numbers 48 and 96 also
belong to what is called the «multiple
principle», and Volvo used a dozen –
12 cars – as the standard number for
shipping cars. For the author of the
article, this was absolutely unknown
until Gustaf Östergren, who will be
presented later in the article, men
tioned it to the undersigned in a
«mail exchange». (Author’s note)
All of the imported package cars
to Chile were 122S (120 series),
i.e. 4-door versions, (P12298Vx).
All the cars had steering wheel
gear lever, which is also seen on the
type designation, and all these cars
were equipped with a bench type
front seat. 122S had been sold in
Chile also before the factory started
assembly, but these cars were Swedish-made, imported in the «usual»
way and with floor gear lever and
two separate front seats.
In
the
type
designation
«P12298V-» mentioned in the previous section, there is a digit «9». This
is as you have understood the numerical code which shows that the car in
question is a CKD or a SKD, but the
code does not tell anything about the
model year or at which foreign plant
the car was assembled.
DiVolvo had its own paint factory, and the construction kits sent
to Arica were painted there, and not
in Sweden 1). On the type plate of a
CKD assembled in Chile, the color
code field is empty – not embossed
in Sweden – but may have had a
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Ù AR 3177, 122341M, Chile. Made has read lots of Amazon-related history and has a lot of knowledge on
in Sweden.
this topic as well. Joelsson’s opinPhoto: Club Volvo Chile.
ion is that the first cars were mainly
code entered afterwards. About the 1963 and 1964 models. It was therefactory in South Africa, it has been fore natural to conclude that the first
possible to read that MA used its cars assembled at this factory were
own color scheme, while the factory 1963 models.
Long after this was written, docuat DiVolvo used the same color promentation was found on the first cars
gram that was used in Sweden.
put together in Chile. «The informa
1
) There is a chapter on exactly tion is probably in Volvo’s historical
this a little later in this article – and archive in Gothenburg, but so far
this also deals with a very special Tommy Joelsson and the author of
the article have not come so far in
color code.
their investigations» could be read
In connection with research that in the planned updated article – but
was done long before it became rel- today the situation is quite different.
The production cards in the
evant to visit the Volvo Historical
Archive, Alberto Averill wrote to Volvo archive show that the first
the author that the cars were prob- Amazon shipped to DiVolvo was a
ably of the model years from 1963 12204 31569, which is a late 1959
to 1966, but that there theoretically model. No information has been
could have been both 1962 and found to support that there were
1967 models also. Averill and Club other actors involved before Averill
Volvo Chile had put in a lot of work and DiVolvo.
The very first package car sent to
to document the history of DiVolvo
– which had become important to DiVolvo was, as already mentioned,
them after the founder’s departure. of type 12298 and it had chassis
Averill said that his father had left number 130222. Thus, it was consparse with historical information, firmed that the first model year as a
but when it came to model years, package car to Chile was 1963.
How many Amazons were
they had little faith that the 1962
or 1967 models were assembled by imported to Chile before DiVolvo
started packing cars, or after CKD
DiVolvo.
Tommy Joelsson, who has assisted production ceased, it is difficult
the author during the archive visits, to say here and now. Of these, in

addition to 2,956 CKD’s (see separate comment on this earlier in the
article) and imported cars after that
time, – in 2015 – there are still about
500 Amazons rolling around Chilean roads the author has learned
from Fernando Garetto in Club
Volvo Chile. If you want to buy
an Amazon over there, prices are
between $1,000 and $5,000, depending on the condition of the car.
In the time before and during
DiVolvo handled the final assembly,
only the 120 Series – 4-door body
variant – was available on the Chilean market. Following the discontinuation of CKD operations in Arica,
import of the Volvo Amazon from
Sweden to Chile started again, as had
been done before Averill opened his
assembly plant. This new situation
also provided a wider selection of
Amazons in Chile, and now all three
body variants became available, and
in addition to the 122S, both 121 and
123GT could be purchased.
While all CKD-produced cars in
Chile were delivered with bench
type front seat and steering wheel
gear lever, the imported cars were
equipped as you are most familiar
with Amazon. There have also been
US models in Chile, naturally with
miles indication on the speedometer, but whether these were shipped
directly from Sweden or imported
from the US is unknown. The last

4-d Amazon exported to Chile
was chassis number 233730, type
122341 M, (This was therefore
completed at the Torslanda factory).
The car had color code 46 Red and
was reported finished on November
23rd, 1966, but not invoiced until
March 13th, 1967.
Another quote from the planned
updated article reads as follows:
«Hopefully, future investigations
in Volvo’s historical archive can
determine exactly when the CKD
process started and when it ended
at DiVolvo. Of course, this depends
on whether it is possible to identify
the relationship with the district
numbers you have found delivery
to, but do not know the «owners»
of. It is quite possible that the
importer/dealer number that can be
linked to Chile may have replaced
a previous importer/dealer number,
and that therefore cars have been
exported to Chile that have not
been identified.»
The author has, as mentioned,
been in dialogue with Alberto Averill a number of times over three to
four years. As the author’s investigations came up with new information, Averill Jr. increased his
interest in the project, and at the
same time received a hope to know
if his father Eduardo was the first to
build Amazon in the form of CKD,
as Averill Jr. had been told. Averill
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considers this important, both for
its own part and on behalf of Club
Volvo Chile. In January 2017, the
author heard from Averill that he
had contacted the Chilean author-

ities in the hope of finding clarifying information in the customs
authorities’ archives. Averill Jr. will
be disappointed because the order
of the foreign assembly plants is
now finally clarified, but the most
important thing for all parties is and
has been to find out what is the fact.
67 - Gustaf Östergren
– a good contact

Rarely has an e-mail been as welcomed as after the author sought
information both near and far. A
little hint, some searches, an electronic address and an explanation of
what the case is about, and then the
letter or inquiry is sent.
In this connection, contact was
established with Gustaf Östergren.
× Article from Svenska Dagbladet
August 26th, 1968. Gustaf Öster
gren’s various jobs at Volvo meant
that he and his family had to move
several times. Östergren has told
the article author that the last thing
he did before the family left Sweden
to emigrate to Canada and Halifax
was to sell his private SAAB (of all
things). It happened the night before
Midsummer in 1964, and already in
the morning the next day they were
leaving.
Sent in by Fredrik Lofter.
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Östergren was born in 1937, is an
engineer by profession, and has lifelong employment and consequently
great knowledge and experience of
the Volvo system.
Östergren writes to the author that
he had met with Eduardo Averill in
Gothenburg, and on the agenda was
planning of the assembly plant in
Arica. At that time, Östergren was
only about 24 years old. Such a
meeting was not arranged overnight.
It was decided that Östergren would
represent Volvo and be the contact
person with Averill and DiVolvo in
Chile, and that before negotiations
could take place, Östergren had to
learn Spanish, since Averill did not
speak English.
In addition to sitting at the negotiating table, Östergren was also
given the task of ensuring that Averill Sr was provided with the necessary equipment to run the assembly
plant. Gustaf Östergren writes to
the author that Arica was the first
factory to assemble CKD’s, and
that the debut in Arica took place in
1963. Initially Östergren was also to
participate in the actual construction
of the factory in Chile, but he was
instead sent to Nova Scotia for to
assist with the impending factory
there. Östergren has held senior
positions within several of Volvo’s

 FE 4786, 223441P. Fernando
Garetto, Chile.
The Amazon Station Wagon was
not assembled in Chile, but some
were imported after the assembly
plant was closed. Fernando Garetto
received this roof rack as a gift
from Averill Jr. for use on his car,
and it was one of two found in the
shelves from the time when Averill
Sr. reigned.
Photo: Fernando Garetto.
foreign assembly plants, and he has
been involved in both the planning,
construction and operation of these
factories. So it can be dangerous for
the author to claim that he is wrong.
Despite what is alleged, the
author can confirm that Östergren
is not right that Arica was the first
foreign assembly plant out of the
starting blocks. It is known that
DiVolvo started KD assembly from
the 1963 model year, which corresponds to what Östergren says, but
it is a fact that this plant was actually
a couple of steps down in the order
of the assembly plants. In the bigger
scheme of things this is of course
trivial, but for the Amazon nerds this
is important to know. The plant in
Chile was the 6th in the series of
foreign assembly plants, and thus
Chile became the last country where
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AB Volvo established an assembly plant for the final assembly of
Amazon – and not the first.
An undeniable fact is that Gustaf
Östergren was a very significant
person for AB Volvo and especially
within the foreign assembly plants
operation, with planning, establishment, building processes – both at
the time Amazon was the essential
product – and in recent times after
Amazon and production of this
Volvo model changed status from
current to history.
68 - Local production

A «local production» in this
context means either that DiVolvo
assembled cars within its own factory walls or that DiVolvo used local
suppliers. Parts that were delivered
and/or manufactured locally in Chile
include windows, tires, exhaust systems and batteries. Upholstery was
also produced locally. It is known
from both cars and pictures from
other assembly plants that upholsteries can vary in relation to what
one is used to, and the reason why is
now understandable. Some chrome
trims, without knowing exactly
which ones, were also obtained from
local manufacturers. It may also be
that the bumpers were transported
untreated to Chile after the pressing of them in Sweden, and then the
chroming was carried out locally.
In addition to Amazon, both the
Volvo P1800 and PV 544 were
assembled at the Arica plant. It
has already been mentioned that
DiVolvo, in addition to operating the
assembly plant, also sold cars. They
also acted as importer of parts and
wholesaler to other dealers besides
running a service shop. In addition
to this, they were also responsible
for service and training activities for
Volvo in South America. From 1975
all the business was concentrated on
trucks and buses for DiVolvo’s part.
69 - Volvo Cars in Belgium
– before the factory in Ghent

Earlier in the article, it was confirmed that Volvo already had a factory in Alsemberg, and that this was
intended for the assembly of trucks
and buses. In 2015, Volvo Cars
Ghent – the Volvo factory in Ghent
– celebrated its 50th anniversary and
published a long article called «Les
homme’s font l’histoire» – «people
create history» – about their own
business. In that article they write
that the Alsemberg factory opened
in 1964, which is a truth with modifications 1). It is known that both the
Torslanda factory and other factories produced cars before they were
officially opened, and the same may
have happened in Alsemberg. The
report also uses the term «pioneer
era» about that phase of history, and
it appears that at that time, approximately ten cars and three trucks
per day were assembled. Volvo’s

(Gothenburg) own reports state that
the Ghent factory opened in 1964,
with no mentioning of Alsemberg
at all. Now the distance between
the two locations is very small, and
the report that comes from Volvo
in Gothenburg also does not distinguish between the two factories, but
simply calls it (inaccurate) for the
factory in Ghent. It is known that the
factory in Ghent opened much later
than this, but here again it’s both
possible and likely that some form
of production was started before the
plant was officially ready.
An article in Svenska Dagbladet
dated October 31st, 1963 states that
the company Volvo Europa N.V.,
a newly formed subsidiary of AB
Volvo, will take over the factory
premises in Alsemberg at the turn
of the year 1963/1964. It was no
secret that the establishment would
act as a door opener on its way into
the European Economic Community, the EEC, and that a significant increase in sales was expected
within the EEC countries. It was
estimated that 75% of Ghent production would be delivered outside
Belgium. Lars Malmros was considered the right man to steer this
ship and was hired as a director at
the factory. Politics and agreements
went hand in hand here, and Volvo
Europa N.V. in turn, undertook to
purchase car parts for both truck and
passenger car production within the
EEC countries. As you understand,
the story repeats itself, and the same
pattern was followed for this assembly plant as well.
In addition to bodies and body
parts, both engines, gearboxes and
certain other parts were still to be
manufactured in Sweden, and in
accordance with the agreement, these
were imposed with 14% in import
duties. For AB Volvo, such a solution
nevertheless led to positive growth,
since production at the engine
and gearbox factories in Sweden
increased significantly as a result of
the package cars. As a result of the
final assembly taking place within
the EEC, the upcoming 22% high
tariff protection could be avoided.
There were thus two Volvo factories in operation not far from each
other, both near Brussels. The factory
premises in Alsemberg were Volvo’s
designated target for truck assembly,
and the premises were to be rebuilt
and adapted accordingly. Production capacity was planned for 3,000
trucks per year, and Volvo counted on
employing 150 people. According to
the article, production should start as
early as January 1964.
) It has been read that SBMA was
involved in the final assembly of
Amazon on the Alsemberg prem
ises. The fact that SBMA had
every opportunity to combine its
ownership of the factory premises,
its expertise in final assembly and
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the role of importer makes it likely 70 - SBMA – a significant player
also after selling the factory
that SBMA had already assem
SBMA was responsible for the
bled Volvos in this car factory –
sales of Volvo in Belgium until 1984,
before Volvo bought the plant.
when Volvo itself began to increasAt what time AB Volvo/Volvo ingly take over the import to its forEuropa N.V. took over the produc- eign dealers. This was a trend in other
tion responsibility from SBMA, the countries as well, and independent
author has not been able to determine importers gradually disappeared.
from reports he has read and has Volvo had two importers; Volvo
been published by AB Volvo, but the Cars Belgium (now called Volvo Car
article in Svenska Dagbladet writes Belux) and Volvo Trucks Belgium.
that the transfer should take place at The factory in Alsemberg produced
the turn of the year 1963/1964. That passenger cars until the new factory
time is in accordance with the time opened in Ghent, and heavy trucks
AB Volvo – and as previously men- until 1990. While a total of 251
tioned this is somewhat inaccurate – employees at the plants in Alsemberg
and Ghent produced 2,650 cars in
uses for start-up in Ghent.
Apparently, these details are not 1964, the number increased to 5,551
important when it comes to the final in 1965, divided between the two
assembly in Belgium. Considering factories. In the initial phase of the
what has been read about both the new factory, Volvo had its own buses
known and the two unknown district that transported employees between
or importer numbers applicable to Alsemberg and Ghent.
Belgium, it is important to find the
connection between the change of 71 - The last pieces of the puzzle
Today, every Volvo dealer has
district numbers and the fact that
Volvo took over responsibility for its own district number – or dealer
production. In this way, it is possible number, a system that has been
to distinguish between which cars introduced in recent times – seen
were delivered to SBMA and which from the «Amazon perspective». At
the time when the Amazon was on
were delivered to VENV.
Information acquired during one the assembly lines, it was basically a
of the archive visits revealed that the district number per country/importer
former district number – or importer (yet there are many exceptions to
number – was changed on deliveries this «rule» – or practice). When it
to Belgium during the period between finally was possible to link the last
December 23rd, 1960 and until a new two district numbers to Belgium, this
invoice dated February 8th, 1961 was confirmed by Tommy Joelsson
was completed. At that time, it was and the author had finally been able
not clear whether this was due to the to conclude that all the factories that
relocation to the new district number assembled Amazon outside Sweden
system, or whether Volvo had itself were identified and mapped.
replaced SBMA as an importer.
72 - From Dartmouth to
Based on the stated dates, it must
a new plant in Halifax
be concluded that it was SBMA
On May 31st, 1966, Volvo
that had previously had importer
number 874, which subsequently announced that in connection with
got its 4-digit number 1260. District the termination of the existing lease
number 1270 was assigned to Volvo in Dartmouth, they had decided to
Europa N.V. when they took over relocate to new premises in Halifax.
IEL had subsidized the construction
after SBMA at the end of 1963.
Despite this, it is uncertain of the new facilities by as much as
exactly from when Volvo Europa one million dollars.
In 1967, when the lease for the
N.V.’s Alsemberg production is to
be counted among the assembly Dartmouth premises expired after
plants. You can refer to their own the agreed 3-year period, the Volvo
reports that confirm 1964, but you factory moved to Pier 9 in Halifax.
also know that Volvo’s own employ- These floor space in the new premises
ees assembled 1963 models at an amounted to 17,600m²/190,000ft²,
earlier date. Thus, based on this veri- which is just over three times larger
fied information, Volvo Europa N.V. than the 5,000m²/54,000ft² they
in Alsemberg is in the same era as had available in the premises they
moved out of. Despite the considthe factory in Arica.
Nevertheless, it is wrong to count erably larger floor space, however,
V.E.N.V Alsemberg in the series of the factory was not a large factory,
newly established assembly plants, compared to other car factories.
as it was the result of an acquisition This new plant was on the opposite
side of the harbor compared to the
and change of ownership.
Planning of assembly plants in Dartmouth plant and was only a
several continents was already well 15-minute drive – a few miles away.
underway, and the need to assemble Here Volvo got better conditions
a larger number of CKDs also in and better space, and better workEurope was rapidly increasing. At ing conditions were due not least
this time, the new factory in Ghent to being able to build the entire car
was well beyond the planning stage in the same production line, as you
could at the Torslanda plant.
but still far from being complete.
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Volvo stated that during the initial
phase, one third of the floor area was
to be used which meant that there
were great preconditions for future
expansion. The fact that (only) a
third was taken into use immediately after moving in must be seen
here as they moved all production
equipment from Dartmouth, which
was only one third the size compared to the new premises at Pier
9. Volvo commented at the same
time that the location in the harbor,
close to the dock facility opened for
a much more efficient handling of
both incoming and outgoing goods,
to and from the factory.
Directly converted into production, this would result in an annual
production of 6,000 cars on a 1-shift
schedule and 10,000 cars on 2-shifts.
73 - Moving the plant

As mentioned, the move from
Dartmouth to Halifax meant much
larger factory premises. But the factory itself – the production equipment – was in principle exactly the
same as the one used for three years
already. During a 10-day relocation
period, the equipment was moved
from the old premises into the new
ones, fitted and made operational. In
addition to expanded capacity, the
move to larger premises resulted in
a large, practical production advantage. On the Dartmouth production
line, the workers were forced to
stand under the car and work with
their hands over their heads for peri-
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ods and during certain tasks in the
assembly. In the new premises there
was room for reversible mounting
platforms, and the workers were
now able to turn the cars as needed
to be able to work in a more comfortable working position.
Incidentally, the factory moved
yet again, and this time in 1987, to
Bayer’s Lake – an industrial area in
the outskirts of Halifax. At Bayer’s
Lake, production took place until
1998 when the adventure was over.
All three different body variants,
both 2-, 4- and 5-door, all in the
sports edition, were marketed as
«Volvo Canadian». Cars belonging
to the designation «Volvo Canadian»
are the 2- and 4-door versions of the
122S, while the Station Wagon was
marketed as «Volvo Canadian Station Wagon». The reason that the
cars «only» were available in the
sports version was that cars with
the A-engine were not considered
to have sufficient output power to
meet the expectations on the market.
Later, the 123GT was also delivered from the same factory, then as
the «Volvo Canadian GT». Local
suppliers also provided the factory
in Canada with tires, batteries and
windows. The cars that were sent
to Halifax were also SKD’s, and
the pre-painted bodies were shipped
from the Torslanda factory.
Volvo’s first manager in the factory in Canada was Alois Rösner,
followed by Gustaf Östergren, Ove
Lindblad and Gunnar Jennegren.

Kaj Nielsen took over in 1990 and
was also the one responsible for the
closure of the factory in 1998. This
forced itself as a result of changes in
the customs, import and export regulations. In 1994, the United States,
Canada and Mexico had signed a
trade agreement, NAFTA (North
American Free Trade Association),
which thus had consequences for,
among other things, Volvo’s factory.
74 - Politics

When the agreed period in the
lease Volvo had for the premises
in Dartmouth was nearing its end,
and it was known in advance that it
would not be renewed, the closure
was both natural and as expected.
The premises in Dartmouth were
too small, and production capacity
struggled. It had gradually reached
5,000 cars produced in a year, and
that was the maximum number that
could be produced there.
Early on, it became clear that
Dartmouth’s premises would not
meet Volvo’s future needs, and IEL
worked to provide new premises.
Almost immediately, rumors spread
that Quebec and Ontario would fight
with Nova Scotia to get the new
Volvo plant.
In 1966, Volvo relocated its Canadian headquarters, creating a new
headquarter in Toronto at a cost of
$1.2 million. This set fire to the earlier rumors that Volvo would move
away from Nova Scotia, which would
result in a significant decline in Nova

Ù The Halifax plant around 1971.
On the dock we see finished Volvo
140s with the front that came on the
1971 model. The plant was just over
three times larger than Dartmouth
and better suited for car production
and also allowed for future expan
sion. Both the port and the railway
were easily accessible.
Volvo’s Historical Archive.
Scotia’s industrial operations. So,
Volvo had good cards on hand when
they were sitting at the negotiating
table again. In the meantime, Volvo
had again asked Canadian authorities
to postpone the requirement for 40%
Canadian and North American components in the cars on the grounds
that such requirements would cause
Volvo’s car production in Canada to
be unprofitable.
The negotiations resulted in the
Government of Canada deferring the
requirements until July 31st, 1969.
This, as well as IEL’s subsidy on
civil construction and a special tax
deduction agreement agreed with
the Halifax City Council, at that
time ensured that Volvo remained in
Nova Scotia.
The new agreement meant that
instead of paying normal tax, Volvo
would pay $6,000 in property taxes,
$8,000 in compensation for corporate taxes and $2 for each car produced in the first five years – and
with an opportunity to extend the
agreement for another five years
during the first contract period.
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Under the same agreement, the
requirement was that only 25% of
the car’s components should come
from local production per year
per July 31st, 1966 and this would
increase by 5% annually until the
government’s demand for 40% local
production should be met on July
31st, 1969. Canadian authorities
considered the agreements signed to
be an investment in the future, thus
ensuring that Volvo would remain
in the province for many years to
come. Volvo stayed in the province,
but this was due to the launch of the
safer 140-series, which is a whole
different story. Still, the percentage
of locally produced parts should not
Ú The assembly line consists of
two long and parallel lanes where
the cars initially stand on carts
and are pulled forward by a chain
in the middle of the lane. More
and more parts are being fitted
at the different stations. At the
end on the first lane, the cars are
lifted, turned and put on the high
lane where the engine, powertrain
and axles are mounted. Along this
lane everything under the car is
mounted and the car is then put
down on the floor and rolls on its
own wheels to the end of the lane,
still pulled by the chain.
Source: Volvo’s Historical Archive.

turn out to be greater than 20% in
1970, either, and hints of relocation
and negotiations similar to those that
had been used in the years that the
Amazon was on the assembly line
would continue in the time after.
75 - The introduction of the
140-series put an end to further
assembly of the Amazon

Compared to other car factories,
and despite the considerably larger
floor space at Pier 9, the Halifax
assembly plant was not a large
one and it had its clear limitations.
Neville Britto, (presented later in
the article), says that although production capacity was significantly
increased, only one car model was
on the assembly line at any given
time. This is explained by the fact
that there was not enough storage
space in and around the production
line to be able to produce two different car models at the same time.
There are two possible explanations
for this. One is that all production
was concentrated on the new 140series and that the final assembly of
the Amazon was therefore a saga.
The second explanation is that the
140-series was produced at one
time, and alternately, during other
and shorter periods, the Amazon
was assembled in the plant. The fact
that the 140-series included both the

142, 144 and 145 models did not
contribute to better storage capacity.
Based on the fact that it was still
1967, it is unlikely that Amazon production was terminated at such an
early stage as the 1968 models, and
so it is reasonable to believe that the
Amazon was assembled in Halifax
as well in 1968.
The production target set in the
new premises was 10,000 units, but
even though capacity doubled, this
did not result in a particularly large
number of Volvo Amazons rolling
off the assembly line in Halifax. It
was the 140-series that was designated to become the new volume
seller, and it is understandable that
these were prioritized over Amazon,
as AB Volvo at this time fully understood that it was an outgoing model.

Vehicle Safety Standards (FMVSS).
Volvo 144 was already launched and
at the same time met (and exceeded)
these new requirements, which
Volvo Amazon did not. Not all of
the new rules were introduced at the
same time, and as a result of Volvo
making some immediate modifications, Amazon also met the requirements for the 1968 model year, but
then it was inevitable. The fate of
the Amazon was already sealed at
this time, and no effort was made
for a continued import of Amazon
into the United States. It was now
the new and more modern Volvo
144 that was to be Volvo’s face outwards. Unfortunately, the exact date
of when the import stop was introduced is unknown.

76 - The US says no to further
import of the Amazon

In any case, an Amazon of the
special 1968 USA model has
found its way to Norway – and the
car may be among the last ones
delivered there. The car has the
modifications and adjustments that
needed to be made to be approved
in the US. It includes, among
other things, a dual circuit braking
system with a circuit for each axle,
and as you understand it is different from the triangular system that
was delivered on the 1969 and
1970 models.

Export of the Amazon to the
United States ceased following the
1968 model year due to the fact that
Volvo Amazon no longer satisfied a
number of new requirements in the
United States, such as stricter emissions requirements.
In 1968, the Johnson administration in the United States introduced
the first of a number of strict federal
motor vehicle safety standards in
the United States – Federal Motor

77 - Late US model in Norway
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numbers are not possible to give or cars were manufactured at the Halto estimate, but some Americans did ifax plant? The answer to that is a
What to do, when neither the in fact buy new Amazons this way. definite no.
dealer nor the importer can deliver
The factories in Sweden and the
the car you want to buy anymore?
79 - Volvo Canadian
assembly plant in South Africa were
Then there are two options. Either
– with right-hand steering?
the only two factories that built
find another type of car or solve the
As a result of Fredrik Lofter’s right-hand drive cars. The factories
problem on your own. The solution investigations, a new question had in Sweden may have manufactured
for those US citizens who would emerged along the way. What is the right-hand drive cars with Canada/
buy Amazon even in the period after reason why it is specifically stated (USA) specification also for use outthe import stop came into force was in the parts catalog that something side North America, for example,
to order and buy a car in Canada and applies to «VST» – left-hand drive intended for England/United Kingthen import the car privately to the – on Canadian cars? Was it true that, dom, Cyprus, Malta – or Australia,
US. It is probably wrong to use the contrary to everything you know New Zealand, Malaysia, Hong
word «many» in this context, and and have learned – right-hand drive Kong or Singapore for that matter.
Theoretically, the factory in South
Africa could also have built cars of
this specification, but here the theory
is enough.
The fact that the hazard lights
basically only fits left-hand drive
cars is not so strange, as it has to do
with the fit and length of cables.
78 - Amazon still popular in the
US after importation ended

Ù The Halifax plant again a few
years later, in 1973/1974, and on the
dock we can see Volvo 140s of model
year 1974 ready for delivery. Small
changes around the building can be
seen, new buildings being added,
and parts of the railway yard have
become storage area for car bodies.
The ship that lies at the dock has
nothing to do with the factory. M/S
Koralle was a local ship that run
aground in 1969, was recovered but
put ashore until 1977 when she went
to her last port by her own machine
to be scrapped.
Source: Volvo’s Historical Archive.

Since Canada is not strategically
located near countries practicing
left-hand traffic, and even though
most of the car’s components are
the same whether the car is left- or
right-hand drive, another production
of both types would have caused
× This Norwegian registered 122S logistics problems at a factory that
was originally sold new in Vancou already had challenges with the storver, Canada. However, it was not age capacity of the production line.
assembled in Halifax. The car relo
cated to Bergen as moving goods
80 - The digit «9»
when the owner, Lloyd Dronen,
disappears on Canadian cars
decided to move there after com
During the same period as US
pleting his education in Canada. imports ceased, the «4» number
Despite the name, Lloyd was born indicating US specification was
of Norwegian parents, who in their reintroduced on cars to the Canadian
time emigrated to British Columbia. market, and various theories have
Photo: Lloyd Dronen.
been pending as to why. The author
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× A picture from the assembly line,
in the same place as the previous
picture: This is the first lane where
the cars have come to an end and are
lifted over to the second lane. These
two lanes must keep the same speed,
but in the picture there has been a
delay on the second lane caused by
a car (the yellow one) which has
then been lifted off from the lane and
placed in the middle to prevent this
car from stopping up production.
Source: Volvo’s Historical Archive.
type designation 133441S 325065
was assembled in Canada, this can
by no means be proven. The car does
have a «Volvo Canadian» badge on
the trunk lid, but it is quite clear that
this did not sit there from when the
car was new. Such a badge will nevertheless be no proof of Canadian
assembly, and other typical Volvo
Canadian characteristics of the car
are missing.
So far, it was the status quo – nothing was neither proven nor disproved.
81 - Did Volvo Canadian
exist as a 1969 model?

of the article can easily determine
what is the correct explanation but
chooses to present a more detailed
analysis – which can also help to
avoid further discussion on this
topic.
Theory #1: There have been
doubts as to whether the Amazon
was actually built in Canada in the
model years 1969 and 1970. Could
it be that all Amazons to Canada
during this period were built in
Sweden and that this was the reason
that the digit «9» was replaced
with «4»? In this case, the reason
is probably that all the production
capacity in Halifax was already
concentrated on the 140-series at
this time. Unfortunately, it is not
clear from the delivery reports or
production cards whether the individual car exported to Canada was
a KD or a finished car if the digit
«9» is not in the type designation.

It is therefore difficult to find out
centrally at Volvo – in the Volvo
Historical Archive.
Theory #2: In order to distinguish
the US editions, whether they were
finished in Sweden or assembled
in Canada, from both «ours», Belgium- or South Africa-assembled
KDs, the digit «4» was reintroduced.
At this time, Amazon was built only
in Belgium, Canada, Sweden and in
South Africa. Cars produced in Belgium had the digit «9» and left-hand
steering, in Canada the digit «4»
and left-hand steering, in Sweden
the digit «3» and left- and righthand steering, and in South Africa
the digit «9» and right-hand steering. There was now a separate type
designation for each manufacturer,
and it was very easy to know where
a car was built or finally fitted.
Today, all factories have their
own code in the VIN number.

A thing that makes theory #2
probable is that the type designation
133441 is linked to Canada production in the foreword in the B20
Amazon parts catalog. Nevertheless,
it must be added that there are also
Amazon editions that are not listed
in the catalog. Another thing to note
is that the parts catalog was written
and produced a long time before the
cars came on the market, and thus it
is not to be considered as proof of
what was produced or not.
Volvo Amazon Picture Gallery
and Fredrik Lofter have searched for
evidence that the factory in Halifax
assembled 1969 models, but despite
all efforts, this has not succeeded,
neither for Fredrik Lofter or for the
author of the article.
Fredrik Lofter received images of
an alleged 1969 model Volvo Canadian a while back, and despite the
owner claiming that the car with the

Without evidence, it is difficult to
conclude anything – and finding the
correct explanation for this mystery
has created a lot of headaches. Still,
the solution would come one day.
In search of strong, missing evidence for or against, the author
contacted Gregg Morris, one of the
leaders of the Volvo Club of British
Columbia – and it is understood that
this is a Volvo club in Canada. He
has both owned and owns several
Volvo cars himself, and he has never
seen a 1969 or for that matter a 1970
model Amazon that was assembled
in Canada. In connection with the
feedback to the author, he had sent a
copy of the e-mail to two colleagues
in his club.
One of these was Neville Britto,
who would turn out to know more
about the factories in Canada than
most people. Here Gregg Morris
could tell that Britto had provided
his research material on the subject
of the Volvo plant in Halifax, and
Britto himself writes that he had
been researching this and the factories in Canada in general for more
than ten years. Britto emphasizes
that it is not a «scientific dissertation».
The statement from Neville
Britto:
«To answer your question to the
absolute best of my knowledge, no
there were no 122s (which is the
term they generally use on Amazon
– author’s comment) made in
Canada after the 1968 model year.
The first Dartmouth plant did build
a handful of 544s. I can 100% con
firm that the plant was building the
cars in 1964 (production may have
started in 1963 though, but I am
unsure). It is worth mentioning that
only a handful were built in Canada.
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133441S 325065 122S. Not a
Volvo Canadian. The fact that a
rare car is more attractive on the
sales market is understandable, but
it does not hold to retrofit a badge

Amazon 122S. 133341 272392. Land of Lincoln, Illinois.
Swedish made 1968 model, imported to the USA.
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of, for instance, this type for the
car to become rare, or even oneof-a-kind. The 1969 model was not
assembled in Canada!
Photo: Unknown.
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133951M 278032. Volvo Canadian GT.

133951M 278146. Color code 95 Canadian GT for sale.
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Volvo was winding down the Lundby
plant where the 544s were made
and as you know, 1965 was the last
year of the 544. There isn’t a whole
lot of information on Canadian pro
duction of the 544s (likely because
so few were made). Gregg [Morris]
actually has one I believe!
There were three plants in Hali
fax that Volvo used from 1963-1998.
The first plant in Dartmouth was
exclusively a 122 plant. They shut
that plant down and moved in March
1967 to the Pier 9 facility and built
a few more 122s before switching to
the 140s a few months later, it’s close
to impossible to determine which
month exactly that shift occurred
though.
The 122 was extremely popular
in Canada and there is proof that
Volvo Canada imported some Swed
ish made cars into Canada after
production at the Halifax facility
switched to the 140 series. These
models would have been 1969 and
possibly even 1970 cars fitted with
the bigger B20 motors but retained
Ú An anniversary for AB Volvo,
for Volvo Europa N.V. and for both
Swedish and Belgian industries.
Prince Bertil officially opens the
plant in Ghent on November 3rd,
1965.
Source: Volvo’s Historical Archive.
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the «4» in the VIN codes as they
were essentially «export» models,
they just weren’t sold in the USA.
As far and VIN codes go, Volvo only
gave Canada a manufacturing code
for cars specifically built at the Hali
fax plant. Canada never has its own
market code, so all Swedish built
cars meant for Canada got a typical
North American «4» on the VIN.»
Britto also mentions that only
cars assembled in Canada had their
own special factory code («9» in
the type designation) from Volvo,
and that Swedish-built cars exported
to Canada received «4», indicating
product intended for the North American market. I.e., cars built in Sweden
intended for export to Canada should
have had their own number code, but
not «9» and not «4».
Britto continues:
«You have to keep in mind that
the first two Halifax facilities were
small, they simply did not have the
room or warehouse space to handle
both the 122 and 140 series. I’ve
talked to just about everyone I could
find that worked at the facility and
all agree that they never built two
series at the same time. Had Volvo
built 122s in Canada after 1968 they
would have been very easily identifi
able as they would have all been fed
erally mandated to have full amber
front turn signals, non-reflecting

dash trim (all windshield trim on the
1968s were painted matte black), red
and amber non-lighted side signal
reflectors like the 140s/P1800s and
a 2-circuit brake system. The Swed
ish made ones were not required to
do so.»
Now, there are several of the mentioned details that were common
standard equipment also with us on
a 1969 model, but that is not relevant in this context.
82 - Gustaf Östergren
– another welcome contact

Parallel to Gregg Morris’s
request, the author also sought
contact with Gustaf Östergren.
Östergren’s very outstanding and
significant participation in Volvo’s
overseas production has been read
about in the sections dealing with
the factory in Chile.
Perhaps Östergren could also
answer the author on the question
of whether Amazons of model year
1969 was built at the Halifax plant?
Östergren did, and his answer was
a short and concise «no». Still, he
also mentioned that predetermined
number codes did not always match
as well as one had previously
thought.
Therefore, based on solid and
similar responses from two people
who have been involved in very

different ways in Canada’s Amazon
related history, it must be concluded that it is theory #1 that is
correct, that the Amazon model
year 1968 was the last to be assembled in Canada.
83 - The definitive end

Something else interesting to
ponder about is the number of
Amazons 1968 models that were
assembled in Canada. It is obvious
that the shift to the new 140-series
on the assembly line took place in
the fall of 1967 – in addition, the
140-series and the Amazon were
not on the assembly line at the same
time. That could mean that the factory only had a few weeks to finish
assembling Amazon before that era
also came to an end. Consequently,
there were a limited number of cars
they managed to put together in
the relatively short space of time.
It could also be that the production
of Amazon and 140 went on alternately, and that Amazon was finally
assembled for short periods even in
the first half of 1968.
The last 4-door car exported to
Canada had the identity 122941M
232336 and was painted in the
color 96 Dark Blue. The car was
invoiced on December 7th, 1966.
The assembly plants in Canada
only produced left-hand drive cars.
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what the reason is why the author
has put a lot of energy into exactly
Just as the assembly plant Hali that topic will covered in the article
fax, as mentioned earlier in the on «Amazon – 1963 model» when
article, is widely known to be the it comes in print.
first factory in North America, the
corresponding factory in Ghent in
85 - Ghent – Belgium
Belgium is known to be the first in
The fact that a new factory was
Europe, outside Sweden. There are underway in Ghent in Belgium
several common denominators, one was known, there was no secrecy
based on «common knowledge» is surrounding that project. (If you
incorrect in that the said cities were wonder about Gent in this regard,
not first out, and the other, that both it is explained that there are two
of these factories were fully owned different ways of spelling the name
by Volvo, is correct.
for the same city, and not a confu
With a view to the latter, it can sion between two cities – author’s
be argued that the statements are comment). Neither was it a secret
not wrong, that both the aforemen- that such a factory could not be
tioned factories are the first, owned completed over night. Another
by Volvo. Should this interpretation aspect was to decide what must,
of «foreign assembly plants» be should, can and should be accomincluded in the criteria for writing plished at this factory. Should
this article, none of the other assembly plants would be mentioned, as Top: From the opening of the plant
only the factories in Canada and in Ghent, from the left Lars Malm
Ghent were wholly owned by AB ros, Prince Bertil, Antoon Spinoy
Volvo.
and Gunnar Engellau.
Due to the «common knowl
edge» it is easy to conclude that it Middle: Brigitte Everaert was a
was at this time that Volvo started great asset to Volvo. She was not
assembling SKD’s in Belgium. hired to be the flower girl for Prince
But Volvo Amazon was assembled Bertil, but was employed in the pro
in Belgium long before the Ghent duction. She was also hired as a
factory opened its doors. As men- photo model in connection with car
tioned earlier in this article, KDs commercials, including Amazon.
were shipped to Brussels as early Later, she would also start working
as 1960, and as a result of this in the paint shop.
information, it could indicate at an
earlier stage that the very first com- Bottom right: Brigitte Everaert was
pleted unit of KD-Amazon saw the told by her manager that it was she
light of day here.
who would hand over the flowers to
The information that CKDs were Prince Bertil when the Ghent fac
sent to both Belgium and Holland tory was inaugurated. On this occa
already in the B16 version is for the sion, she was also given an English
article author of a recent date (from text, which she was to learn to say
December 2016). The author had and to understand. From the left
been researching the model year Brigitte Everaert, Gunnar Englellau
articles for a couple or three years and Prince Bertil.
by that time, and at an early stage
had confirmed information from Bottom left: Lars Malmros is known
certain sources that the Amazon for being the founder of the factory
1963 model year was assembled in in Ghent, and he was also known
Alsemberg and that the assembly for being a perfect manager, a true
job was carried out by Volvo’s own gentleman and someone who really
employees. Alsemberg is a small loved people. Here depicted in a
town just 2km/1mi from Brussels. cheerful chat with Brigitte Everaert.
What specific cars are involved and Source: Volvo’s Historical Archive.
84 - Belgium-produced SKD's in
the time before the Ghent factory
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the package cars be delivered
fully painted from Gothenburg or
should the assembly plant be built
with the purpose that also the paint
job should be done locally?
Furthermore, agreements should
be made with implied authorities
on what can be imported from the
factory in Sweden, what requirements are made regarding parts
and equipment. What is required to
be produced by various local suppliers, or possibly at the assembly
plant itself, are important elements.
All such agreements must be made
in advance, and it goes without
saying that a lot of meeting activity is required and many hours of
paperwork before the shovel is put
into the ground. But they eventually landed an agreement, which
was signed in December 1963.
Not least, this was a major international breakthrough politically.
It was no accident that Ghent was
just considered a suitable place
to build the factory. In addition
to having a solid transport infrastructure on site, the factory was
geographically located within the
EEC, the European Economic
Community, which the European
Union used to be called. This
ensured that Sweden/Volvo Car
Corporation got a leg within the
union. Sweden did not become
a member of EU until 1995, and
the fact that Volvo was allowed
to operate within the EEC without
belonging to one of the member
nations opened up great opportu-

Ù To Ghent, the same kind of crates
with bodies arrived that were used
also for the other assembly plants.
Ø Director Lars Malmros proudly
applauds the very first car leaving
the assembly line at the Ghent fac
tory on June 28th, 1965. As the pic
ture shows, the car was not ready for
delivery, but at least it was driven
out of the plant by its own machine.
Source: Volvo’s Historical Archive.
nities and also improved Volvo’s
own import and export strategy.
86 - Amazon was the first car
from «Volvo Europa Naamloze
Vennootschap» in Ghent

«Naamloze
Vennootschap»
means «Public Company» which
is probably the most commonly
used term for an international company. The name is complicated and
cumbersome to both spell and pronounce and is hence often shortened
to Volvo Europa N.V. or even easier
V.E.N.V. On June 28th, 1965 the
very first car rolled off the assembly
line in the new factory in Ghent. For
us Amazon enthusiasts, it was pleasing enough that a Volvo Amazon got
this great credit. Photos of the scene
show that the car was missing some
parts before the production card
could be stamped «finished», but at
least it was driven out of the factory
premises by its own machine.

new factory officially opened,
which he had also done two years
earlier when the Dartmouth plant
in Nova Scotia in Canada opened.
The big event in Ghent took place
on November 3rd, 1965. As previously mentioned, this factory was
also fully owned by AB Volvo, as
was the factory in Canada.
The first car assembled at the
factory was a Volvo Amazon.
During the period from the opening
to the end of the Volvo Amazon era
in Ghent in 1969, according to one
source, 26,310 cars of this model
were assembled. However, the
exact number is somewhat uncertain, because in another source
the figure is 26,307. Once again,
it is not possible to rely entirely
87 - Celebrity visit
on «reliable» sources, not even
H R H Prince Bertil of Sweden in cases where there are officially
was honored to also declare this confirmed figures from the Volvo
factory, as they are also manually
processed. The author guarantees
only the numbers that follow a
(personal or a new) counting and
control of the production cards.
At its opening, the plant in
Ghent had a capacity of assembling 14,000 cars annually, and
at that time employed about 600
× The picture shows a type plate
indicating that the car was assem
bled in Ghent. Ghent exported cars
to, among others, Germany, and
probably this is a separate type plate
for German cars needed to meet
local requirements.
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people. Until 1972, this factory
was only an assembly plant, and
no single Amazon has ever been
manufactured from scratch at the
Ghent plant – it has exclusively
been about assembly of SKD’s
shipped from Gothenburg. By the
way, all versions of the Amazon
were assembled in Ghent.
All of the Amazon package
cars that were sent to Ghent, as
the SKD designation shows, were
painted in Sweden. The paint shop
in Ghent was not finished until the
1970s.
The last 4-door Amazon sent to
Ghent was in the chassis number
series 233959-234173. In an effort
to gain more spare capacity to produce the 140-series in Sweden,
the cars delivered from Torslanda
were both 121 and 122S in a
blissful mix. For example, the car
with chassis number 233662 was
a 122941M with B18D engine,
and 233748 was a 121941M with
standard B18A engine. The first of
the cars in this latest series was a
121941M, and the very last, with
chassis number 234173, was a
122941M with color code 96 Dark
Blue. It was reported finished on
December 23rd, 1966 and invoiced
on January 3rd, 1967.
All of the 480 4-door cars with
higher chassis number than the
above were exported to South
Africa. In the article published by
the Ghent factory in connection
with its 50th anniversary, one can
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read from the production statistics
for Volvo Amazon that a milestone
was passed in 1965, when the production number passed 5,000 cars.
A new milestone was passed already
the following year, it was also the
year with the highest number of
produced Amazon, both in total
with 119,000 cars, and over 8,000
of these in Ghent. Subsequently,
production figures dropped drastically, but a total of just over 26,000
Volvo Amazon should have left the
assembly line in Ghent. How many
cars other assembly plants in Belgium assembled are not known and
are not included in the production
figures referenced above.

The author’s last visit to Volvo’s
Historical Archive was made in
August 2018. There was only one
day available, and therefore only
the opportunity to check little but
very important information for use
in this article.
88 - Early end with
4-door from Sweden

In the year 1967, not a single
4-door Amazon was manufactured
at the Torslanda factory. The last
car of this type that was built in
Sweden was finished at the factory on November 29th, 1966. The
car was right-hand drive, had VIN
number 121342M 233747, painted

in color 95 Light blue and was Ù Glimpses from the production at
shipped to England on December Ghent: There is a buzzing life on the
23rd, 1966.
dockside at the port of call and large
89 - 1969
quantities of goods must be unloaded
– the last model from Ghent
and put in stock. Along the assembly
One question that had come line, the cars become more and more
up along the way and that was complete. Finally, the car is ready,
not found anywhere in the arti- and if it passes final inspection, a
cle material was whether the fac- green «OK» tag is put in the wind
tory in Ghent assembled the 1970 shield. The car is now ready for trans
model Amazon. Among the notes port to customers throughout Europe,
available to Joelsson, Lofter and or to markets even further away. In
the author, there was no indication parallel with Amazon, 140 was also
that this had happened. A careful assembled and in the picture, a fin
examination of the production ished car rolls off the assembly line.
cards in the hours available at the 1969 was the last model of Amazon
August 2018 archive visit did not assembled at Ghent.
show a single 1970 «KD» sent to Source: Volvo’s Historical Archive
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× 133441T 344316, Thomas E.
Meacham. Non-Canadian built 122S.
1970 model Amazon with US spec
ification is very rare, and it was
doubtful that it was possible to find
evidence that they were actually built.
Presumably they were only manufac
tured to order. For Thomas Meacham,
who lives in the US, there was an
added hurdle to buying new Amazon.
Because Amazon was no longer
allowed to be sold new in the United
States, Meacham had to buy its car in
Canada and import it privately into
the United States. The picture shows
the type plate on a 1970 model 122S
– USA model, also this is without the
model year letter. As stated in the
article, attempts were made to find
a red thread for cars with and with
out embossed model year letter, and
one theory was that US models pro
duced in Sweden had the letter code
and that cars assembled in Ghent
did not have this code. In that case,
one could easily see if a USA model
was built in Sweden or assembled in
Belgium. As we can read in the arti
cle, this car must have been built in
Sweden – manufactured for export to
Canada – because 1970 models were
not built in Belgium. This means that
not all Swedish-produced cars were
embossed with a model year letter,
either on the type plate or on the fire
wall, as another picture will show.
The S-code shows that the car has
factory-fitted hazard warning lights.
An image of a type plate or a firewall
from a US specification car with type
designation 133441 or 223441, model
year 1969 or 1970, which contains
the model year letter has not been
traced, and it is doubtful whether the
model year letter appeared at all on
these cars. In the picture you quickly
notice that the model year letter is not
embossed into the metal. But if you
look more closely you also see that a
zero has been entered in front of the
six digits in the chassis number, which
is not common to see.
Belgium. Based on that and what
one already had a strong suspicion
of, it must be concluded that the
factory in Ghent did not assemble
Volvo Amazon with year model
letter «T», for the model year
1970.
90 - Volvo Amazon
– towards the definitive end

The model year code letter «T»,
which states that it is a 1970 model,
would be embossed on cars manufactured in only two countries – in
Sweden and in South Africa. As the
article states, the final assembly of
Amazon was phased out at the last
of the other factories in the 1969
model year.
This means that a 1970 model
Volvo Amazon became unavailable virtually everywhere, especially
where it had been assembled in the
past. Imports of completed cars from
Sweden led to a significant increase
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Ø On February 17th, 1968, the
assembly plant in Malaysia was
officially opened with great festiv
ity. The picture shows the first Volvo
that was assembled at the Batu Tigu
factory in Malaysia. The text on the
car door can be interpreted in dif
ferent ways; either that it is the first
144S assembled there, or – which is
also the case – that it was the Volvo
144S which was the very first car
driven out of the assembly line at
the factory. The Amazon was never
assembled in Malaysia. Unlike the
assembly plants that got the bodies
more or less finished from Sweden,
this is a factory that buildt the cars
from scratch. In the jig, the parts
are fixed in the right position and
welded together. This is how the
bodies grow until they are ready for
painting and then finally assembly to
a complete car. Amazon shines with
its absence, but both 144 and 145
were produced in Malaysia at the
start of 1967/1968. Later, 164 were
also produced at the factory.
Source: Volvo’s Historical Archive.
in prices in those countries, and the
public chose other alternatives.
91 - Rare 1970 USA model

Often, one can read about cars
that are presented as very rare, and in
some cases it’s actually true. Unfortunately, there are also many such
claims that have no basis in reality.
An example was a 1969 model that
is said to be assembled in Canada,
which was used as a sales argument,
but was not built there at all. Many
have cars that are claimed to be original cars, but which were never fully
delivered to Volvo specifications.
Thomas E. Meacham has a 1970
model US-specified Amazon, a
133441T, but he does not claim
that it was built in Canada or that
it has any original equipment that
does not exist. Meacham himself
is quite clear that it was only at the
Torslanda plant that such cars were
built. Obviously, it is not an ordinary
car to see along the roads today, but
neither was it in the early 1970s. Not
many of these were sold, and they
may actually be special orders for
those in question.
92 - BatuTigu in
Shah Alam – Malaysia

Shah Alam is the capital of the
state of Selangor, not far from
Malaysia’s capital Kuala Lumpur.
After the first Volvo was imported to
Malaysia in the early 1960s, Volvo
conquered Southeast Asia here in
1967 when they as the first European
car manufacturer set up an assembly
plant in this part of the world as
well. Swedish Motor Assemblies
(SMA) was a 50/50 collaboration
between the local Federal Auto and
AB Volvo. It was neither a modest
effort nor an uncomplicated process
to implement; it was unplowed land,
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× The Volvo Amazon that got to
mark the milestone of being Volvo
no. 100,000 to be built was exported
to Malaya, an expansive export
market in 1962. Malaya, which is
now incorporated in Malaysia, once
belonged to the Malaya Federation,
a federal state on the Malay Pen
insula. After World War II, the fed
eration was a British colony until
August 31st, 1957, when the coun
try became independent. In 1963,
the state was renamed Malaysia. As
mentioned in the article, Malaysia
has continued its positive devel
opment, and today there is a large
Volvo environment in the country.
Source: Volvo’s Historical Archive.

the distances were huge and the risk
thereafter. But Volvo felt the importance of having one more leg to
stand on, and the bold and predictable Volvo management decided to
put all efforts needed in place. From
1999, AB Volvo is the sole owner of
the factory that still assembles cars.
The original production capacity of 1,300 cars per year was soon
increased to 2,500.
Unfortunately, the author cannot
estimate the number of Volvo Amazons available in Malaysia today.
Judging from available footage,
there is a respectable number, but
those from the Volvo environment
in Malaysia and that the author has
been in contact with have no such
information either. As with us, the
choice varies between heavy renovation projects and completely
untouched cars. Common to all
these cars is that they were not built
at the assembly plant which was initiated on September 7th, 1966.
The Batu Tigu plant was ready for
production in November 1967, and
during the remaining weeks of that
year, eleven new cars left the assembly line. A movie, produced by Volvo
Cars Malaysia for the factory’s 50th
× On February 17th, 1968, the
assembly plant in Malaysia was
officially opened with great festiv
ity. After the speeches, guests were
shown the factory and how a Volvo
is being built. Unlike the assembly
plants that get the car bodies more
or less finished from Sweden, this is
a factory that builds the cars from
scratch. In the jig, the parts are fixed
in the right position and welded
together. This is how the bodies
grow until they are ready for paint
ing and then finally assembly to a
complete car. Amazon shines with its
absence, but both 144 and 145 were
produced in Malaysia at the start
of 1967/1968. Later, 164 were also
produced at the factory.
Source: Volvo’s Historical Archive.

anniversary shows no pictures of
Amazons, but instead images of an
assembly line full of 144 models.
A photo shows a 144S and a poster
on the car door is inscribed «Car
#1 produced by Volvo Malaysia».
Pictures taken outside the factory
show long rows of Volvo 144, and
all indications are that the cars that
rolled off the Shah Alam assembly
line at that time were all in the 140series. In order to utilize production
capacity, a large number of other
car brands have also been produced
at this Volvo factory. On February
17th, 1968, the factory was officially
opened by Dr. Lim Swee Aun, who
at that time was Malaysia’s Minister
of Trade and Industry.
The reason why the factory in
Malaysia is included in this article
is that it could theoretically have
assembled the Amazon, but then
that did not happen. If the author
had failed to mention the factory
in Malaysia, there would have been
speculation that it had been forgotten.
More factories were to be
founded in more and more countries also later, but not until after the
last building kits of Volvo Amazon
had left the Torslanda plant and
been shipped to South Africa, and
not even theory can prove that
Amazon was produced at more
foreign assembly plants than those
discussed in this article. For that
reason, these Volvo factories are not
devoted to further interest here.
93 - The assembly plants
have been presented

The fact that there were no other
plants that assembled Volvo Amazon
outside Sweden than those mentioned in this article is certain. The
fact that there may have been yet
another workshop that was evaluated
in Holland, but that didn’t perform
what was necessary cannot be ruled
out, but will nevertheless not fall
under the category assembly plant.

In addition to the factories in
Sweden, the factories in Belgium/
Alsemberg, Holland, Mexico, South
Africa, Canada, Chile and Belgium/
Ghent have spread Volvo Amazon
to all parts of the world and have
contributed to Amazon being an
immensely popular model in the
same places, 50-60 years later.
94 - Not only the factories
have historical interest

Besides the physical presence
there are also several other topics
about and around the factories.
There may be special orders, more
or less loose claims and theories
that need to be explained, and other
interesting issues worth mentioning
in such a context.
95 - Lars Malmros,
the father of the Ghent factory

Full honor for the factory in
Ghent is accredited to Lars Malmros. Malmros is referred to as being
far more than «just» the founder of
the factory.
Malmros, born in 1927, was a
young engineer when he was commissioned by Volvo to find a place
within the European Economic
Community where a factory could
be built and which was also strategically placed. Malmros studied maps
with cities, ports and opportunities,
from Kiel in the north to Dunkirk in
the south to find a place that would
suit a Volvo factory. One condition
was that the city had to have a port.
Malmros did not initially know that
Ghent was a port city, and although
Ghent was upside down on the map
when Malmros eased south, the
choice fell on Ghent, right in the
heart of the EEC, and in hindsight it
can be concluded that it was probably an absolutely perfect choice.
The city council in Ghent, with
the port manager and later mayor
Geraard van den Daele had heard
about Volvo’s interest in expanding, and contacted Malmros. The

city council sat with both the trump
ace and the other aces on hand to
get Volvo to settle there. Volvo was
offered its own port area with a new
dock facility in the factory area
and with rail connections, which
would facilitate further distribution
throughout Europe. All this could
be built in a newly developed port
facility in full development, not
least with regard to excavation and
expansion of canals with capacity
for ships up to 65,000 tonnes dead
weight. There was great access to
labor and potential suppliers, in a
fascinating medium-sized city with
both universities and good schools.
During a dinner meeting, van den
Daele had asked Malmros how large
the area Volvo needed. After dinner,
Malmros drew a map at the back of
the menu and handed it over to van
den Daele, who took a good look at
the sketch and answered: «The site
will be regulated to fit your needs,
this is fine.» That’s how easy it was
at that time!
The contracts were signed in
1963, and a couple of years of diligent efforts were needed before production started. Malmros not only
mastered no less than six languages
fluently, but could also in detail
describe all the components of a
truck. He had lived in Indonesia with
his parents until he was 14 years
old. Indonesia was a Dutch colony
until 1945, and in this way Malmros
learned to speak «perfect» Dutch.
He was head of VENV from
1964 to 1969. Between 1969 and
1984 he worked in Sweden, and as
Vice President in the Volvo Group
he developed Volvo Trucks to
become a significant player worldwide. When he returned to Belgium
in 1985, Volvo Europa was divided
into various parts. Malmros was
CEO, CEO of both Volvo Cars
Europa N.V. and Volvo Europa
Truck N.V., but acted more as a
coordinator than what was usual for
a man in a central top position.
Much has been written about Lars
Malmros, and what is common to
all publicity is that it is only positive. He was an authority without
seeming dominant, he had to keep a
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Ø DCS 987 (South Africa), Waheed
Abdurahman. 133942T (ch.no.
354549).
Photo: Waheed Abdurahman.
On the first Amazons, the chassis
number was only stamped on the
type plate. Then, from about 1960 up
to and including the 1966 model, the
chassis number was marked on both
the type plate and the body. From
the 1967 models, the chassis number
information disappeared from the
type plates, and then the type desig
nation and chassis number were
embossed in the metal in the firewall
above the heater unit. That posi
tion is also stated in Volvo’s origi
nal literature. The practice was to
emboss both the bodies with type
designation and chassis number
when the cars were completed from
the factory in Sweden, regardless of
whether they were cars that were
completed in Sweden or cars built
for KD production. Without being
able to determine exactly when this
happened, the routine was changed
and it was now up to the assembly
plants to do the job. That MA in
Durban may not have complied with
the new routines is uncertain, but it
is certain that they did not follow
Volvo’s instructions completely. This
has been known for many years. In
Norway, there are two cars – both
1970 models – which were assem
bled by MA in South Africa. Both
cars have been extensively checked
to find chassis numbers, also by the
author, but without result. MA had
chosen an easy solution, and instead
used the body number as the identi
fication number. The plate is, as we
know, attached to the left inner wing.
Documentation was received from
Waheed Abdurahman that allowed
the article author to provide proof
that the cars were identified with
the body number as a replacement
for the ID that the vehicle had when
it left the factory in Torslanda. On
the «Certificate of Registration» –
the vehicle card depicted, you can
read that the «Vehicle Identifica
tion Number» – the VIN number is
354549 – the same number as the
body plate shows.
It is also worth noting the date of
first registration, which is stated to
be January 1st, 1972, but it is also
stated that it is not the same as the
model year. Abdurahman launches
three theories in this regard:
• It is possible that «Volvo South
Africa» had a surplus stock and that
this car was sold very late.
• It is also possible that the car was
a demonstration car in a dealer’s
ownership for a time before it was
registered.
• A third possibility is that the proto
cols of the South African car author
ities were so deficient that they
estimated January 1st, 1972 as the
date when they created a computer
ized register.
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distance from the employees simply
because he was the boss. He used no
authoritarian tricks to guide, motivate and inspire his employees. He
explained in plain words and with a
soft voice what was going on, what
needed to be done and why. It was
sufficient to get all the staff involved
and to pull the load.
Lars Malmros is referred to as
civilized, formal and with exceptional manners. A man with the
right attitude, he did things the
right way, he used the right words,
had the right clothes and was the
right man in the right place and at
the right time. A gentleman and the
perfect leader.
Malmros was not only the man
behind the factory in Ghent, he was
the man behind the development
and the modern way Volvo’s many

factories around the world are operated today.
Lars Malmros retired in 1988,
and was allowed to spend 20 years
as retired before he passed away in
2008.
96 - Gustaf Östergren
– very important also in Ghent

From September 1st, 1968, engineer Gustaf Östergren took over as
head of a new department, «Products
and Materials» at Volvo Europa N.V.
in Ghent, leaving his position as factory manager in Canada. At this time,
Gustaf Östergren was only 31 years
old, hardly «dry behind the ears»,
but a man to be trusted in all situations. It was director Lars Malmros
who hired Östergren, who was also
appointed to be Malmros’ deputy.
In an article in Svenska Dagbladet
on June 26th, 1968, one could read,

among other things, that «Mr. Östergren has held the position of factory
manager at the factory in Canada
since 1965, and during this time has
been responsible for the construction and commissioning of the new
factory in Halifax».
The author has received interesting information directly from Gustaf
Östergren. Only 31 years old, Östergren took over as CEO, at a time
when Volvo Europa N.V. was gaining momentum. It would not be long
before the number of employees had
increased from 200 to 5,300 and
Östergren was at that time head of
Volvo’s largest foreign operations.
Over a six-year period, an average
turnover increase of 43% per year
was achieved. Östergren says that
such an increase was completely at
the limit of what the organization
endured without breaking its neck,
but that it was after all under control.
Mercedes and BMW were the
largest car manufacturers in Germany, and sales figures for Volvo in
Germany at that time were poor at
1,500 cars per year. Something had
to be done about it, and in order to
meet the competition, Östergren set
up a deal for Volvo’s sales manager
in Germany. «Next year, you will
double sales from the current 1,500
cars to 3,000, then to 6,000 the fol
lowing year, and then a new double
to 12,000 cars in the third year. If
you can do this, I promise you that
I will keep the same factory price
on our cars throughout the period.»
They reached 11,600 cars, and
Östergren said to the German manager: «You did not reach the target
of 12,000 cars, but it was so close
that I will fulfill my part of the agree
ment anyway, but after that you have
to stand on your own legs without
having to lean on me.»
Östergren writes that it was
common for training purposes that
the assembly plants were sent a
number of car bodies to practice
assembly on. In this connection,
VENV received 400 bodies directly
from the factory in Olofström, and
the intention was that the bodies
should then be scrapped. The result
was that the bodies became so good
that they built cars of these as well,
sold them and made a profit.
«Before we started welding car
bodies in Ghent, a whole shipload
of untreated body parts was sent
to Malaysia and back, packed in
containers equipped with humid
ity and temperature gauges for the
purpose of investigating what could
be caused by any rust attacks, trans
port damage, etc. in connection with
such transport.
I traveled to communist Budapest
at the time and negotiated a deal for
the purchase of 600 special contain
ers. The containers were made at a
shipyard on the Danube river, and
then shipped to Hamburg and loaded
onto a waiting Volvo/VENV ship.
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 DCS 987 (S.A.), Waheed Abdu
rahman. 133942T (body no 354549).
Abdurahman’s car is also seen on
social media with the license plate
BLK SWN - GP.
Photo: Waheed Abdurahman
These were the times – and
everything was possible!» – concludes Gustaf Östergren in an e-mail
to the author.
97 - Wrong ID series in South Africa

It has been rumored that cars that
were assembled in South Africa did
not have chassis numbers included
in the regular chassis number series,
but that they had their own number
series. Such a claim is justified by
the fact that identification documents
have been observed on a car from
South Africa which must have had a
higher chassis number than 359918.
It has been documented that there
is no higher chassis number for
Amazon than 359918, and if it is true
that a car has a higher ID number, it
may end up in its own ID number
series, as has been one theory. However, it seems illogical that one
should choose to change an identity
that is already registered centrally
and for which there is full logistics
and control. But there should be an
explanation for the discrepancies.
It has even been claimed that
cars assembled in South Africa may
come in addition to those known in
the well-known chassis number
series ending for 2-door cars at
359918.

The rumors are not correct, and
the theory is probably based on the
fact that no stamped or embossed
chassis number has been found on
the two MA-produced cars that are
now in Norway. All cars that have
left the factories in Sweden have
been given an identity and a chassis number, which is clearly stated
in the production cards. That the
chassis numbers are not marked in
the body of the SA cars may be so.
However, the body number is not
specified on the production cards,
which for the last 1,000 or so cars in
the 2-door Amazon series sent to SA
have been carefully reviewed and
checked.
With some luck, the author succeeded in figuring out what has happened in this context. As described,
one has not succeeded in finding
neither the type designation nor the
chassis number stamped in the body
of the two Norwegian South Africa
assembled cars. It must be seen as
a result of the fact that the Motor
Assemblies plant has not bothered to
enter the type designation and chassis number in the car bodies. But
even in South Africa, the cars had to
have an identity in the 1960s.
The author got in touch with a
South African Amazon owner, who
kindly sent pictures of both the car,
its documentation and the car’s
ID plate. It turned out to be quite
clarifying considering the aforementioned theories and ambiguities
regarding both production figures
and that a South African chassis

number was higher than the total
number of cars produced.
As is known, there is a plate on
the left inner wing marked with
the car’s body number, and it is
this number, and not the real chassis number, that has been used as
the ID number. That this is caused
by the fact that the employees of
the importer Lawson Motores or
Motor Assemblies have not followed the textbook as they should
is clarified beyond any doubt.
With these evidences at hand, it
was appropriate to check if there
was a similar identification on the
two Norwegian cars imported from
South Africa, which should prove to
be the case.
Especially for the cars that are
assembled at MA there is also a
unique Motor Assemblies plate
placed above the type plate in the
engine compartment. On this plate
it says «Built by Motor Assemblies
Ltd, Durban South Africa», as well
as two numbers of which one is
«P12» – which obviously indicates
that it is a 4-door car based on the
car’s body designation. On a similar
plate it says «P13» which tells that
the car is a 2-door variant. The plates
also contain a 4-digit number, which
«must» be a form of production
number, but there is no documented
explanation by Lawson Motor or
Motor Assemblies as to what the
number indicates.
Due to the fact that 2-door cars
assembled by Motor Assemblies
do not have chassis numbers in the

body, combined with the aforementioned 4-digit number, a theory was
launched that Lawson Motors or
MA had used its own chassis numbering system, independent of the
factory in Sweden’s identification.
As a result of such a theory, it was
also speculated whether cars that
were assembled at MA came in
addition to the number of cars stated
in Volvo’s production figures.
There is often a gap between
theory and reality, and the above
theory can be easily dismissed.
The reason why the factory chassis
number does not appear on MA-produced cars is explained. In addition,
we managed to find a picture of a
plate with «Built by Motor Assemblies» inscription on a car where the
chassis number is stamped on the
Volvo type plate, and that and MA’s
4-digit number as such have nothing
to do with each other.
According to MA’s own statistics,
no 130-series cars were assembled
before the 1967 model year, and
probably not until the last of all fourdoor variants had been assembled.
Assuming that the series for 2-door
cars started with 1 after the chassis
numbers disappeared from the type
plates from the 1967 model, then
this matches the stated production
figures well.
However, there is a picture of a
similar type plate, on a car which
is built in Sweden and which has
the type designation and chassis
number entered into the firewall.
This indicates that all cars sold in
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× Amazon on tour in Chile and
Argentina.
Photo: Guille Willink Moyano.
Distribuidora Volvo S.A, founded by
Eduardo Averill in 1959, imported
and sold Amazon in Chile even
before the assembly plant was
built, until Chile imposed import
restrictions and local manufactur
ing requirements. The Olive green
car pictured is a 1961 model. The
car has not been restored, but as the
picture shows it has been very well
taken care of for almost 60 years.
Most likely it was at DiVolvo that
the car was sold new, but it could
also be imported more recently. Vet
eran Volvo enthusiasts from both
Chile and Argentina must have had
a phenomenal experience when in
December 2018 they drove from
Santiago, Chile via Los Andes and
to Mendoza, Argentina. Among the
South Africa and where Lawson
Motors/Motor Assemblies were
in the picture were included in the
unique number series. What makes
the connection a bit complicated is
why a car that was built in Sweden,
and which then has nothing to do at
an assembly plant, should still have
a type plate from MA? Here, one has
to take into account that there were
very few Amazons that were sold
in South Africa and that were not
assembled at MA. Besides having
to follow their own system with
«their» serial or delivery numbers,
it is reasonable to assume that the
cooperation between importer and
factory was very close. The fact that
a «Built by Motor Assemblies» plate
was attached had no meaning for the
parties involved. It was the plate that
was available and used.
The most likely explanation for
the internal MA numbering is that
the number indicates how many cars
MA/Lawson Motors have delivered
in total, regardless of whether they
were imported finished or as an
assembly kit from Sweden. Each of
the three different body types has its
own number series.
Not all bodies have ended up
on a chassis – we know that some
bodies were sold or delivered to
schools for educational and training

participants was the Olive green
1961 model. The road they drove
goes over the Andes, and Puente del
Inca – the Inca Bridge – is along this
road. The bridge is not man made
but is made by nature. On the road
over the mountain you can see the
mountain areas around Aconcagua
– which reaches 6,962m/22,841ft.
The route – one way – between
Santiago and Mendoza is just under
400km/250mi, but the total dis
tance was 1200km/750mi during
the trip. Fernando Garetto Vives in
Volvo Club Chile says that the B16
Amazon had no problem follow
ing the newer and more versatile
Amazons with B20 engines along
the way – not even in the climbing
stages over the mountain range,
and as Garetto writes – we are not
afraid to give a little extra throttle. time left Torslanda with destination
Durban. In theory it is possible –
Photo Ø: Mendoza Travel
but then you have to get an overpurposes, other bodies have been view showing the link between the
rejected on the production line and invoices sent from AB Volvo and the
some have been used in so called further handling of the cars either at
bodywork switches. Each produced Motor Assemblies or at the importer
car body which for some reason has Lawson Motors. The invoices from
been taken off the production line Volvo are specified by chassis
before it ended up on a chassis has number, and somewhere along the
caused the difference between body way there must necessarily be a
number and chassis number to have cross-reference with the car’s body
increased by one. Then it is also easy number.
The solution lies in tracking down
to understand where the aforementioned high «chassis number» orig- this nearly 50-year-old outline – or
the cross-reference list if you prefer
inated.
– which makes the challenge of
98 - A reflection
– two cars with the same identity «finding the needle in the haystack»
Regarding the aforementioned a trifle. The fact that such an overfacts about the car identity, it seems view probably does not exist means
natural to make some reflections. In that one can conclude that the fate of
practice, this means that there may the Volvo Amazon that was assigned
be pairs of identical «chassis num- chassis number 359918 will not be
bers» or, in other words, two cars announced
with identical identities. If one had
99 - Volvo Amazon in Chile
access to the South African chasAccording to Alberto Averill,
sis number register one could have
found if that is the case – perhaps a Volvo had great success with car
racing both in Chile and Argentina
future research topic?
Due to the fact that Motor Assem- at the time Amazon was sold in
blies failed to mark the cars with the the country. Among others, Gran
identity they were produced with, Premio Argentina (Rally Argentina),
and because the production cards a six-day race that stretched a total
at Volvo have blank fields where of 465km/290mi, was won in 1960
the body number should have been with a Volvo PV 544 where Gunnar
listed, the problem is obvious and Andersson was the driver. In that
it is in fact impossible to identify race he maintained an average speed
the very last Amazon who at the of 116km/h/72mph. The legend-

ary Andersson (1927-2009) almost
repeated the feat two years later, this
time with an Amazon 122S, but then
finished «only» in second place.
Such success, of course, helps to
increase the popularity of a product.
Club Volvo Chile was founded
in the year 2000 on the initiative
of a group of Volvo fans. The purpose was to honor the Volvo brand,
Chile’s car history and the founder
Eduardo Averill.
A rather funny and not least special anecdote, which is not directly
related to DiVolvo’s assembly
plant, but which can nevertheless
be mentioned: As a consequence
of DiVolvo only building 4-door
editions and that no other versions
of Amazon were imported to Chile
during the local assembly era, the
2-door edition became a news for
Chilean Volvo customers when
Amazon was again imported from
Sweden. Suddenly, «all» Amazon
owners wanted the 2-door version.
Now, it’s not just about buying
everything you want, and the solution was to rebuild the cars from
4-door to 2-door versions. The
grandfather of one of the members
of Club Volvo Chile had his own
car repair shop and specialized in
such remodeling. So theoretically,
you could come across a 12298
edition with two doors, steering
wheel gear lever and bench type
front seat in Chile.
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× Color code 86. If this is evidence
enough to convince everyone the
author will not comment on, but
it should be. This is a printout re
ceived from Volvo’s Historical Ar
chive, and in addition, both Tommy
Joelsson and the author have seen
production cards with similar in
formation with their own eyes. The
card says «type 298». In another
column the body variant «12» is
highlighted, so that the type desig
nation is 12298 – which is also stat
ed in the article text.

100 - Color code 86
– the unknown color

If you exclude special orders,
color code 86 is by far the most rare
color on a Volvo Amazon – that’s
the author’s unconditional claim.
A well-known acquaintance of the
author, and a so-called «reliable
source» in the context of Volvo
Amazon – said that one of his study
buddies had been on holiday in
Chile, taking a picture of an Amazon
he had observed on the street over
there. The student buddy had obviously not failed to understand how
important Amazon was, besides that
it is a mandatory task to photograph
both the car and the type plate in
the engine compartment. Now this
was at the time when Kodak was a
leader in photography and when the
result was photos in paper format –
and no form of backup. After studying the images and all the details
stored in the cerebral cortex, my
acquaintance passed on the image to
someone who possesses some «hundred thousand» car images. Enough
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said about that – but we have tried
to find the pictures that proves that
color code 86 exists, unfortunately
without success. The color code is
not mentioned anywhere in Volvo’s
lists or color catalogs – and if proof
cannot be submitted, the claim that
color code 86 has existed would be
considered pure fabrication on the
part of the author.
Admittedly, the author found this
color code mentioned on an internet
chart, but it said «Color-Code 86,
Horizon Blue, Model Year 65-66,
Amazon, P1800.» Exactly the same
was listed for color code 89 – which
is well known and which is light
blue. There is no possibility that
Volvo has supplied two identical
colors/color names in two different
color codes for the same cars, during
the same period. It was more likely
that it could all be due to a typo, and
that «89» had become «86».
The author’s reliable source guaranteed that the image of the type
plate he had seen contained color
code 86, embossed from the back

in the same way as the type plates
that we are used to seeing. For this
reason, this mystery was not put on
ice. It has also been read that the
factory in Chile had its own paint
shop, and the author has seen with
his own eyes a picture of type plates
where the color code field was initially empty on the CKD cars that
arrived in Chile – and that the color
code was either entered on the type
plates locally in Arica, or the color
code field remained blank. Something didn’t add up – that was the
only thing that was certain.
There is a lot to check when you
visit the Volvo Historical Archive,
and unfortunately there is not unlimited time available. No color code 86
was found when it was specifically
searched for, and for that reason it
was put aside, and the hope of a progression was at the bottom level.
Now it should also be said that
none of the author’s contacts in
Chile, mentioned earlier in the article, had seen or heard anything
about color code 86. It was thought
that color code 86 would end up as
an unconfirmed claim or hypothesis.
For Tommy Joelsson and the
author, it was required to find information about 1961 model year KD
cars and the work in the archive
was concentrated on that task. It
has already been written that big
treasures were found in the form of
new information, and the search for
detailed information about which
foreign plant could be the first to
build CKD was given priority. In
parallel, it was noted which chassis
number was the first for the various
assembly plants. After finding the
chassis number of the first car built
as KD, a couple of tens of thousands
of cards fell short in the period after
the chassis number was checked.
Eventually, the chassis number
of the first KD sent to Chile was
also identified, that was 12298VF
130222 – in other words a 1963
model.
101 - The revelation

It was when Tommy Joelsson
read this type designation for the
author that he said: «Look» – and
then become completely silent «for
a small eternity». Joelsson could not
put words to it but had to show the
sensational finding. On the (handwritten) production card he was

holding in his hand it was written
– blue on white – «86» in the color
code field. So finally, it was proven
that color code 86 existed, and it was
also located. It turns out that the first
50 cars exported to Arica in Chile
were painted in color code 86, but
the color itself is not confirmed. The
author’s source had stated that from
the picture he had seen it was a kind
of blue color.
50 cars – reported finished at the
Lundby factory on March 14th,
1963, 50 cars sent to the other side
of the world – no wonder it’s a color
that «no one has heard of».
Unfortunately, no photo evidence
can be provided, but Joelsson and the
author have seen it themselves – and
for the author that holds as evidence.
The logical explanation for why a
very limited number of cars were
painted in Sweden while the others
were supposed to be painted locally
is that both AB Volvo and DiVolvo
wanted to start up local assembly
as quickly as possible – and that the
local paint shop was not functional at
that time, or that at that time it did not
meet Volvo’s quality requirements.
Fortunate, it was – and it created
a small but special anecdote in the
wonderful story of Volvo Amazon.
102 - The reminder note that
re-appeared after several years

On October 21st, 2018 – long
after most of the chapters in this
article were written – the author
received an e-mail from «his reliable
source». He had found the note he
had taken from the picture taken in
Chile eleven years earlier. The type
plate in the Chilean car contained
the following information:
Type: 12298VF
Chassis number: 134328
Color code: 86
Upholstery: 152-229
S-code: 3259
The car had been for sale in Chile.
Now, a handwritten note is not a
confirmation of anything, regardless
of credibility and trust. The picture
had been solid evidence, but unfortunately it has not been located.
Still it was the picture, which
may no longer exist, which was the
reason why an impressive number
of hours were spent trying to get to
the bottom of the matter. The image
also provided the origin of the wonderful memo – and there is information from it that should make sure
that this article could provide some
kind of proof that color code 86 has
existed. That evidence was found
in Volvo’s Historical Archive. The
above information was sent to Lars
Gerdin in the archive, and the reply
e-mail that came back contained
confirmation about color code 86,
see picture illustration.
The observant readers have now
noticed that chassis number 134328
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does not fall into the series Joelsson
and the author had found that they
were the first 50 cars for the assembly plant in Arica. It was also noted
by the article author, and so further
investigations were required.
The fastest way to check chassis number 134328 was to contact
the archive’s always positive Lars
Gerdin via e-mail. And as I said, so
done, and the answer came shortly.
The car was reported completed
by Volvo on May 9th, 1963, painted
in color 86 and shipped to Chile. In
addition to this, Gerdin was able
to state that the car was among a
series of cars from chassis number
134283 to 134378, all of which
were painted in color code 86 and
all with destination Chile. Then it is
understood that there were at least
96 cars in addition to the first 50
that have color code 86.
The question that automatically
arises is why was a new series of
this type of car painted? There is
no definitive answer, but one must
assume that it was presumptive to
help DiVolvo’s paint shop out with
a capacity problem. A natural choice
would be to choose the same color
used before, and that was just this
one, and because DiVolvo used Volvo’s color program, 86 was a color
DiVolvo certainly didn’t use. The
choice of color may also be due to
the fact that in the future there would
be no doubt whether the car was
painted in Sweden or at DiVolvo.
Perhaps more similar cases may
emerge at a later date – that is not
known – or all information is cleared
and mapped.
How interesting would it not be
to find an Amazon original painted
in color code 86? However, the
chances are less than small – the
Volvo Club in Chile had not heard
of, seen or had any knowledge of
this color.

Canada and combined with the fact
that the roads were applied with
huge amounts of salt in the 1960s
and 1970s, this has caused most cars
to succumb to rust already 20 years
ago. One may ask why not all cars
were delivered with the same surface treatment from the factory in
Sweden, but it is not unlikely that
they skipped this process on cars
to certain markets. That being said,
Britto also writes that he wanted an
Amazon with automatic transmission, and he had to look for such a
car anyway. Personally, Britto thinks
the 1968 model is the finest in terms
of US specifications. That already
the second car he was looking at was
such a car – and also in a phenomenally good condition – he describes
as a huge hit, and thus it was the car
he ended up with.

103 - Alberto Averill is updated

106 - Ghent – a complete factory

Averill and his colleagues at Club
Volvo Chile have been told about
the information that has come to
light as a result of the archive visits.
They have learned which car was
the first in the series of KD cars
sent to Arica, and which was a 1963
model. They also learned that the
first Amazon exported to Chile was
a 1959 model 12204 with chassis
number 31569, all important information for a group of enthusiasts to
find their own roots.
104 - Volvo Canadian had rust issues

Neville Britto states that in September 2017, he imported a 1968
model 122S from Texas and home
to Ontario in Canada. He writes that
finding a good and original Canadian-produced Amazon in Ontario
is nearly impossible. According to
Britto, this is due to the fact that
galvanized body parts were not used
on the cars that were assembled in

105 - Gustaf Östergren
– a note on the plant in Malaysia

In the context of studies on the
previously mentioned color code 86,
Östergren could tell that one person
with the overall responsibility at the
factory in Malaysia did not at all like
Volvo’s original red color, and that
they themselves composed their own
peach-red variant – «a local color
matching», as Östergren writes, and
further: «I knew the owner, Chinese
Cheng Pung personally and very
well. Initially, he was not allowed to
use the Volvo name, as in that case
Volvo must own at least 50% of the
company. Cheng Pung owned 85%,
and still used Volvo logos every
where. In addition, Cheng Pung had
copied both floor plan and building
layout from Volvo’s headquarters in
Gothenburg, while at the same time
making sure to acquire even more
elegant and refined furniture. This
was not some cheap furniture, but
exclusively custom-designed and
fabricated in teak.»

different body variants and model was chosen over something else.
types, such as 121, Favorit, 122S, Besides, it’s a number that differs
123GT and the Station Wagon – all compared to the real GT.
are cars we are familiar with.
In what has been written about
the assembly plants in Belgium,
107 - Volvo 133GT
information has emerged that Volvo
In addition to the above, a car bought an already existing assembly
whose originality is arguably con- plant from the importer SBMA, and
tested was built – but that the car that SBMA still had a great influwas built at the Volvo factory in ence on everything that was VolGhent, the author of the article has vo-related even after the purchase
no doubt whatsoever. The fact that was completed. In addition, SBMA
the car is a genuine Volvo Amazon was an importer of Volvo.
– built from original, mass-produced
The Volvo 123GT was a popuAmazon parts that could be pur- lar car, and it cost a lot more than
chased over the counter, is also an what the 122S did. It is a fact that
undeniable fact.
the 123GT had some extra equipSome have heard or read about ment compared to the 122S. This
the Amazon called the Volvo 133GT type of equipment was popular
– or the 122S GT if you like. Most and something Amazon owners
would assume that it all depends bought separately over the counter
on a typo – that «123» has slipped as accessories to retrofit on their
to «133». However, the 122S GT is cars, whether it was the 121 or 122S
the most correct term, but then it is a models. GT equipment was and
fact that the «GT» is more exclusive is very much in demand, it is even
and sells better than the «S», which better seen today – where everything
is why the car was advertised as the that can be called «123GT equipVolvo 133GT. The name Amazon ment» is sold for high values. But it
was as known only to be used in is the market that decides – and that
our domestic (i.e. the Scandina- was the case also in the 1960s. The
vian) market, and not elsewhere in big difference is that at that time all
the world. The number combina- GT equipment was available off the
tion «133» is taken from the first shelves in the auto shops.
three digits of the type designation
The Amazon 123GT of the 1969
– and it is therefore not difficult to and 1970 model year was no longer
understand why that designation available «in a normal way» in all

In 1972, all the pieces fell into
place in Ghent, when both the body
work factory and the paint shop
were finished. Now they were able
to produce cars from beginning to
end, and could thereby also call the
plant a complete car factory – the
last piece of the puzzle was laid.
The factory in Ghent only produced left-hand drive cars, but in
Ø The picture shows an advertise
ment for Amazon in the Netherlands
in 1969. It uses very unconven
tional model names such as 131
and 133GT. It lists the cars as end
products of the EEC. Worth noting
is the description of where the iden
tification number is located (on the
left inner wing, which we know is the
body number). However, the chassis
number is used in the registration
documents. Also note that the 122S
is not mentioned in this sales ad.
Source: Stoffel Mulier.
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 122S or 133GT? 133941 S 334999.
Photo: Johan Arijs.

markets. The model was still manufactured at Torslanda, but only
for export (although there may
be exceptions) – and most of the
123GTs ended up in Switzerland
and Austria, and some in Japan. The
123GT was no longer assembled as
«CK» 1) – and thus a Swedish-produced 123GT would be very expensive to buy in Belgium, Holland and
Luxembourg compared to a car that
was assembled locally – in Ghent.
) The author of the article finds
no listings for CK production of
123GT in the Volvo literature for
1969 and 1970, and has based
this claim as a result of that.

1

The Volvo importer and dealer
SBMA knew how to address this
– and as a result of a great deal of
× This is another sales brochure.
Also this is written in Dutch, but
prices are listed in French francs.
From the ad you can read that the
colors available are red, white
(California white), green, medium
blue and dark blue. Color code 97
light yellow is not mentioned, but
it is a fact that such cars were also
assembled in Ghent as 1969 models.
Photo: Johan Arijs.
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influence at the factory, they were
able to order a number of 122S
with a self-defined range of 123GT
equipment. It has not been possible
to obtain information on how many
copies of 133GT were produced.
GT equipment that was assembled
to convert a 122S to a 133GT are
parts that were popular and also
eye-catching. GT steering wheel, seat
recliners and tachometer are typical
such items. Everything that had to do
with the car’s powertrain remained
untouched, and this was due to costs
and not least the warranty liability.
Of the 133GT cars coming from
the factory, the original 122S parts
were naturally replaced with 123GT
parts even before the cars came on
the assembly line. Thus, the 133GT
option turned out more favorable than
buying GT parts over the counter for
retrofitting, since it was avoided to
buy similar parts twice – first a complete car and then the GT parts.
What has been written above
is not derived from reports from
Volvo – it is not documented from
that point – and a natural argument
against what the author of the article writes is that SBMA could not
decide what the Volvo factory and
factory employees should do.
To that, the answer is «yes, that’s
right» – but that’s not what hap-
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Volvo Amazon 133GT or 122S GT?
A series of such 1969 models was
assembled at the Volvo plant in
Ghent, commissioned by importer
SBMA. The cars are 122S which
have been equipped with some,
but not all, 123GT parts. When
the cars were delivered from the
factory, they had the original 122S
wing badges. The car in the pic
ture belongs to Stoffel Mulier. As a
result of a new national regulations
introduced in Belgium in 1968, the
type plates got a completely differ
ent look than what we are used to.
The picture shows the type plate
mounted in the Amazon 133GT, but
is not unique to these cars. Also
note that S-codes are not stated on
these type plates.
Photo: Stoffel Mulier.
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being made that required a separate
approval for 133GT, or whether it
was a new version of a type plate for
Belgian cars. There were no other
Belgian-registered package cars of
this model year to compare with and
so it became necessary to acquire the
necessary information externally.
The answer to this little «mystery» came with the help of Guy
Vermant and Stoffel Mulier. In
March 1968, a new regulation for
the approval of Belgian registered
cars was introduced, and all cars
should have their own type plate
where the approval number appears.
Whether the vehicle in question was
assembled locally or imported didn’t
matter. As an importer for Volvo,
SBMA was responsible for compliance with the regulations and for the
new type plates to be mounted on
the Volvo cars.
The fact that the new regulations
were introduced in the same period
that SBMA ordered 133GT is due
to a pure coincidence, and that we
can find Amazons from one and the
same model year with both the type
plate we are familiar with and with
the new one is because the regulations became applicable during the
period.
108 - A badge of its own

 This GT badge is not a modified
original 123GT badge. A separate
GT badge was produced for the
Amazon 133GT, for placement on
the trunk lid.
Photo: Stoffel Mulier.
pened. It has always been possible to make special orders, there
are many examples of that. If you
wanted an Amazon Station Wagon
in color code 67 Slate Blue in 1962
you ordered it. It was obviously not
painted in color code 73 Mist green
first. (This is not made up – the Station Wagon with chassis number 3
was delivered in color code 65 Gray
beige and the Station Wagon with
chassis number 15 was painted in 42
California white).
There are still some Amazon
133GTs, and some have also been
advertised for sale recently. Cer-
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tainly, the vast majority of the
133GT appears as a 1969 model, but
one is also 1968 model.
Given that SBMA was involved in
most of the cars produced in Ghent,
any business manager would probably go a long way to fulfill such a
large customer and partner’s wishes.
Furthermore, that there is any
unwillingness to build cars according to SBMA’s own wishes is also
quite unlikely. They built the type of
car that the customers wanted. However, it was a problem in this regard;
AB Volvo had no such cars in its
official sales program, the 133GT
was not an official model designation, and did not have its own type
designation.
There was a solution to that small
problem. It should also be kept in
mind that it was SBMA that finally
assembled Amazon in Belgium

before Volvo took over the factory,
and that they put in all the necessary
knowledge with regard to warranty
liability and what would be covered
by Volvo and what they themselves
had to be responsible for in relation
to a change of specifications.
At the same time, it is noticed that
the Belgian-registered 133GT there
are pictures of has a unique SBMA
type plate, and with a different look
than the ones we are used to. The
type plate has French text, and it has
SBMA information on it. One designation that can be read on the type
plate is «PVA», which is a Belgian
type approval. Another designation
on the plate is «PMA», which deals
with the maximum permissible
weight.
The question was whether such
a type plate was specially manufactured as a result of changes

Volvo never produced a special
Amazon Favorit badge, but they
used the same «121» badges used
on the regular Amazon 121.
As for the 123GT, they had an
badge on the trunk lid with the
inscription 123GT. That you could
not place such a badge on a 133GT
goes without saying. Equally, it
should be highlighted that the
133GT was «something more» than
a 122S, and that was solved by producing its own badge. In appearance, this badge is identical to «GT»
on the original 123GT trunk badge.
It is natural to think that this badge
is a modified version of the 123GT
badge, where the red part with «GT»
is retained and the rest removed.
However, this is not the case, the
badge of the 133GT trunk lid is a
specially produced badge for these
cars. Naturally, neither image nor
article number can be found on this
badge in Volvo’s parts catalogs.
Just as obvious as not to mount
a 123GT badge on the trunk lid of
what is in fact a modified 122S, you
also had to refrain from mounting
the 123GT badge on the wings, and
here the usual 122S shield badge
was used instead.
109 - Sunroof

The Ghent factory has also supplied Amazons with sunroof – also
here it is deliveries resulting from
special orders, and that it is SBMA
who also stands behind this type of
order is beyond doubt. As a natural consequence of such a delivery
comes the discussion whether the
sunroof is original or not.
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Ù SBMA was not afraid to invest
a little extra in its efforts to sell its
products, and installing sunroofs
in an Amazon was one of the meas
ures taken. In the capacity of being
both importer of Volvo and as well
the owner of the assembly plant in
Alsemberg until it was sold to Volvo
made the connections the very best and that of course did not reduce the
possibility of making special orders
and customizations at the factory
in Ghent. The pictures are taken in
connection with a recent restoration.
Getting into the final assembly at an
early stage to make changes could
save you a lot of work in the form of
not having to dismantle something
that only just recently had been fitted.
When it comes to the sunroofs, we
know that the bodywork in Ghent was
delivered completely painted from
Sweden – and consequently you did
not entirely escape double job with
this. The wind deflector is of recent
vintage – and as such has nothing to
do with the car or the sunroof.
Photo: Martin Kouwenberg.
110 - Not original

To that, the answer is definitely
no. Sunroofs – of any type – do not
appear in Volvo’s Amazon specifications or in the parts catalogs.
One could argue that the car left
the final assembly in Ghent with a
sunroof, but it is just as fully assembled after the car was manufactured
– a process that was done before
the car was finally reported at the

Ø This exploded view shows a Gol
de-fabricated sunroof in the period
1962-1966. Sunroofs similar to this
one were among those mounted on
Amazon.
Source: Stein Christian Husby.
factory in Sweden. By definition,
Volvo Amazon was never originally
shipped with a sunroof.
Sunroofs were supplied in different types and from different manufacturers. Steel roofs were supplied
with both manual and electric opening mechanism, and textile sliding
roofs were also supplied.
Golde is one of the sunroof brands
that has been mounted on Volvo
Amazon, and in Sweden it is known
that the Volvo dealer in Malmö
mounted some such sunroofs. Golde
later became supplier of sunroofs for
the 240- and maybe 140-series, and
then you could order such as factory
accessory.
Webasto has supplied all variants
of the three types of sunroof mentioned above. If you search the web
for information on sunroofs from
Hollandia you will find it, but they
are listed under the Webasto brand.
Whether that was the case even
when the sunroofs were mounted on
Amazon is unknown.
The car body company Gebrüder
Tüscher from Zurich was founded
as early as 1909, and thus has a lot
of experience with both sunroofs
and other bodywork. Norwegian
Erik Joys owns an Amazon 123GT
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where the car was delivered new and
with locally retrofitted sunroof from
Gebrüder Tücher.
The expertise in this area considers it most likely that the sunroof is
mostly based on universal parts, and
that any other parts are manufactured at, or through, subcontractors
for the Tücher brothers’ company.
The pictures show that both rails
and braces differ from the sunroofs
found at Golde and Webasto.
Probably there are still a number
of cars with sunroofs manufactured
and assembled by local workshops.
Sunroofs were not a new invention
at the time Amazon was in production.
111 - Package cars in Norway

We have «always» known that
there are package cars also in
Norway, but without checking the
history of these cars in depth. It has
been automatically assumed that the
cars have arrived here as part of private imports.
As a result of the job of updating
and completing Norwegian Amazon
history, images of type plates
appeared that had the now famous
digit «9». When this was available at
the same time as the information for
the first-time registration, the alarm
bells started ringing. Moreover,
there was not just one such car, but
several cars that were proven assembled at a plant outside Sweden, but
that were also sold new in Norway.
How many such cars were delivered in Norway is uncertain, but the
author relatively fast tracked seven
cars that are on our roads today.
Common to them is that all are
1969 models. Given the number of
cars that still exist around 50 years
after they left the assembly line, the
number must have been more significant than the occasional car.
Eventually, it has also become
clear that the cars were assembled
at the factory in Ghent. One question that emerged was whether the
Ø 131941S 332841. The pictures
are taken from one of the mentioned
package cars that were assembled
in Ghent, but sold new in Norway.
Common to these cars are different
color combinations of car and uphol
stery compared to what we are used
to. The normal for dark green 1969
models produced in Sweden is that
the cars have beige upholstery, while
this one has leather brown upholstery
of the same type as the cars had in
1968, except that door pockets and/
or the rear seat center armrests are
most often removed. On the type plate
you see that the font is not the way we
are used to, but what is behind this is
not known. This may be due to some
thing as simple as a replacement of
the machine used to embossed the
plates. The Amazon 133GT, which is
also a 1969 model, has the same font
on its very special type plates.
Photo: Roy Syversen.
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cars had been «pirated». Either by a
Volvo dealer or another player who
wanted to make money and at the
same time be able to sell a solid and
popular product.
As the vehicle registration numbers were known, the next step was
to contact the Norwegian Public
Roads Administration to obtain a
copy of the customs cards. With
those in hand, it turned out that the
importer for all the cars was the
importer of Norway, Norsk Volvo
AS, and there were cars imported
in line with those coming from the
factory at Torslanda.
The fact that Amazons that were
to be shipped to Norway got the long
detour over the factory in Ghent
may be due to one of two reasons, or
a combination of the two.

• Production at the Torslanda factory was mainly concentrated on
building the 142, 144, 145, 164 and
1800 series, and the other capacity
of the factory was limited.
• The Ghent factory was constantly developing and had available
production capacity.
The extra transport between
Sweden and Belgium presented no
problem. Those involved were well
used to deal with this type of logistics. There was a steady stream of
ships from Sweden and to the port
in Belgium, and it did not cause any
problems to bring finished cars on
the return trip.
A document from the Norwegian
Public Roads Administration, which
is linked to the package cars, should
also appear. In a circular from the Nor-

wegian vehicle authorities dated June Ù 131941 S 333883.
3rd, 1969, you can read the following: Lars Torodd Bråthen’s car has
changed both registration number
112 - Volvo type approvals
and color over the years, but origi
no. 108, 110, 112/68 T
nally came with color code 97 Light
The above type approvals also yellow. That Norwegian dealers
apply to cars with type designation were not used to the digit «9» in the
131941S (108/68 T), 1421941S type designation is apparent from
(110/68 T) 1441941S (112/68 T).
this service booklet from Bil-Service
The 9 indicates that the vehicle is in Sandefjord. While Swedish-built
assembled in Belgium.
97 Light yellow 1969 models came
The circular is signed The Road with beige upholstery, Bråthen’s car
Traffic Department after authori- came with leather brown upholstery.
zation by Odd Schøyen and C. H. The headrests are retrofitted.
Seyffarth. What is understood by Photo: Lars Torodd Bråthen.
the circular is that the type approval
for Amazon, 142 and 144 series cars assembled in Belgium, but also
is extended to cars assembled in to cars assembled at other foreign
Belgium. An immediate reac- plants. This is basically correct, but
tion to the circular is that the type besides the factory in Ghent, it was
approval should apply not only to only South Africa that assembled
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× 131941S 326219. C-502373
belongs to Kjeld Enok Vollestad. The
car has color 96 Dark blue, and was
fitted with leather brown upholstery,
similar to what was delivered on the
46 Red car pictured on the right.
With the exception of the color code,
the type plates of these two cars are
identical – but completely different
from what would have been the case
if the cars had been built in Sweden.
Photo: Lars Erlend Kielland.

the 1969 models which is the topic,
see for instance the letter «S». For
the latter assembly plant, the type
approval would then have a digit
«2» (for right-hand drive) in front
of this letter.
113 - Not quite by the book

It was remarkable what was discovered when comparing Swedish-produced cars with those
produced in Belgium. It should turn
out that neither the upholstery nor
the color combinations between car
color and upholstery was as one had
thought it should be. This type of
unusual combinations has obviously
led to discussion, that the car does
not have the right upholstery – that it
is a mix of upholsteries of different
cars and of different year models are
examples of what has been alleged.
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During one of the visits to Volvo’s Historical Archive, information
was specifically sought on these now
known Norwegian but Belgium-assembled package cars. It may seem
like a lot has happened a bit randomly, both at one and the other end
of the production process. It is known
that the cars came to Ghent already
painted from the factory in Gothenburg, and that the production cards
from there are applied both chassis number, body number and color
code. Of the seven cars checked,
only a dark green car has a color that
matches the production card.
According to the production card,
a dark blue car should be medium
blue, a white should be red, the light
yellow should be red, two dark green
should be red, and a red should be
California white.

Now, this confusion has not happened at the factory in Torslanda.
In similar cases, changes have been
made in the course of production
where they (in Sweden) have been
corrected on the production cards
–with handwriting on top of what
was originally typed, or possibly
on the punch cards. The deviations
must have occurred in connection
with the chassis numbers being
entered at the assembly plant.
It may also seem that the routine of stamping the chassis numbers in the bodywork has changed.
While there is evidence that chassis numbers on previously produced cars were made at a time
when the car left the production
line at the factory in Sweden, it is
clear that on later produced cars
this was done when the car left the
assembly line at the factory which
completed the assembly. At the

Ù 131941S 332826. Eilif Gunder
sen from Ål in Hallingdal owns a
red 1969 model Amazon that was
assembled in Ghent. It too it has
leather brown upholstery with door
pockets and no rear seat center arm
rest. Photo: Eilif Gundersen.
Durban plant, this operation was
completely eliminated.
114 - Upholsteries

For 1969 models as we normally
know them, the color combinations
are such that red, dark green and
light yellow cars have beige/off
white upholsteries, black and California white cars have red upholsteries, and both dark blue and medium
blue cars have blue upholstery. As
for the sedan, the cars were not
equipped with the center armrests in
the rear seat nor with the pockets in
the door covers.
The aforementioned Norwegian
package cars are as mentioned 1969
models. There is no complete overview of the upholstery colors of the
Ghent-produced cars, but of the
seven cars mentioned, dark green,
dark blue, light yellow and red car
have been fitted with leather brown
upholstery, while a California white
has black upholstery. It is not known
whether there are black or medium
blue cars in Norway, and which are
assembled in Belgium.
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When it comes to the upholstery
itself, the colors and vinyl are taken
from the 1968 model, which can be
seen on the upholstery codes. While
a 1968 brown upholstery model has
code 425-552, these 1969 models
have brown upholstery code 425B552. The same «B» designation is
on all the upholstery codes in these
cars. There are also differences on
the actual design of the upholstery.
On the 1969 models on our domestic market, there were neither door
pockets nor the center armrests in
the back seat. The seven cars mentioned also vary; they are available
with door pockets and without the
center arm rest, but if they were also
supplied with door pockets and with
the center arm rest is uncertain.
Similarly, in Belgium, red cars
with black upholstery with code
417B-515 exist.
Furthermore, it is known that
a light green 1966 model normally has green upholstery, while
Ghent-produced such car with black
upholstery has been observed.
Also available is the medium
blue Ghent-assembled 1969 model
with black upholstery. While the
mentioned Norwegian light yellow
car has brown upholstery, another
similar car supposedly got red
upholstery.
In addition, there are Ghent-built
1969 models with upholsteries as
we are familiar with here at home,
cars built in Sweden for the Scandinavian market.
The difference that has been
demonstrated between e.g. an upholsteries with codes 425 and 425B is
that the welded longitudinal pressings on each side of the perforated
parts in the middle, which existed in
1968, do not exist on the upholsteries for 1969 and 1970.
It should also be mentioned
that the special upholstery combinations for us are not unique to
Ghent-produced cars that were
shipped to Norway. Such cars in
Belgium have similar color/upholstery combinations.
115 - Exterior

An eye-catching detail that
appears on several of the package
cars found in Norway is chromed
rain gutter lists. What is normal
is relative, but as we know Norwegian 1969 models, these were
delivered without chromed lists on
the rain gutters, while several of the
package cars were delivered with
these types of lists. At least one of
the cars is completely original and
untouched, and it is confirmed from
the owner who bought the car new
that these lists have not been retrofitted.

Ù 121941M 233823. At the Tors
landa plant, production of finished
4-door cars had been completed just
before Christmas in 1966. All cars
with 120-bodies that left the steel
presses after that were packed in
crates as SKDs with destination Gh
ent and as CKDs to Durban. In the
article you can read about a 4-door
1967 model that was purchased new
in Norway at the time, by the club’s
long-time member but now deceased
Aage Asbjørn Brustad. The car was
assembled in Belgium, but unfor
tunately the car no longer exists
and imagery is not available. The
B-50000 is owned by Reidar Lars
sen and is a car similar to the one
Brustad had. What was very spe
cial about Brustad’s car was that it
as new was fitted with the steering
wheel that came with model year
1968 – and that according to the
parts catalogs was never delivered
on a 4-door car. The B-50000 is
similar to the car Brustad had, ex
cept it has the steering wheel that we
are used to on a 1967 model.
Photo Reidar Larssen.
Ø The two types of steering wheels
that Amazon came with, except the
123GT which had a special GT
steering wheel. At the top is the
steering wheel in Amazon through
the 1967 model year and the bottom
the one that came on the 1968
model. The exception is some late
4-door 1967 models that were sent
as SKD to Ghent and got the 1968
model steering wheel there.
Source: Volvo’s Historical Archive.

Belgian-produced package car. The
car was scrapped at the time, but the
116 - 4-door package car in Norway car had belonged to a club member
Already in AmazonPosten’s first – Aage Asbjørn Brustad – who had
issue in 1994, the then board member bought the car new from dealer Leif
Espen Malmin had an article about a Mathisen in Oslo.
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The car in question was registered on the 6-digit Oslo number
30-25-59 when it was registered
in September 1967. The identity
was 121941M 234138. In some
sections a little earlier in the article
it has been stated that the upholsteries of Belgian produced cars
did not fit completely with norm.
In the case of 30-25-59 and some
other well-known and similar package cars from Belgium, the cars
have had the same steering wheel
(of the «butterfly type» and which
according to the parts catalogs was
not fitted on the Amazon before the
1968 model. Ergo this type of steering wheel has basically never been
fitted on a brand new 4-door car –
«not quite by the book».
In the said article, Malmin also
writes that he has discovered the
wrong type designation also on
some customs cards – that it says
121341 instead of 121941 as it
should be on the cars assembled in
Belgium.
That a late 4-door Amazon sold
new in Norway should prove to be a
package car is quite natural – when
it is now known that the factory in
Sweden stopped production of such
already before Christmas in 1966.
117 - Volvo grows in the US,
but no factory there

Volvo Import Inc. in the United
States, a subsidiary of AB Volvo
in Gothenburg, and an importer of
Swedish-built Volvo cars, had gone
to acquire a 3 hectares/7.5 acres site
in Rockleigh, New Jersey. As a result
of the arrows pointing upwards in
the US market, more than five million kronor was invested to build
both a new head office and a new
service facility. The total building
was 16,500m²/178,000ft² and was
ready for occupancy at the turn of
the year 1963/1964. The facility
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was centrally located adjacent to
the major highways in northeastern New Jersey and here Volvo
Import Inc. brought together both
the administration, service and spare
parts departments under the same
roof. More than 100 people were
employed at the facility, and in the
12,500m²/135,000ft² of the service
and spare parts departments they
were required to maintain a warehouse with parts for at least eight
months ahead, in addition to providing training.
The fact that no assembly plant
was built in this part of North America is also because the US authorities
were unwilling to grant the necessary permits.
118 - Parts catalog «trouble»

All the accumulated experience
of Volvo parts catalogs is that they
are to be trusted, and that errors that
occur in these are microscopic in
the bigger scheme of things. Still,
what’s in the foreword of the catalog for the Amazon B20 has caused
headaches.
The B20 parts catalog has content
that is contrary to what was the reality. B20 Amazon was not exported
to the US – why are there parts for
the US market in (also newer versions) of the catalog?
Information obtained from the
catalog: From the 1968 model year,
cars planned for the North American
market were equipped with hazard
warning lights. In many cases, you
will find that parts you would normally assume to be identical on cars
in our home market are actually not
on cars made for the US and Canada.
This is mainly due to US safety regulations, which put higher demands
on safety details in the car’s interior
and driving environment. For example, the switches required rubber
buttons instead of bakelite, and the

door handles had to be made of
plastic rather than metal. One can
say what one wants about this, but
an interesting part that followed in
the wake of these peculiar, or perhaps even rigid US claims is the
«underdash», the padding mounted
underneath the dashboard to protect
the legs and knees from the metal in
case of an accident.
Usually, the US and Canada cars
have the same details, and as mentioned, these are often quite unique
to cars built for the two markets. The
hazard warning flasher was such
a unique part, but here the catalog
shows that it is not necessarily the
same part with the same part number
for these two markets.
As a result of hazard warning
lights becoming a legal requirement, these were at first retrofitted
by the dealers in the United States
and Canada. The new requirements
were not introduced in all states at
the same time, but at around 19651966, they were basically a requirement everywhere. A consequence of
the fact that it was up to the various
dealers to arrange the installation
also meant that both the manufacturer of the warning indicator and
the position of the switch in the car
were individually chosen by the
dealers. It has been seen that the
switches have been mounted both
on the body panel side and on a
bracket under the dashboard.
Starting with the 1968 model
year, hazard warning lights were
factory fitted on cars manufactured
for both the US and Canadian markets. According to the spare parts
catalog, the warning indicator is
located directly above the heater
control. Both parts with article
number 673380 and location are
identical to what Volvo used on the
Volvo Amazon that was built for the
«police» in Sweden. A similar prod-

uct but with different part number
was sold as an accessory in a set for
Amazon, 140 and 1800 series, but
with part number 281430.
The catalog shows clear signs that
changes were made at the turn of the
calendar year 1968/1969, and not at
the change of the model year from
1968 to 1969. The 1969 models are
in the chassis number series 312500
- 339999.
In the catalog, the part number
for both the hazard warning indicator and the related parts is marked
as valid for the last chassis number
325590 for the United States. At
the same time it says that this type
of warning flashes from chassis
number 325591 applies to «lefthand drive» cars intended for the
Canadian market. It is known that
chassis number 324684 was finished
on December 19th, 1968, so it must
be at the very end of 1968 that chassis number 325590 rolled off the
assembly line. As a result, one might
suspect that Volvo hoped to deliver
B20 Amazon until the turn of the
year and float on the type approval
it already had – but it should prove
that it did not work.
In the parts catalog which
includes the B18 models, the hazard
warning switch mentioned is unique
to the United States models from the
beginning of the 1968 models, but
another warning light is also stated,
and it is not standard equipment but
an accessory part.
The Canadian editions were
largely similar to an Amazon with
US specification, and this was followed by the B20 editions of Canadian cars. The United States had
some specific requirements for the
specification of the cars, and both
the special knobs on the switches,
side marker lights, the «underdash»
(the padding under the dashboard) –
were in place on the Canada cars.
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119 - Plans to export to the
United States existed

As a result of what can be interpreted from the catalog, Fredrik
Lofter at Volvo Amazon Picture
Gallery and the author of the article tried to find evidence that «the
catalog is right» and that the 1969
model year was delivered to the
United States. As explained earlier
in the article, there was never any
of the US version of Amazon with
the B20 engine, but Volvo originally
had plans to export the Amazon to
the US as a 1969 model is beyond
any doubt. So is car historian Neville Britto.
Thus, it is also easy to explain why
the parts catalog contains detailed
 The fact that this car has a spe
cial color is quickly noticed, and
it is easy to see that the car has
the steering wheel on the «wrong»
side. If you take a closer look, you
will find that there are many other
details that are also not «quite as
normal». The car was assembled in
South Africa and privately imported
to Norway in the 2000s. Looking at
the wheel caps, you will immediately
notice that such caps were not deliv
ered on an Amazon, but were so on
the 140-series. However, there is a
reason why this car is equipped with
140-series caps. Both the car’s orig
inal rims and wheel caps are similar
in appearance to those shown in the
picture. The original wheel caps are
the same size as the Amazon wheel
caps up to the 1964 model, and
therefore does not fit rims that were
introduced with the 1965 model.
Unfortunately, the car’s original
rims are not usable, and so there
are fitted original Amazon rims and
wheel caps from a 140-series car –
which shows the characteristic of
this car.
Photo: Arve Larsen.
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information on unique parts intended
for the USA also for the model year
1969. Such a catalog is written and
printed several months in advance
before the cars are delivered. Just
because the US edition did not
become reality does not matter in catalog context – you do not need parts
for a car that does not exist, and there
is no need for an edited catalog.
120 - South Africa produced
Amazon in Norway

The author of the article has seen
with his own eyes that seats and
upholstery, door panels, dashboard
upholstery, roof covers, rubber
mats, etc, mostly and perhaps all
of the upholstery, and also that
windows, tires, rims, wheel caps
and not least the colors deviate
from what one normally sees. The
author has even experienced having
not only one, but two editions of
South Africa-produced 1970 model
Amazon 122S on a visit to the
yard at home. One was painted in
a color that may have been golden
yellow, while the other was brown.
However, it was darker than Fawn
brown, and no color code information was available on the type
plates in either of the two cars.
It was formerly a board member
and leader of the Norwegian Volvo
Amazon Club, Stein Christian
Husby, who in his time imported
the two cars to Norway. The cars
have been featured in both Norwegian and Swedish media in different
contexts. After Husby sold the cars,
other names have been mentioned in
connection with who has tracked and
bought the cars in South Africa, who
has imported them to Norway, etc.
All such rumors containing names
other than Stein Christian Husby
are hereby publicly dismissed. The
author was close to the process, and
knows that behind these projects, it
was Husby alone, and only he and
no one else contributed to Volvo
Amazon in Norway getting another
chapter in the history book.
121 - Amazon model year 1971
– an oversight

One of the people that the author
has been in contact with is Deon van
Loggerenberg – «Chairman, Volvo
Owners Club of SA». Unfortunately,
he could not tell more about Amazon
production in South Africa than what
the author already had knowledge of.
But a theme that emerged along the
way in the exchanged communications was the claim that there is an
Amazon 1971 model in South Africa.
While the author claims it is all
due to a misinterpretation, van Loggerenberg maintains his position.
However, the cause of the delusion can easily be explained. It has
been reasoned that Volvo changed
the model year of its cars after the
summer holidays, as it normally did,
in 1970. It is simply concluded that

the same nomenclature applies to
Amazon produced in the last half of
1970, and that these cars must therefore be of year model 1971.
The claim is justified by Volvo’s
year of production from August to
July, which in itself is correct. But
neither the year model letter nor
the chassis number series on the
part of the South Africans is taken
into account. It is also written that a
number of 1,000 Volvo Amazon of
the 1971 model year were assembled at MA from August to the end
of December 1970. The fact is that
480 cars were billed later than June
29th, 1970.
Here is the logic as the author got it
explained: «In South Africa (not sure
if this was the norm in other places,
production year ran from August to
July, in other words an Amazon than
was assembled in August 1968, is a
1969 model … if it was produced in
February 1968 – 1968 model. Hence
any Amazon assembled after July
1970 = 1971 model and it is well
documented and accepted here in
South Africa, they are also listed in
the Auto Digest manual we used to
print as 1971 models.»
At the end of Amazon production, the vast majority of cars were
exported as KD objects with South
Africa as destination. It was both
logical and natural, as the production line at Volvo Torslanda was to
concentrate on producing the 140,
164 and 1800 series. The latest
series of cars shipped to South
Africa, which were also the last
units of Volvo Amazon, had chassis
numbers 359727 - 359918.
«Sorry» Volvo friends in South
Africa, but what you write on your
website may not be the full and
complete truth: «Probably the most
important piece of History across
the World is that; did you know
that the last 122S in the world was
built in South Africa in December
1970 – due to the fact that Volvo
production/ model years ran from
July to August (should probably
say Augusti to July, author’s comment) this means that the 1971
Volvo 122S was produced in South
Africa, and nowhere else less than
a 1000 were assembled; and if
you own a 1971 122S produced
between August 1970 and Decem
ber 1970 you have ONE unique
Volvo! Where is this Volvo??»
To the South Africans defense, it
should be mentioned that there is
probably no type or chassis number
embossed in the body of the cars that
were assembled at MA during this
period. But regardless, the chassis
number series is known, the 1970
model of Amazon is in the series
340000 - 359918, and the letter «T»
in the type designation unconditionally defines it as a 1970 model.
So, the claim can be defended but it
doesn’t make it any more of a fact
for that reason.

Whether the Volvo Owners Club
of South Africa is the source of
the rumors and which has led to
the allegation also being found in
several other forums, or whether
it happened in the opposite order,
is unknown. Who is the source of
this oversight is completely uncertain – and completely uninteresting.
An article on Amazon production in South Africa from
Wheels24 provides more detailed
information. It is mentioned that
«the Swedes seem to have forgot
ten about the around 300 CKDs
that were shipped to South Africa
after what they (the Swedes) claim
is the latest Amazon produced.»
«According to the Swedish auto
maker the last Amazon rolled off
the assembly line at Volvo’s Tors
landa plant on 3 July 1970. This
car, a dark blue 122 model, went
straight to the car collection that
later became the Volvo Museum.»
122 - Last Amazon ever
was built in South Africa

However, it seems the Swedes
have forgotten about the 300 or so
CKD (completely knocked down)
kits sent to the Motor Assemblies
plant in Durban, South Africa, in
that year. This batch, with a T-pro
duction number (indicating it was
1970 model year P130 two-door
derivatives) and chassis num
bers ranging from about 359.700
to 359.918, was the last to leave
Torslanda.

That may be the case – the car
referred to is the last Amazon to
be completed on Torslanda. The
Wheels24 article confirms, at
least, that the last cars were 1970s
models, and not least the correct
chassis number on the very last
unit. That they state that the car at
the Volvo Museum is a 122S can
be accepted. All Amazons in South
Africa were 122S, and «Amazon»
was a name reserved for our home
market. The car at the museum is a
121, if there is any doubt about it.
They were assembled in Went
worth from August to December
that year, and on 18 December
1970 the last one – a beige twodoor 122S model with 1986 cc
four-cylinder B20B engine and
M40 four-speed manual gearbox –
came off the assembly line.
The car was handed over by
John Sully, CEO of Motor Assem
blies, to Dion Lardner-Burke, mar
keting director of Lawson Motor
group, the importers of Volvo, at
the time.
According to Deon van Log
gerenberg, chairman of the Volvo
Owners Club of South Africa, about
230 of this final batch of righthand drive 122S models assembled
locally were registered as 1971
models, making them very unique.
The last Amazon wasn’t sold ini
tially – but was used as a company
car by the Lawson Group.
However, it isn’t clear what hap
pened to it when the assembly of
Volvos in Durban ended in 1973.
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Shortly after this (in 1976) Volvo
pulled out of the country, and with
this all track of the last Amazon was
lost.
«Some of the final batch survived,
and we have a few examples in the
club. But we don’t know what hap
pened to the last Amazon, and up
until now we haven’t been able to
locate it,» Van Loggerenberg said.
«This Volvo, wherever it is, or
whoever has it, is important within
the context of South African motor
ing history,» he added. «Being the
last Amazon ever built, and also
being a right-hand drive model, fur
ther adds to its value.»
123 - The very last Amazon

Based on the above information,
one must assume that the very last
Amazon that was built was beige
and that it left the assembly line at
Motor Assemblies on December
18th, 1970. Nothing is disclosed
about the car’s ID, but the possibility
that the car was the one that had the
chassis number 359918 when it left
Torslanda as a building set is only
theoretically possible. About the last
Amazon, Van Loggerenberg confirms that the Volvo Club of South
Africa has not been able to find out
about the car’s fate or where it ultimately ended up.
124 - Rumors are proved wrong

Chassis number 358702 was
the first in a series of cars billed to
Motor Assemblies on August 13th,
1970. The argument that the MA
cars did not have the type designation and that there should/could be
a «U» (identifying 1971 model) on
the cars does not float, unfortunately
for those who might think they own
a 1971 model Amazon – in Norway,
in South Africa or elsewhere on the
globe.
This is not an assumption or a
loose claim on the part of the author.
It is ratified by the fact that the latest
Amazon known within NVAK has
chassis number 359721, which is
only six numbers before the last two
deliveries, with a total of 192 cars
in cnassis number series 359727 359918, was sent to MA divided
onto two shiploads.
On the Norwegian car, all IDs are
clearly marked in the body; 131341T
359721, it has year model code «T»
on par with all other 1970 models,
and removes any doubt about model
year, if such doubt has occurred. The
cars from MA also have the Swedish
type plate mounted, and it is clear
that the model year letter is «T». The
fact that the type designation and
chassis number are not embossed in
the metal is another matter and has
no bearing on the model year.

countries. The production cards can
tell that the car with chassis number
359724 was shipped to Norway.
Unfortunately, no information is
available on this car in the club’s
membership records.
359725 was exported to Denmark
and the very last Amazon that was
built at the Torslanda plant today
stands at the Volvo Museum and has
chassis number 359726, and was
delivered there on September 8th,
1970.
126 - Amazon
– first registered in 1972

The author has received a picture of both a type plate and registration document from Waheed
Abdurahman. He is a South African
resident and owns an Amazon that
was first registered on January 1st,
1972. Now, Abdurahman makes no
attempt to assert either that he has
a 1972 model, or a late 1971 model
Amazon – quite the contrary – and
he writes the following to the undersigned: «It is possible that Volvo
South Africa had a surplus stock
and that this car was sold very late.
It is also possible that the car was
a demonstration car in a dealer’s
ownership for a time before it was
registered. A third possibility is that
the protocols of the South African
car authorities were so deficient that
they estimated January 1st, 1972 as
the date when they digitized the reg
ister.»
Anyway – Abdurahman’s car and
the pictures he sent to the author
were crucial to this article’s explanation, and not least proof of how
things connected. First, the registration papers document that it was
the body number that was used as
the chassis number, rather than the
chassis number assigned to the car
at the factory in Sweden. In addition,
the picture of the type plate shows
that cars from South Africa also got
a type plate where type designation
and year model letter are applied,
and that this car also has «T».
127 - Volvo Amazon 223GT
- did such a car exist?

That such a car has ever existed
is something most people definitely
deny – the author included. When
asking van Loggerenberg if he
knows whether the Amazon Station
Wagon was built in South Africa,
van Loggerenberg answers affirmative. The author has found that this
was done, and in a number of 1,008

Ø Attention was caught when this
image was published on Facebook,
in connection with questions about
the heater unit. The combination of
the two type plates required further
investigation, and Alan Smith was
contacted. The result was a story
about a car that had a nomadic life
125 - Fair distribution
The last three cars produced at the and moved more around the world
factory in Sweden were fraternally than most cars.
distributed to the three Scandinavian Photo: Alan Smith.
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units – but has also found information in several places that only the
sedan was mounted at MA. Therefore, an attempt was made to find
out what is correct, and what is then
not correct.
Van Loggerenberg: «Are you
referring to the P220? If so, yes
there were some assembled here in
South Africa and there were even
a few built to 123GT specs! I have
never seen one, but I’ve heard that
there were some – that would be
something to get hold of. I have a
1967 P220 built in South Africa and
there are quite few of them around.
If you browse our website, you will
get a few pictures.»
Since neither «it is alleged»,
«have been told» nor «heard» is
sufficient evidence that the Amazon
223GT was built, the answer is «no»
to the question of whether such a
car exists, or has existed, from the
factory.
Nevertheless, the author of the
article will not in any way claim that
the rumors that a number of Station
Wagons were built with GT specifications are pure spin – it is only
to draw a parallel to the previously
mentioned 133GT. The factory
in South Africa had access to all
the parts needed to build a Station
Wagon with GT specifications, a car
they would then call 223GT, and as
is known, there is rarely any smoke
without fire. Most things can be
bought, it’s usually just a matter of
price. The undersigned fully agrees
with van Loggerenberg – such a car
would be something to get hold of.
Should such a car show up, the
natural consequence will be that
the owner will claim it is an original 223GT supplied by Volvo. Yes
– built to order from at a Volvo
assembly plant, but not really a
car officially delivered according
to specifications from AB Volvo.
«Such a thing had really been some
thing to get hold of,» but an original
223GT was never produced anyway,
so it remains in the dream. If AB
Volvo had only a tiny idea of what
enormous popularity Volvo Amazon
would prove to have half a century
later – then it is more than likely that

some of us could have been driving around in an Amazon of type
223351 or 223352 – a 223GT.
128 - The hunger for sensation

Considering what this article is
about, there are many words that
can be used in conjunction with
«records», and words that are first,
last, best, least, greatest and most
are of great importance to those
implicated. Therefore, it is not unexpected that internal or subjective
company reports help to highlight
one’s own success. As long as an
assertion remains unchallenged, it
is felt that this will eventually be
considered to be the correct answer,
especially when it may have a historical value. As mentioned, it is certain that Motor Assemblies in South
Africa were the ones assembled, not
just the last, but the last 192 units of
Volvo Amazon.
When that is mentioned, it is also
important to point out that in a report
from Volvo dated January 22nd,
1971, it is stated that as per week
52/53 1970 there were 22 Volvo
Amazon 130-series in stock, of
which 9 were in Gothenburg and the
other 13 copies were in commission.
Unfortunately, it is not stated where
the latter cars were located.
129 - Amazon Globetrotter
– a car from Motor Assemblies

The author came across an image
from the engine bay of an Amazon,
where owner Alan Smith had questions about the heater unit on his
car, and therefore took a close-up
view of it. It turned out that the car
was registered in New Zealand, and
there is practiced as well as most
know – left side driving. In the same
picture, the type plate was visible.
It was noticed that it did not quite
agree with what to expect.
Normally, cars sold to New Zealand and Australia are manufactured
in Sweden, but when it comes to
Smith’s car, the author noted that the
type plate contained the digit «9» in
the type designation 133942 P, and
as it is known, it indicates that the
car was assembled at an assembly
plant outside Sweden.
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Ù New Zealand registered BIL
122 is a 1968 model and was assem
bled at Motor Assemblies outside
Durban. Alan Smith, who has owned
and still has other types of Volvo,
bought the car from there in 2016.
BIL 122 is a personal sign – in case
anyone wonders.
Photo: Alan Smith.
As elements of various kinds
have emerged in the research
papers of this article, one has
learned not to skip anything that
may provide new clues. The author
considered it to be certain that the
car was assembled in South Africa,
but could it have been an assembly
plant in Australia as well in the
Amazon era, or possibly in New
Zealand? Bottom line, a bit more
thorough research was needed
around both the car and the type
plate. As so many times before,
contact was reached via e-mail and
Alan Smith could tell about the
car’s history.
The author had also been
informed that there was no information for either color code or upholstery code on the type plate, besides
that there was another plate that was
completely unknown. That record
contained a VIN number – or at
least some form of ID number – and
also had the inscription «NZ».

The answer from Smith reads:
«I bought the car in New Zealand
in 2016. It had been imported from
South Africa in 2008. It also spent
time in Zimbabwe (at that time called
Rhodesia) I believe it was sent as a
kit from Göteborg and assembled in
Durban. I’m not sure why there is no
colour code or interior code. Possi
bly as it was assembled overseas. The
other plate is the New Zealand VIN

code. Every vehicle here must have
one but I do not think the numbers
mean much. It’s my fifth Volvo. I had
a 760 GLE and a 340GLE but sold
them. Now 1) I have a 2006 XC90 and
a 2014 XC60 but the Amazon is my
favourite. It runs ok and I am slowly
getting it fixed up. The registration is
a personalised plate: BIL 122.»
) This was in 2016, (author’s note).

1

In the author’s reply to the above
answer, Smith was explained both
about the assembly plant, the type
plate which lacks information and
that both color and upholstery were
determined locally at the assembly
plant outside Durban. That not many
cars would survive the trips Smith’s
car had made was also commented
on. A «Globetrotter» – transported
in a wooden box on a ship from
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Gothenburg and to Durban, and then
moved to Rhodesia, back to South
Africa and then at least for the time
being, in New Zealand, and that
during a period of 50 years. «Volvo’s
value lasts».

year. It was justified that supply or
production capacity did not keep
up with demand. In order to keep
exports at a reasonable level, sales
in Sweden were hurt. In another
report, it could be read that there was
a lack of available work capacity in
130 - Politics and mutual benefit Sweden, and thus Volvo manageNeville Britto could tell that ment had yet another challenge and,
Volvo 164 was never assembled at as you know, this was solved in a
the Halifax plant. Nor were any of satisfactory way for all parties.
the other, typical luxury cars from
Volvo. As a rule, regular cars with 132 - Kelab Volvo Klasik Malaysia
4-cylinder engines were assembled
In today’s Malaysia, Kelab Volvo
there, except for the 264 and 265 Klasik Malaysia is the only club
with diesel engines, and later 850 exclusive to Volvo. The club was
and S/V70 in the 1998 and 1999 founded in 1997, and the club’s secmodel years – cars that were of great retary Noel Chua says in an e-mail
demand. This is also justified by fees to the author that the club has
and agreements, and while Volvo approximately 100 members, and
built cars with high sales volume in the member cars include Amazon
Canada, it was also easier to obtain with a major emphasis on 4-door
import permits for cars with low vol- editions, Amazon Station Wagon,
umes. Thanks to Volvo producing P1800, 140 and 240 series. Chua
the 140 and 740 series in Canada, himself would very much like to
Volvo was allowed to export luxury have a PV544, but neither he nor
164 and 760 cars to Canada. In the any of the other club members have
case of the 264 and 265 with diesel such a car. They are fully aware of
engines, they never received badges what an Amazon is if the word pops
with the designation «264» or up, but they use 122S and Wagon
«265», but only «Diesel».
when talking about these cars.
As in most or all other countries
131 - Significant need
where Amazon has been on the
for foreign assembly
road, many cars have been scrapped
The reason for the establishment over the years, and as far as Chua
of the assembly plants outside is aware, there is no record of how
Sweden was mainly due to different many Volvo Amazon has been regiscustoms and import regulations in tered in the country, how many that
the different countries and among are scrapped or how many still exist.
the different trade unions. But there
Chua also says that Amazon was
were also other factors that came considered to be a luxury car when
into play.
it was launched in Malaysia and that
AB Volvo’s annual report for not many people could afford to buy
1963 reports on a new record year such a car at that time. However, the
for passenger car sales in Sweden, car was a favorite among lawyers,
but at the same time the group had doctors and employees with high
not managed to retain the same share positions in government and minisof the total increase as the previous tries.
× The car is a 2-door 1968 model,
and when comparing the number
on the type plate from Motor
Assemblies with similar plates it is
noted that the number increases as
the cars are newer. MA did not start
final assembly of 2-door Amazons
until after the last 4-door car had
left the factory. One theory, there
fore, is that this type of numbering
started with the first 2-door car
produced, which was assembled
well into the series of 1967 models,
perhaps not even until the 1968
model. An Amazon who has lived
large parts of its life as a nomad.
The car was in use for a few years
in South Africa after leaving the
assembly plant outside Durban.
For a subsequent period, it served
in Rhodesia – which Zimbabwe
was then called – before returning
to South Africa. But the rover set
out again on a long trip, ending up
in New Zealand, and owner Alan
Smith claims the car has now found
its final whereabouts.
Photo: Alan Smith.

133 - Amazon
along the road in Malaysia

It was not unknown to the author
that there would be a Volvo and not
least an Amazon environment in
Malaysia, but also that it was most
Ø The picture in the middle made
the author wonder if there wasn’t an
early, local final assembly of Amazon
in Malaysia after all – despite that
all the knowledge at the time indi
cated that it had not. The type desig
nation is unclear, and what is on the
plate to the right? Via Noel Chua in
Kelab Volvo Klasik Malaysia, who
contacted car owner Joe Miranda,
the author succeeded in getting a
new and better picture of the type
plate (bottom) – which clearly
shows that the car is manufactured
at the Lundby factory in Sweden,
and then exported to Malaysia. The
car is a 1961 model, and as the pic
ture shows, the car was originally
painted in color 67 Slate blue, while
in the picture at the top it is red with
white (not grey beige) roof.
Photo: Joe Miranda.
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× ML 7602, Noel Chua, Malaysian
123GT.
When the Volvo factory in Batu
Tigu opened in 1967, the assembly
of Volvo Amazon could have been a
natural part of production but that
did not happen. If they had chosen to
also build Amazon locally in Malay
sia it would have resulted in many
more Amazons there today. The cars
in the pictures are not locally pro
duced, but they do well to illustrate
the article – to emphasize its spread
and how popular Amazon is across
most of the world.
Photo: Noel Chua.
obvious to assume that it would be
concentrated mostly around Kuala
Lumpur, which is both the capital and also the largest the city in
the country. Therefore, there was
no hope to meet at an Amazon in
the trip to Georgetown on Penang
Island some years ago. Now the
purpose of the trip was to arrange a
new tourist visa to Thailand, but it
went on for a couple of days while
waiting for the visa – completely
without seeing anything that could
be reminiscent of an Amazon.
With return tickets on the plane
that were not possible to rebook,
it was all too obvious that the visa
processing would be delayed, and
there was a relatively stressed
group of people sitting in the taxi
on the way to the airport after
the visa documents were finally
returned, just over a day later than
agreed. As this is mentioned, this
article considered, it is quite obvi-
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Ù The picture illustrates the Amazon
environment within Kelab Volvo
Klasik Malaysia. An avid bunch of
Volvo enthusiasts who love to show
off their cars, use them and who are
often driving together.
Photo: Joey Casey.
ous that there was an Amazon
going in our opposite direction on
the way to the airport. There was
no way to turn or take a picture of
it, but that was the glimpse we got
through the car window.
It was clear that the factory in
Batu Tigu did not produce Amazon,
but previous experiences from
the research work for this article
had shown that something may
have happened at an early stage,
a small production, a trial project
or something like that. The Internet has been widely used to make
contacts, and it was not difficult to
find pictures of Amazon in Malaysia, but there were cars of newer
model years. After some searching,
images of an Amazon appeared,
though poorly, but clearly showing
a B16 model, which clearly also
needed a restoration.
It was therefore interesting to
find out more about this car, and
via some intermediate contacts, the
author came in contact with Noel
Chua. He could tell that Amazon
was imported with the B16 engine
at the beginning of the 1960s, and
then it is understood either 1960
or 1961 model year in question.
He couldn’t say for sure whether
Amazon could have been finalized
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Ù 122342 M 231839, Malaysian format are aware of the fact that
it takes up a lot of space, is heavy
122S, Owner: Mr. Rasiah.
and generally unmanageable. That
Photo: Mr. Rasiah
a relocation process is a «nice»
in the country at an early stage or opportunity to get rid of old
not. Although there was no evi- archives is also a fact, and tons of
dence that such a production had important information has been
taken place, it was important to gain dumped right into containers in this
certainty. Chua succeeds in getting context.
in touch with the owner of the said
When Volvo moved the factory
B16 car, and a picture of the type from Lundby to Torslanda, the
plate. Unfortunately, it was not pos- archive was a natural part of the
sible to interpret what was on the overall process, but before physrecord – and it could just as well ically starting to move out of file
be a 9-figure as a 3-number. Chua cabinets, drawers and shelves, an
was helpful and reconnected with assessment was made of what to do
the Amazon owner, who promised with all the production cards. Here
to take a clear picture the next time you talk not only about Amazon,
he visited the place where the car but essentially about everything
was stored. In short, it should turn that was ever produced at Lundby.
out that the car was manufactured
The handwritten production
at Lundby, and the theory that cards, which has an overview of 25
Amazon was assembled locally in cars per page, were moved without
Malaysia in the early 1960s was anything being done to them. At one
shattered.
point in 1962, the traditional producNow also the knowledge gained tion cards were replaced with modin retrospect supports the conclu- ern-day machines with punch cards.
sion that Amazon was not assem- The new system saved many hours
bled in Malaysia either before or of work but the solution was not
after the Batu Tigu plant was taken space-saving, as both the handwritinto use.
ten cards and the punch cards occupied many shelves in the archive. It
134 - The documents that
was decided to photograph all the
almost disappeared
punch cards on microfilm and to
Everyone who has been deal- provide a lasting storage of the car
ing with archive material in paper information in that way – and which

took up no more space than a medicine cabinet in a regular household.
This was no small job to do either,
but it was done and then you could
get rid of many hundreds of pounds
of paper production cards.
The aforementioned early production cards, as well as AB Volvo’s
internal control protocols, accounting etc. were taken care of, but much
was thrown away without too much
thought of posterity and that it could
be important to be able to document
the history of the company.
Pehr Gustaf Gyllenhammar was
the CEO of the Volvo Group, but
just as closely followed by what
happened in various departments of
the company. When Gyllenhammar
learned that it had been disposed of
with a wealth of old archive material that had been collected over the
years, he immediately took action.
He wrote a personal letter to all
the dealers around, asking them
to send all of the old archives and
archives that they had back to Volvo’s archives. In this way, documentation that would otherwise
sooner or later disappear were now
secured into the right hands.
Lars Gerdin says that the archive
occasionally receives some boxes
of historical material, but now
more from private individuals
who no longer need what is saved.

Ù PG 8228, 1965 model Malaysian
122S. Owner and photo: unknown.
Probably there is nothing to remark
on the paintwork even when coming
up close. Custom is popular in most
car environments. There is nothing
to add regarding the cup holders.
Often there are heirs who have
cleaned up after someone who has
passed away and who are observant
enough to realize that it may have
value for Volvo.
Pehr G. has been very important
to Volvo, and he is actually responsible for that we today know as
much as we do about Volvo’s car
history.
Epilogue

135 - Analysis at an early stage

It is stated early in the article
that there for long were unidentified recipients of KD objects, and
the fact that these already existed
among the first series delivered
as KD kits made it impossible to
determine in what order the various
assembly plants were established
and started up.
In other words, the uncertainty
about which was first started was
noticeable, something that had
not been taken into account when
the decision to write the article
was made.
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Fortunately, the dilemma was
eliminated along the way and the
assembly plants in the countries
where Amazon was assembled
became as has been explained here.
Given that Volvo PV was assembled overseas as early as the first
half of the 1950s, and apparently
without a code showing this, one
question was whether Amazon may
also have been assembled before
what is now known, and without
having a code showing this.
With the help of the Swedish
and Norwegian PV Club as well
as Per-Åke Fröberg at Volvo Cars
Heritage, information was found
that showed that PV actually had a
code that indicated whether the production had taken place in Sweden
or abroad.
136 - A preliminary line of
reasoning

On the basis of the speculations
and theories that existed, it was
time for a status report. A preliminary revision was made – at a time
when two recipients of KD were
not yet identified.
An unconditional confirmed
response to which factory was the
first to assemble Volvo Amazon
KD’s overseas was not known at
that time. One question that was
asked was whether the assemblies in Brussels, The Hague and
a couple of more places could be
classified as factories at that time?
Factory is synonymous with production company, and with such a
high number of cars produced at
SBMA and in the Netherlands, as
previously mentioned 4,252 copies,
the term «factory» cannot be
wrong. This production was mainly
about the PV 444/544 along with a
number of heavier vehicles, and not
about Amazon, but still!
Another fact is that Volvo
changed a lot on Amazon in the
first years of production. The sealing of leaks that caused rust problems, elimination of «childhood
diseases» and new designs of both
bodywork and chassis made them
choose to have full control in their
own field and concentrate all production at the Lundby plant at this
stage of the era. As one has read,
PV had its own code for «kit for
assembly abroad» as early as 1954,
and that Volvo Amazon should be
assembled abroad or have another
own code for assembly abroad
before the «9» was introduced in
1961 is unthinkable.
As SBMA had been assembling
Volvo PV for 5-6 years already
when they received the first Volvo
Amazon «KD’s» in the fall of 1960,
it was perhaps unlikely that other
assembly plants had previously
completed Amazon before SBMA
did.
The author’s note at the time,
«perhaps», is due to a production
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diagram and an overview that the
author got from Volvo in Gothenburg, showing «CKD – SKD Total
Production» in the period 19542007. (That the CKD/SKD designations are used for figures from
1954 in this regard is due to the
reports being of compiled recently).
In the overview, the Netherlands is
listed as the only country as a manufacturer of SKD – CKD products
with 1,452 cars produced in the
period 1954-1959. Belgium is not
mentioned in that period.
This information does not match
with images that the author has
seen from SBMA in Brussels. The
pictures clearly show a number of
Volvo PV444 of the latest 1954
model year in the assembly process. When comparing the previously stated production figure (a
total of 4,252 cars) for Belgium and
Holland, with the 1,452 mentioned
in the previous section, 2,800 cars
have «disappeared» along the way.
All of these are not likely heavier
vehicles, and for this reason have
disappeared from one overview to
the other, but also disappeared from
the statistics together with Belgium
as a whole.
The overview also lists Belgium
as producer in the period 19641969. Thus, Volvo’s own production reports are not correct, and
until it is possible to get a complete overview of all production
cards and importers, it is absolutely
impossible to come to a definitive
conclusion. (However, Volvo’s
reports are correct for the factory
in Ghent).
137 - Analysis at a later stage

The detailed report on Motor
Assemblies also shows that Motor
Assemblies was the first to assemble the Amazon CKD – Completely
Knocked Down unit. Key here
is that the statement comes from
a subjective source and that the
report is not an official report from
Volvo, which in turn has not confirmed neither one or the other.
It is known that CKDs were sent
to Mexico and to MA in South
Africa, and that SKDs were sent to
SBMA in Belgium and to Beverwijk in the Netherlands.
Although separating SKD and
CKD, the author will still not support what M. Compton and T. J.
Gallwey stated in their report on
Motor Assemblies Ltd in 2009;
that MA was the first to assemble
Amazon as CKD, whereas MA was
actually beaten to it by Mexico.
138 - The hunt for information

At the very beginning of the
article, you will find an overview
of people who have contributed
important information, details that
are absolutely necessary to be able
to write an article like this. Along
the way, a lot of e-mails has been

sent to different corners of the
world – hoping to find out some
extra details, or for Tommy Joelsson, Fredrik Lofter or the author
of the article completely unknown
information. The article explains
that the Beverwijk factory was
«discovered» as a result of electronic letters.
It can also not to be avoided that
in such a context, information is
also to be found which does not
appear to have any roots in reality.
The facts presented in this article have not been derived from an
already existing answer – but have
emerged as things have added up
and the tasks have been solved.
139 - Not quite over the finish line

had already completely converted
to the 140 series, such a form of
transformation is far from remarkable. Volvo 164, however, was not
assembled in Canada. The fact that
the cars were built with US specification goes without saying, since
Canada was the destination and
largely followed US in regulations.
What is more interesting – maybe
– is the fact that any Belgian-produced cars with destination Canada
would also have the digit «4» in the
type designation. That there may
be cars that are assembled outside
Sweden and which still do not have
the digit «9», which denotes foreign assembly.
In that case, it means that in the
time after the factory in Canada
ended Amazon production, a Volvo
Amazon that was sold new in
Canada was either imported from
Sweden and consequently built at
the Torslanda plant, or possibly from
Belgium to which they had arrived
as CKD. In any case, the cars were
built to US specifications, and so the
Ghent-produced cars therefore got
«4» in the type designation.
Here, there seemed to have been
an inconsistency in the definition of
what the «4» and «9» digits tell. It
was more important for Volvo that
a number should inform about the
car’s equipment level than it should
tell about where the car was built –
or where it was not built. For Volvo,
it was an uncomplicated decision to
make – and for the nerds it’s easy to
understand – if it is correct.

In spite of all efforts to summarize already known information, to
disprove claims that were known
to be incorrect, to look for new
information and to find answers to
a number of questions that emerged
along the way – the author must
realize that one never quite reaches
the finish line. There will always be
questions that remain unanswered,
but hopefully you have succeeded
in identifying and answering the
most important questions that can
be related to an article like this one.
In an ongoing and relatively
time-consuming research period, it
was the case that for each question
you found the answer to, five new
questions appeared along the way.
Ergo increased the list of unresolved issues, and it took a long
time before the list became so short
that you could catch it at a glance • Itcould mean that the factory
– and without scrolling to the next
in Belgium also assembled
page.
1968 models for the Canadian
market, with the type designation
140 - Theory, speculation and
133441.
questions – based on a small
• It could mean that the factory in
internal memo and a statement
Belgium also assembled 1968
During one of the archive visits,
models for the US market, with
a Volvo note was found which read:
type designation 133441.
«Towards the end of the Amazon • It could mean that the factory
production, Canada was also supin Belgium also assembled
plied with cars from the Ghent fac1969 models for the Canadian
tory.» That was all it said, a short
market, with the type designation
sentence totally free of further
133441.
information.
Östergren had mentioned to
Three theories that Gerdin, Joelsthe author that the number codes son, Lofter and the author, despite
were not always the way they were fiercely attempts, had not found
supposed to be. We already know an explanation for. One step in the
something about this, the recently research was to check the delivery
mentioned digit «4» on Swed- protocols for some 1968 models.
ish-produced cars sent to Canada is Typically, both type designation
an example of deviations from the and model year letter are embossed
original and intended norms, since on the car’s type plate, and type
cars with this code were originally designation, model year letter and
going to the US. No strange devi- chassis number are stamped on the
ation, but as a result of the visits torpedo wall.
to the archive, an interesting note
Along the way, there had been
from AB Volvo was also discovered cases where the model year letter
– which created more headaches.
was not embossed in the bodywork
Given that car production in or on the type plate. There are many
Sweden was concentrated more examples of that – also in differand more around the 140, 164 and ent chassis number series – that
1800 series and with the knowledge one might think it may be due to a
that the Halifax assembly plant neglect or a defect from the factory
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that assembled the car. Besides, the
letter is also missing on the type
plate.Perhaps a red thread could be
found where cars withmodel year
letters were produced in Gothenburg
and those without in Ghent. Several such cases were checked, but it
turned out that the procedure varied
and that cars produced in Sweden
also lacked the model year letter. No
explanation for this has been found.
It seemed that the article had to end
with question marks.
The answer to this did not come
until the time of «extreme fato» –
last chance – when an e-mail from
Östergren appeared who at that time
was on vacation in Chile.

• Was 133441P built in Belgium
for Canada – Östergren answers
a definite «no» to that question as
well.
• Was 133441S built in Belgium
for Canada – Östergren answers
a definite «no» to this question as
well.

Since Gustaf Östergren was the
manager of the factory in Ghent at
the time such a production should
have occurred, there is no closer
answer than what was received from
him. It should also be mentioned that
apart from the note in a Volvo report,
no other evidence or even sign that
this actually happened has surfaced.
As mentioned, the note from Volvo
• Was 133441P built in Belgium contains no further specification.
for the United States – Östergren Furthermore, it was not possible to
answers a definite «no» to that find further information on such proquestion.
duction during the archive visits.

As an additional information,
the assembly plant in Ghent did
not export to other countries in
neitherNorth-nor South America.On the other hand, Östergren
notes that the plant in Ghent for
some time sent several shiploads
of 140 series cars directly to Jacksonville in the USA. Each shipload had 1,100 cars on board. The
single reason for this export was
that the Finance Department in
Brussels wanted fresh dollars for
Belgium.
The chassis number information
derives from what was found as a
result of the manual search of production cards in Volvo’s Historical
Archive. With tens of thousands
of cards to review, information
may have been overlooked, and
it is therefore subject to success
in finding the lowest numbers of

all the foreign assembly plants.
However, the fact that the assembly plants are presented in the
right order is almost certain to be
the case. A future digitization of
the archive may help to certify this
type of information in the article.
Ú This and subsequent two pages:
In parallel with the assembly plants,
Volvo exported cars from Sweden
around the world. The picture was
taken on December 21st, 1959 in
Uddevalla. Photo: Arne Andersson.
Source: www.digitalmuseum.se.
A 1965 model Amazon is hanging in
the crane. Source: Volvo’s Historical
Archive.
PV was exported long before the
Amazon was produced. Here from
Gothenburg Harbor in 1952. Photo:
Erik Liljeroth. Source: www.digital
museum.se
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